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Bob Rosensteel
recognized for
community
service
O

n December 3, The Emmitsburg Business and Professional Association named Bob
Rosensteel the recipient of the Extraordinary Community Service
Award. A lifelong resident of Emmitsburg, Rosensteel has been participating in community and business organizations in Emmitsburg
for most of that time. His most-recent effort for the community was
the “Change for Food” program
that has raised nearly $12,000 for
the Emmitsburg Food Bank over
the past 18 months.
“I never would have dreamed in
my wildest dreams that we would
be talking about that program earning $10,000 plus,” Rosensteel said.
Rosensteel also serves as fire
policeman for the Vigilant Hose
Company, a merit badge counselor for the Boy Scouts, and a board
member of the EBPA. All the
while he runs his own photography business from his home.
“You are missing something special if you don’t become involved
in your community,” Rosensteel
commented.

Things changed for Rosensteel in
September, though. He suffered a
stroke without even realizing it. He
worked right through it.
“People talking to me on the telephone were saying that I wasn’t making any sense,” Rosensteel said.
Then his left his home for an appointment and nearly crashed because his peripheral vision was gone.
At that point, he thought he might
be sick and stopped to see his son and
have his blood pressure taken. It was so
high that his son ordered him to go to
doctor immediately and the doctor ordered him to the hospital immediately.
“If the stroke didn’t kill me, I
still should have been dead because I shouldn’t have been out on
the road,” Rosensteel said.
Instead he spent three weeks in
HealthSouth in York, PA, working
to recover from the stroke. Today,
you can’t tell he was sick. Most of
his strength on his left side has returned and his eyesight is improving. He still continues his rehabilitation work three times a week so
that his recovery will continue.
However, when he first came
home from the hospital, it was a
different story.

“I could not understand the settings on a camera I’ve had for 25
years in order to take a picture. I
couldn’t work with Adobe Photoshop. I couldn’t event print an email,” Rosensteel said.
He’s still not back behind the
camera working as a professional
photographer. And when he does
come back, he’s not sure it will
be full-time. His stroke gave him
a wake-up call. There are things
he wants to do and enjoy that he
won’t be able to do if all his time is
taken up by work.
He has been a professional photographer for 25 years snapping
pictures of brides, seniors, sports
teams, and news features. He loves
his work and has seen a lot of success with it, but it is no longer a
high priority for him.

“Most of my time is now involved with ‘Change for Food’
boxes,” Rosensteel said. The program collects the change that people have left over when they are
dining out. The money has to be
collected monthly from the boxes, tallied and a check written to
the Emmitsburg Food Bank. He
is especially grateful to the Emmitsburg Community Ambulance
Company and The Ott House for
their fundraisers that have helped
make the program a success.
Rosensteel is looking to start a
new program to support the food
bank. Based on his experience
with “Change for Food,” his new
program will encourage people to
collect the change they have at the
end of each night and donate it to
the food bank.

Slopes open at Liberty Mountain
I

t seems appropriate that it should
snow on opening day at Liberty Mountain Resort in Carroll Valley, Pa., on December 10. It’s like
Mother Nature gave her approval to
the new season at the resort.
“It was just fantastic,” said Anne
Weimer, marketing director for Liberty Mountain. “We opened with
7 trails and by the end of the first
week we had 15 trails open.”
Liberty Mountain has 16 trails,
the longest of which is nearly a
mile long. The vertical drop on the
mountain is 620 feet in the front
and 550 feet on the back of the
mountain.
“There’s a lot of excitement that
comes along with the start of the
new season and that’s what we’ve
been seeing this week with people
coming to the resort,” Weimer said.
They are also seeing a larger resort since Liberty Mountain bought
the Carroll Valley Resort last year.
The purchase doubled the resort’s
size and increased the things Liberty

Mountain could offer its guests.
“We’ve got two new restaurants
and more options to offer so that we
feel more like a full-service resort,”
Weimer said.
The two new restaurants are the
Tavern on the Green and the Clubhouse Inn. The guest rooms in the
Resort are also in the process of being redone with new fixtures and
furniture
On the slopes, Liberty Mountain
purchased all-new equipment, including skis, boots, and snowboards,
to serve as rental equipment. The resort also increased its number of rental helmets for skiers. Additionally,
more of the mountain was converted to automated snowmaking. This
automated equipment is computer controlled and creates snow when
conditions for its creation are optimum. This allows the slopes to be
covered faster and more efficiently.
The equipment covers 65 percent of
the trails at Ski Liberty.
The ski trails are open Monday

“Are you sure this is how Lindsay Vonn got started?”

through Friday from 9 a.m. to 10
p.m. and weekends from 8 a.m.
to 10 p.m. The snow tubing runs
are open Monday through Thursday from 4 p.m. to 10 p.m., Friday
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Letters to the Editor
The Carriage House received the following e-mail and asked that we share
it with you:
I just wanted to take a moment to say “Thank you” for the
gracious hospitality you showed
the entire community after the
Christmas tree lighting. My husband and I (and our 4 children)
have just moved to Emmitsburg
from Germany (we are a military

family) and we were touched by
the incredibly generous tradition
that the Carriage House carries on
each year. We also thank you for letting us come into Emmitsburg and
feel a part of the “family”. We move
so much that events like last night
made us happy with our decision to
live here.
You helped make a sweet Christmas memory for our family. My hus-

band has not been home for Christmas since 2006 (he was deployed to
Iraq Christmas 2007 and 2008...and
to Afghanistan Christmas 2009). We
are making new memories...and you
were a wonderful part of that.

We also received the following note for
Dr. Peter Dorsey, Professor of English
at Mt. St. Marys to the News-Journals’
Mount writers:
I just saw the big (too big!) article you wrote about me in the
EMJ. I am somewhat embarrassed and humbled by the article

(especially by the large picture),
but I am also grateful for your
many kind words and the time
you all spent putting it together.
It is a wonderful Christmas present indeed—and one of the most
original I have ever received. At
the end, you asked me how you

did, and I can only say amazingly
well (as usual), although I think in
the future you need to find more
interesting subject matter!   Merry
Christmas to all of you and your
families!

News Briefs
M

eet with the community
deputies to discuss your is-

sues
The Emmitsburg community deputies plan to meet in an
open meeting with members of
the community each month. You
can talk with the deputies about
your questions, concerns, and
comments, or to express thanks.
The meetings will be held on the
third Monday of each month
from 6 p.m. to 7 p.m. The place
for the meetings has yet to be
determined, but if you are interested in attending one of the
meetings, call the town office at
301-600-6300. Someone there

will either tell you where the
meeting will be held or call you
back when a location is known.
Emmitsburg Lions prepare
Christmas baskets for needy
The Emmitsburg Lions Club,
with the help of some citizens,
prepared Christmas food baskets for area families on December 18. The food baskets went
to 67 Emmitsburg residents
families who found themselves
in need this holiday season.
This was the largest number of
families to whom that the Lions Club has ever sent Christmas food baskets.

Merry Christmas and Happy 2011!
LTC John and Mrs. Christy Harris
Andrew (15), Catherine (13), Emily (11) and Jack (9)

Thanks again, Pete

he Carroll Valley Borough
Council voted during the
borough meeting on December
14 to set the borough’s millage
rate at 1.7463 mils. While this is a
reduction from the current 8 mils,
the new rate has been set to yield
the same amount of revenue from
a house based on its new assessment as the 8 mil rate yielded on
the old assessment values.
Commissioners support county
public-access station
The Carroll Valley Borough

voted to support an effort led by
the commissioners of New Oxford to create a new county-wide
public, educational and governmental (PEG) cable station. One
argument for the station, which
would essentially be an expansion of ACTV, is that it could be
used to broadcast county wide
emergency information and reach
more people than ACTV. ACTV
is a county video network that
streams videos of county and municipal meetings as well as programming. It works with other

Around the Town
T

he Town of Emmitsburg got
a report card from businesspeople and residents of the town
on Dec. 6. Though it’s not perfect, most people in Emmitsburg
seem to be happy with how well
the town works.
Students from Mount St. Mary’s
Market Research class formulated
and administered two different
surveys—one to businesses and
one to residents—at the request of
Mayor James Hoover.
Hoover said that with the survey results, “We can find where

weaker points are and work on
them over the next year.”
The students presented the survey results to the mayor and town
council during a regular town
meeting.
Of the 74 business surveys
mailed out, 25 were completed
and returned. The business survey
showed that:
• 48% of Emmitsburg businesses have seen less sales this
year,
• 56% are satisfied or very sat-
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Fire was suicide attempt
A December 21 fire in Emmitsburg was an attempt to commit suicide. Denise Ruggiero allegedly set
her home on fire in an attempt to
end her life. She was found unconscious in an upstairs bedroom. She
was removed from the house and
flown to R. Adams Cowley Shock
Trauma Center in Baltimore where
she was treated for smoke inhalation.
Vigilant Hose Company responded to the scene on Timbermill Run around 5:14 a.m. Vigilant Hose was also assisted by six
other nearby fire companies.
A suicide note was found in
the kitchen. Ruggiero has been
charged with first-degree arson,
according to the Frederick County Sheriff ’s Office.

Around the Borough
T

Emmitsburg

county agencies like the art council and the SPCA.
The other element of the support for PEG is that Comcast
would fund the station under federal franchising regulations for cable companies that requires funding for PEG stations. The New
Oxford commissioners will represent the county municipalities in
the negotiations with Comcast.
Council seeks advice on hunting on borough land
The Carroll Valley Commission-

isfied with Emmitsburg as a
place to do business and
• 54% are satisfied or very satisfied with the performance of
the mayor and town council.
Town staff scored very well on most
of the questions concerning their
job performance as did the police
protection in the town. Three out
of four businesses also noted that
they had experienced criminal activity at their business.
While the business survey was
mailed, the residential survey could
be done online or in person with a
survey available from the town office. The town mailed 678 notifica-
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Rocky Ridge house tour
raises $1,000
The holiday house tour sponsored by the Rocky Ridge Volunteer Fire Company on December 5
raised $1,000. The money will help
pay the expenses toward the restoration of the company’s first fire truck.
The home tour took visitors to
six homes in Rocky Ridge that
were decorated for the holidays.

The homes ranged in style from
newer homes to a log cabin to the
former Rocky Ridge school.
The fire truck the Rocky Ridge
Fire Company is hoping to restore
is one they received in 1949 from
the Vigilant Hose Company in
Emmitsburg. It was a 1929 “Model A” Ford fire truck that the Vigilant Hose Company bought new
in 1929 for $3,200.

ers have requested that the borough’s
Planning Commission and Public Safety Commission review an
ordinance for activity on boroughowned land. A borough resident requested during the borough meeting
on December 14 that he be allowed
to bow hunt on a large parcel of
property that the borough owns.
Though the Council acknowledged that there have been problems with hunting on borough
land in the past, some on the
Council thought that limited
hunting might have some merit. Also, Carroll Valley currently
allows passive recreation uses on
borough land.

The Council decided to refer
the request to the Planning Commission and Public Safety Commission to hear their recommendations before taking any action
on the matter.

tions about the survey but received
only 41 completed surveys. The
residential survey results showed:

tory and community pride and that
it’s a quiet and peaceful place to live.
However, the town needs a stronger
employment base and more activities to do within the town.
In general, residents rated the
town staff and police better than
the town’s businesses.

• 48.7% of residents have a
work commute of 40 minutes or more,
• 29.7% of residents feel the
mayor and town council understand the community’s
needs and
• 67% are satisfied or very satisfied with Emmitsburg as a
place to live.
According to residents, the town’s
top assets are its affordability, close
proximity to metro areas, rich his-

New officer welcomed and police officer promoted
Carroll Valley Police Chief Richard Hileman, III, introduced the
Borough Council to its newest police officer, Dustin Miller, during
the December 14 borough meeting. Hileman also officially promoted Det. Cliff Weikert to the
rank of corporal. Weikert will serve
as Hileman’s second-in-command.

What would you do as mayor?
The Maryland Municipal League
is sponsoring its annual “If I was
mayor…” essay competition for
all fourth graders in area schools
or being homeschooled. Anyone
interested in participating should
contact the Emmitsburg town office at 301-600-6300.
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Incarnation UCC calls new pastor
O

n October 24, Incarnation
UCC called Pastor Katie
Penick to be its part time pastor.
Pastor Katie is also part time
pastor at Faith UCC in Frederick, MD. Rev. Katie was raised
in the Midwest and at age 18
left home to go to college at Indiana University where she acquired a Bachelor of Arts degree in English in May of 1986.
In May 1989, Rev. Katie was
awarded a Masters of Divinity degree from Vanderbilt Divinity School in Nashville, TN.
She moved to Washington, DC
where she worked for several non-profit organizations and
took Christian Education courses at Wesley Theological Semi-

nary. She moved to Maryland,
met her husband Ken, was married in 1998 and they have a 10
year old daughter.
In 2002 Rev. Katie and her
family moved to Frederick, MD
and joined Glade UCC in Walkersville. During that time, she
worked for the Frederick County YMCA as a Director of Kids
Club, at the Family Partnership
as a home visitor and then as the
Child Development Supervisor.
She served as the interim sabbatical pastor for Christ Reformed
UCC in Cavetown, MD and Jefferson UCC in Jefferson, MD.
She was the Parent Education Coordinator for the Mental Health
Association of Frederick County

for several years.
Since
January 2006, Pastor
Katie has been
an adjunct professor at Frederick Community
College for the
Social
Sciences Department.
Since
August
2008, Pastor Katie has been pastor at Faith UCC
and was ordained there recently. Welcome
to the Emmitsburg community, Pastor Katie.

Pantry Thrift Store opens in Fairfield
T

he Fairfield Food Pantry now
has a sister store that will help
support the pantry. The Pantry
Thrift Store in the rear of the Fairfield Mennonite Church opened on
December 11.
“It’s been well received,” said Fairfield Food Pantry Coordinator and
The Pantry Thrift Store Manager Margaret Milburn. “People have
been excited and enthusiastic about

having the store here.”
The food pantry has been operating in the church for over 30 years,
but demand for its services is quickly growing. Around 300 people received distributions from the food
bank in December, which is the
largest number of clients the Pantry has ever served. To be eligible for
food bank services, the family must
be living at no more than 150 per-

Gettysburg hosts free New Year’s party
Ring in 2011 in Gettysburg with its 12th annual New Year’s Eve
celebration. Evening events feature music, kid’s art, fire eating,
fireworks and free entertainment.
Events begin at 7:30 p.m. with a jazz concert by the Herb Sell
Trio at the Christ Lutheran Church on Chambersburg Street. The
evening’s events continue into the new year at three locations. Besides Christ Lutheran Church, other events will be on Lincoln
Square and at the Imagination Station on Carlisle Street. All three
locations are within walking distance of each other.
Christ Lutheran Church on Chambersburg Street will play host
to the Herb Sell Jazz Following the Herb Sell Trio concert, other
events at the church include magic by John Wolfe, a community sing along, Cormorant’s Fancy performing Celtic and seasonal tunes and a community worship service. The church will provide hot mulled cider and refreshments throughout the evening.
Everything culminates at midnight with a fireworks display
over the square, sponsored by ACNB Bank.
All events are free and open to the public and presented through
a partnership of the Borough of Gettysburg, ACNB Bank, the
Adams County Arts Council and Columbia Gas of Pennsylvania. No buttons or tickets are required.
Information will be announced on Great Country 107.7 if
weather forces a cancellation of any of the outdoor events or fireworks. For more information, visit the arts council web site at
www.adamsarts.org.

cent of the federal poverty level.
“Since I’ve been doing this, the
number of people we’re serving has
almost tripled,” Milburn said.
Distributions from the food bank
are made on the third Friday of every month. Each family is given
about a week’s worth of groceries
that includes non-perishable items,
frozen meats and baked goods. The
food pantry, which works with the
SCAAP, serves anyone living within
the Fairfield Area School District.
“We try not to turn anyone away
who truly has need,” Milburn said.
The thrift store accepts donations

of just about anything—clothes,
kitchenware, shoes, books, games,
toys—during business hours. However, right now the store can’t accept
furniture.
“People, churches and organizations in the community have been
very supportive of this new venture.
Items for the thrift store as well as
start up funds have been pouring
in,” said Brenda Walter, pastor of
Fairfield Mennonite Church. “Our
phone has been ringing a lot. The
anticipation is huge!”
The items are sold in the thrift
store at substantial discounts to

make them affordable for just about
anyone. The proceeds are then used
to make the store self-sustaining and
help support the food bank.
The
Fairfield
Mennonite
Church is located at 201 W. Main
Street in Fairfield at the rear of the
church.
“This church is very community
and mission-minded and this is one
more way to reach out. We want
to be a blessing in the community,
whether it’s by giving out food or
meeting needs through our thrift
store,” Milburn said.
Store hours are Tuesdays 1 p.m.
to 7 p.m., Wednesdays 10 a.m. to
5 p.m. and Saturdays 9 a.m. to
2 p.m.  You can call the store at
717-642-6679 or e-mail at FoodPantryThriftStore@gmail.com.
Winter 2011 Recreation
programs at Emmitsburg
Community Center:
Adult Fitness – Zumba (12week session) Friday mornings starting 1/14, 9:3010:30am
To register call 301-6002936 or online at www.recreater.com
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Warm hearts, cold temperatures for
“Christmas Spirit”
I

t was so cold on Dec. 6 at the
Carriage House Inn that even
the angels wore coats. Children
participating in the live Nativity scene for the annual Evening of
Christmas Spirit in Emmitsburg
were bundled into coats before going outside to the small shelter.
The cold temperatures seemed
to hinder the attendance at the
event, but those who did come
were treated to hot dogs, hot chocolate and cookies as well as lots of
entertainment.
Festivities began at 6 p.m. with
the lighting of the town’s Christmas tree in front of the Commu-

nity Center. Mayor James Hoover,
who lit the tree, joked with the attendees, “We’re going to count
down from five not 10 because it’s
too cold.”
Once the tree was lit, the crowd
quickly moved down the street
to the Carriage House Inn. Lines
quickly formed for the hay rides
and for a visit with Santa Claus.
Upstairs in Joanne’s Ballroom, live
music began at 7 p.m. from a number of local choirs. Bob Hance,
owner of the Carriage House Inn,
said he had 800 hot dogs and 1,200
cookies ready for the evening. The
hay ride also stopped at Red’s Tav-

ern for the riders to warm up with
hot chocolate.
An Evening of Christmas Spirit
was started by Hance’s parents as a
way to invite the town into the Carriage House Inn and enjoy the décor. It’s always been a free event, but
now it has grown from a Carriage
House Inn event to a town event.
“There’s no way I would stop what
they started,” Hance said. “Their vision was to have an event that was affordable for the entire town.”
Walter and Christine Price came
to the event with their daughter
who wanted to see Santa Claus and
take a hay ride.

The Fairfield High School Dance Line wowed the crowd with their choreographed dance sequences set to traditional Christmas carols.

“It’s nice to see everybody in
town and get on the hay rides,”
Christine said.
Attendees come from outside the
area, too. Danae King and her three

children came from Gettysburg to
attend the event for the first time.
“It’s nice for what they’re doing,”
she said. “It’s a really nice thing to
do for the holidays.”

Farm and Home Qually appointed County
Service opens
Auditor

S

outhern States Taneytown Cooperative closed on October 30, a
Saturday. When the doors on Monday, November 1, customers walked
into Farm and Home Service.
“We never missed a beat,” said
manager Dwight Reynolds.
Farm and Home Service began
primarily as a feed and farm supply
dealer, but has since expanded into
the home and garden market. A full
line of lawn and garden seeds and
supplies are available, all types of fertilizers, and related items. The store
also has wood heating pellets, ice
melting products, a propane tank filling station, and split rail, board, and
wire fencing and posts.
T h e
new store celebrated its new location with an open house on December 3. The new owners were on hand
to greet customers, talk to them and
share refreshments with them.
Customers entered a store that
looked familiar with feeds, fertilizer and farming supplies. Then they
looked closer at the products on the
shelves and in the warehouse. More
than just Southern States products,
Farm and Home Service carries a
wider range of products and manu-

facturers, including Southern States,
to give customers more choices.
“That’s the most-obvious change,”
said Mickey Day, one of the new
owners. “Farm and Home Service
has been around for 75 years. We are
a privately owned Southern States
dealer, but we can make our own decisions about what we carry in our
stores”
Day hopes to expand the showroom in the future to include an even
greater variety of products. He thinks
what sets Farm and Home apart from
other stores is the knowledge of the
staff.
“We have people who are very
knowledgeable in animal nutrition,
agronomy and farming”, Reynolds
said.
The Southern States Taneytown
Cooperative was established in 1942
and owned by stockholder members
who had management and wholesale supply agreements with Southern States. The poor state of the economy and several other factors led the
cooperative’s board of directors to
recommend liquidation. Farm and
Home Service, Inc. then purchased
the Taneytown location.

O

n December 3rd Marty
Qually was appointed to
fill out the remainder of Denis
Sullivan’s term as one of Adams
County’s Auditors. It is rare to
have a mid-term replacement of a
County level elected office, yet the
swearing in received little fanfare
and barely any press. Then again
in today’s world of increasingly
polarized politics, it is no surprise
that one of the most non-political
appointments should slide past
unnoticed by many people.
Most people (especially business
owners) immediately grab their
checkbooks when they hear the
word “auditor” and hope that they
will go away quickly.
Relax, nobody’s in trouble and
your tax dollars are still safe. In
fact that is the job of County
Auditors, to make sure that every
dollar of revenue collected by
Adams County government and
every penny spent is accurately
counted. In basic terms it is
the County Commissioners
who make promises to County
residents for services and pay for
those promises with tax dollars.

County Auditors make
sure that those promises
are kept, to the penny.
Over the next year in
a series of articles Marty
has agreed to author a
column in the NewsJournal describing the
importance of County
Auditors, but also in a
broader sense show how
we are all connected to
our local government.
In reflecting upon his
future column Marty
commented “Often we
get caught up in State
and Federal political
issues and forget that
County and Municipal
Governments have so
much to do with our daily lives.
Sometimes the decisions made
in the Courthouse can be much
more critical to our lives than the
decisions made in Washington or
Harrisburg. This year the long
overdue Reassessment brought this
truth home, painfully for many.
While the Reassessment is by far
the biggest County issue facing
our community right now, there
is more to our County than the

Reassessment. For my small part
with this column I hope to shed
light on how important our local
government is to us and how the
more we the people are involved
the better out government will
work. I look forward to working
on this column, “From the
Auditor’s Desk”, as we all begin to
learn more about how our County
government works for the people
of Adams County.”
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One hundred years ago this month
January 6
A Town Hall
Every now and then – especially after a freeze-out, such as one during a
winter performance in the so-called
“Opera House” - a town hall naturally appeals utmost to those who are
fond of public entertainment. For
some years past, people have debated the question in a more or less purposeless way, but at this time no one
has proposed a well-defined plan nor
taken any concerted action.
It is safe to say that every resident
of Emmitsburg is anxious for a safe,
properly billed and managed place
of amusement; and, that not a single resident regrets that Emmitsburg
is the only town of its size in Frederick County that does not boast of
a public oratory suitable for entertainments, commencement exercises, dances, lecturers, fairs and social
functions.
Death of Eva Danner
Miss Eva Danner, 68, died in the
comfort of her home on the square
last Saturday evening. The news of
her death on New Year’s Day came as
a terrible shock to her host of friends,
who were unaware of her serious illness. Danner was ill for about 10
days and died of chronic nephritis.
Born in Emmitsburg, Danner developed a love for music at an early age and later became a music
teacher and organ player in the Reformed Sunday School and Church.
The children of the town and county were her most devoted friends and
admirers. Danner attracted a wide
circle of friends with her many delightful qualities of heart and soul.
Her pleasant smile and cheerful demeanor will be greatly missed.

January 13
Ordinance Number 125
Be it enacted and ordained by the
Burgess and Commissioners of Em-

mitsburg that the Burgess shall receive his salary of $25 per year and
the Commissioners shall receive an
annual salary of $15.
Ordinance Number 126
Be it enacted and ordained that it shall
be unlawful for any person to abuse
or cruelly mistreat an animal in any
manner within the corporate limits
of the town. It shall be unlawful for
any person to let a horse stand on the
streets, alleys or public places for more
than five hours without food or water.
It shall be the duty of the town constable to take charge of said horses and
have them properly fed and watered
at the expense of the owner. Upon
conviction, individuals shall be fined
at least $1 and no more than $10 in
addition to the cost of feeding, watering and caring for the horse.
Ordinance Number 127
Be it enacted that it shall be unlawful for any person or persons to construct any store or terrain for the purpose of carrying human or animal
excrement, dishwater, wash water
or any substance detrimental to the
health of the town, unless approved
by the commissioners. Nor shall any
individual be allowed to accumulate
any human or animal excrement;
filth or rubbish of any kind that may
be a nuisance to the neighborhood
or detrimental to the health of the
town. Violators will be fined a minimum of $5 and a maximum of $25.
Arrest of Clarence Reese
“Clarence Reese” of near Emmitsburg was arrested in Gettysburg as
he was about to board a train on
the charge of burglary. He allegedly robbed George Kellerman’s saloon
near Penn Mart last September. Until this week he has eluded arrest. Reese is now serving 20 days in jail for
stealing rides on parades. After serving his sentence he will be taken to
Hagerstown to answer the charge of
robbing the saloon.

January 20
Ordinance Number 137
Be it enacted that it shall be unlawful and against the peace, quiet
and order of the town for any person or persons to make a bonfire
or to cast, throw or discharge any
firecracker, cannon cracker, rocket, roman candle or other fireworks or explosives in or upon any
street, alley or public place in Emmitsburg. It shall be unlawful for
any person to fire or discharge any
gun, revolver or firearm or to carry a concealed or dangerous weapon in the streets of said town, except in the defense of one’s person
or property or to kill any dangerous or rabid animal. No person
shall carry any concealed weapon
without a permit to do so. Violators of this ordinance pay a minimum fine of $1 and a maximum
of $25 for each violation.
High School Cross Country Run
On Monday afternoon 19 of the
Emmitsburg high school boys ran
a cross-country race. Prior to the
race, the runners practiced on the
pike, which was in excellent condition for the purpose. The boys
ran a total distance of 3 ½ miles
across rough terrains and in high
winds.
Starting at the high school,
each pair made good time up to
the tollgate. The next stretch of
road from the station to Mr. Walters tested the boys’ training and
strength. Some considered returning home while others cut across
the fields and through the woods.
Jones Baker and his partner Charlie Seabrook disagreed on some
trivial matter and parted company
forever. The distance from Mrs.
Walters to Mr. Hoechst’s farm,
the third station, was the most
difficult stretch of the run as the
roadbed was hard, frozen and full
of ruts. The runners lost time in
this stretch, but gained back their
strength in no time as they hit
the last stretch home to the main
road. William Fraley Lester Topper and Charlie Seabrook finished
with the best time of 34 minutes.

In 1911 nothing could beat a horse and sleigh for reliability
when snow clogged the streets.

January 27
Ordinance Number 140
Be it enacted that it shall be unlawful for any person to operate any
motor vehicle or motorcycle recklessly or at an unreasonable speed. In no
case should the speed exceed 12 mph
on a street or alley in the town. Any
individual found guilty of violating
this ordinance shall be liable for a $5
minimum fine and $50 maximum.
Spanish Swindler Writes
to Emmitsburg
The Spanish Swindler has turned up
in Emmitsburg. Last Friday a letter
arrived postmarked from Madrid,
containing a touching appeal from
a man accused of fraud and manslaughter and now languishing in a
Spanish prison. Along with the letter
was a newspaper clipping of an English journal about a “noted banker
who absconded, leaving a deficit of
over 5 million rubles.”
Some few weeks ago a Marylander bet on scheme to the extent of several thousand dollars. The swindler
was not as fortunate here. The letter
reads:
“Dear Sir,
Although I know you only from
good references of your honesty, my
sad situation compels me to reveal to
you an important affair in which you
can procure a modest fortune saving

at the same time that of my darling
daughter.
Before being imprisoned here I
was an established banker in Russia as you’ll see in the enclosed article about me that was published in
many English newspapers.
I beseech you to help me obtain a
sum of $448,000 I have in America
and to come here to pay the Registrar of the Court for the expense of
my trial so that I may recover my
portmanteau, which contains a secret pocket where I have hidden the
documents indispensable to recovering the said sum.

Since I cannot receive your answers
in person you must send a cablegram
to a person of my confidence who
will deliver it to me.
Awaiting your cable to instruct
you in all my secret, I am Sir, yours
truly, Demidoff”
Trouble at the Track School
A lawsuit is promised in Liberty
Township to present the case of a
teacher from Zimmerman School
on Track Road who punished
a student. The student’s mother found the punishment unwarranted and severe and appealed
the case to Constable Martin Baker. The case will be heard before
the justice in Fairfield.
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From the Desk of Town Council
President Chris Staiger
I

hope everyone has had a safe and
happy holiday season and a Merry Christmas! As we quickly head
into the New Year, I would like to
thank all the volunteers who have
helped our community through
their participation on committees
and other town activities and traditions. The hard work of our town
employees should also be acknowledged and appreciated. All of these
people working behind the scenes
have helped to make our community a better place over the last
year. I look forward to the challenges of 2011 including managing the town’s operations through
a third straight year of declining
budget resources, shaping an Adequate Public Facilities Ordinance
to effectively address growth concerns, and, most importantly, developing new ways to communicate more effectively with residents
and our business community.
I know the budget issue starts to

sound like, “Blah, blah, blah…”
after a while but it is true that the
general fund budget (which pays
the day to day operating expenses
of the town government for most
activities, equipment, and salaries,
as well as funding capital improvements such as lights, road repair,
and new equipment) has declined
by around six percent per year for
the last two years. I would expect
this decline to continue as the state
continues to ‘redirect’ more revenues traditionally returned to the
municipalities. The independent
Water and Sewer Enterprise funds
which represent the balance of
town income and expenditure (and
are generally funded through your
quarterly water and sewer billing)
face increasing costs and expenses
as old water and sewer lines are replaced and the Maryland Department of the Environment mandated wastewater treatment plant
upgrade begins.

I am committed to no increase
in the residential property tax rate
which funds about forty percent of
the general fund budget. Over the
years I have found continued resistance to dropping the rate even
though the town has collected revenue greater than expenses every year I have been in town government. Although the Board of
Commissioners has authorized a
limited use of our $700,000 “rainy
day fund” for this year’s budget requirements, I honestly expect to
run a small surplus this year as well.
Since there is resistance in the administration to dropping the tax
rate in the face of “uncertain” budget environments where “the price
of everything always goes up,” I
will propose a rebate of some portion of our continued annual budget surplus (that, in the end, seems
to result every year) to residential
property tax payers.
In January, the Board will begin

to address staff recommendations
on the adoption of an Adequate
Public Facilities Ordinance for the
town. This process will allow us to
define the infrastructure requirements necessary prior to additional
growth as well as tie us more directly into county requirements related to education and regional transport. As we manage this process,
my goal is not to throw road blocks
in the way of commercial or even
residential development but to
standardize the process so that we
are more clearly linked with county standards and not seen simply
as a way to escape them. Our biggest addition to this approval process will be how we define and allocate the water and sewer resources
which are solely under municipal
control - and typically provide the
real reason for developer interest.
Lastly, I’ll admit to being a bit
disturbed by the results of a recent
commercial and residential survey of town government. While
the methodology and sample size
might justifiably be questioned, I
think the results presented at the

From the Desk of County
Commissioner Paul Smith
I

n the recent state and county
election campaign, the most
powerful of all campaign themes was
the importance of bringing good
jobs to the area. In the County and
around the nation, we elected people
who pledged to work to bring in
new jobs. I am certainly committed
to doing this.
As the nation continues to
experience unemployment rates at
about 10%, more and more people
are coming to realize that having a
strong economy is a key ingredient
of liberty. People who are struggling
to obtain food, housing and health
care usually are less concerned with
the protection and preservation of
other freedoms—like speech, press,
religion, travel and property rights.
During the New Deal era, following
the Great Depression, property
rights were significantly eroded, as
the nation sold some of its liberty
for the security of government
promises. But many economists
today recognize that the New
Deal security programs actually
prolonged the Great Depression,
rather than cured it.
The recession of our time, which
has been going on for 2 ½ years, is
causing us to ask the same questions
that the nation asked in the 1930’s:

Are Government social programs the
antidote to the ailing economy? The
nation got it wrong in the 1930’s. I
hope to help us get it right today.
While there always will be a role for
some government involvement in
our lives—It would be a mistake
to turn our government into
socialism to attempt to fix our
ailing economy. Socialism doesn’t
work. It never has. In the long
run it always weakens the nation,
as it encourages and rewards sloth,
and as it penalizes and discourages
initiative, creativity and hard work.
What does this have to do with
Frederick County? Understanding
this broad, universal principal
should guide us in our efforts to
bring jobs here and to strengthen
our local economy.
We want to attract private
sector jobs to the county because
these jobs are the foundation of
true economic strength. Even
though we will be happy to
accept government jobs that are
willing to come here, enduring
economic strength will come from
the private sector which actually
produce marketable goods and
services. Most government jobs
only transfer wealth from one
people to another; government

does not provide the food,
clothing, cars, entertainment and
services that are the foundation of
a strong economy.
To help the County strengthen
our jobs base, I am committed
to three major strategies to help
increase the private jobs in our
county. First, I will help to create
a business-friendly environment.
To do this we must eliminate
regulations that are too harsh;
we must revise and streamline
cumbersome regulations; we
must make some zoning changes
to attract jobs to the areas where
the employers will want to come.
(This specifically applies to the
435 areas recently annexed into
the north of Frederick City.)
Second, we need to actively
seek to attract some of the best
national employers to come here.
This marketing effort is extremely
important—we must recognize
that NOW IS THE TIME to do
this. Major employers are looking
to locate in the best places—
of which Frederick County is
one. Now is the time to let them
know that Frederick is open for
business. Third, we need to make
the key road improvement that
will accommodate the needed job
growth. The premier employers
will not locate their people here if
they find the local people are not
attending to protect the quality of
life for our people. The primary
issue in the roads strategy is to
address the growing congestion
in and around Frederick City.
If you don’t believe that this is
an important issue, you don’t
understand the thinking of the

major companies that are here and
of the others that will consider
coming here.

Ethics. Several articles and letters
in the Gazette and Frederick News
Post have criticized me for my
desire to amend one, defective
ethics law that causes a waste of
government time and money.
A recent FNP editorial also
criticized me on this issue. At best
none of those articles explain the
defect in the law that I propose
correcting. Most of the writings
contain erroneous conclusions,
incomplete information and/or
misinformation. Those writings
acknowledge or discuss the
problem that needs correcting;
rather they take the shallow,
superficial approach that if a law
pertains to “ethics,” then it must
be good. I disagree.
The flawed law is found in Sections 15-855 of the State Government Article, MD Code. This law
applies only to Frederick County,
and it requires County Commissioners to disclose and report ALL
communications between Commissioners and everyone with
whom a communication occurred
regarding certain land-use applications. The prior BOCC asked
our legislators to pass a different
version of this law—they would
have only required the disclosure
and reporting of communications
with “applicants.” But the State
Legislature changed the language,
broadening the disclosure requirement from “applicants” to everyone. The broadening of the disclosure/reporting
requirement

December 6 town meeting show
that your elected officials need
to do a better job of understanding and implementing your concerns. I understand that we take
ownership of the proposals of
the administration when we approve them. This was also a lesson
learned by many federal legislators
in November! That being said, I
believe the Board of Commissioners as a body must do a better job
weighing the opinions of the public in policy decisions. Certainly, I
now promise to be more critical of
staff proposals in an effort to better understand how they were developed, who was consulted, and
how they will be implemented.
Growing a little too “comfortable”
is always a danger…
Once again, my best wishes to
you and your families for a safe
and happy New Year. Please contact your elected officials with your
concerns. Please copy them on
your interactions with the Town
Office. We are all here to be your
representatives and advocates! Sincerely, Chris Staiger
causes the commissioners and
staff to waste time and money reporting communications that are
of no concern to anyone. Failure
of commissioners to report all of
these communications with nonapplicants subjects commissioners
to jail time and fines. It is virtually impossible to know when an
innocent conversation with a citizen triggers the disclosure requirement. There is a reason for tracking communications with applicants for land-use changes, but
not for communications with everyone else.
The over-breadth of this reporting
requirement, coupled with the
near impossibility to ascertain the
substance of each such application
(of which there are now over
60 pending), coupled with the
harsh criminal penalties for noncompliance—all of this combine
to make the law time-consuming,
a waste of tax-payers money, and
an unconstitutional regulation of
protected speech. This flawed law
needs to be corrected.
The correcting of this flaw will
NOT give applicants for land-use
changes greater opportunities for
improper and undue influences on
Commissioners. Correcting this
flaw is not a repudiation of ethics
laws—the dozens of good, existing
laws are unaffected. Correcting this
law is neither an attempt to exempt
ourselves from the duty to be ethical,
nor is it a signal that the BOCC is
cutting a break to land-use applicants.
In fact, the proposed correction does
nothing to give land-use applicants
any benefit; it merely frees up the
Commissioners and the County
staff from the burden of reporting
communications with people who
are not land-use applicants.
Paul Smith
County Commissioner
(301) 748-2929
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From the Desk of County
Commissioner Glenn Snyder
A

s I write this article, the weather outside is ‘cold and wind
is blowing’! I need to ask myself
where did this year go? The Commissioners office has been busy this
year. This board of Commissioners,
George Weikert, Lisa Moreno and
I worked as a team to serve the residents of Adams County and have
seen many accomplishments over
the past three years. The commissioners have moved on projects that
have been around for 15 years and
longer that finally are going to be
completed, such as the North Gettysburg Trail and Belmont Bridge.
The North Gettysburg Trail Project between Gettysburg Borough
and the Gettysburg High School
has been ongoing since the mid
1990’s. That bid has been awarded and will be under construction
in the spring of 2011. The Belmont
Bridge project started in the early
1990’s and is finally going to go out
for bid hopefully in 2011.
The re-assessment started in

2009 and complete by the end of
2010. The last re-assessment was
conducted in 1990. This re-assessment consumed a great deal of the
commissioner’s time this past year,
and was a major project involving a
lot of county employees and twenty
(20) Adams County Residents who
agreed to serve on the four (4) auxiliary Appeals Boards to hear the formal appeals. The new assessed values will be used as a base for setting
the tax rate for the year 2011. Yes,
the new assessments are much higher than the old assessments but the
millage rates will be less. (Example –
The county millage will be reduced
from 15.45 mills to 3.55 and by
law - counties, municipalities and
school distracts cannot use the reassessment as a windfall to increase
revenue.
The county owns and operates
the Green Acres Nursing Home
and after evaluating the operation
the commissioners came to the conclusion that maybe it was time to

privatize the home. The following
criteria were used to make that decision. (1) How could the residents at
the home be best served? (2) What
is best for the county tax payers? (3)
How best to consider and treat the
employees fairly?
After creating a Request for Purchase Proposed (RFP) and evaluating the six RFP’s received, the
commissioners have been negotiating with Continuum Care to become the new owner and operator
of Green Acres Nursing Home. The
goal of the commissioners will be
to transfer Green Acres in the first
quarter of 2011.
In the difficult economic times we
are experiencing the county needs to
become more efficient. The past two
(2) years, the county has been evaluating a number of offices for efficiency
starting with the Courts and Courtrelated Departments. In fact, to date
eight (8) departments have been evaluated. The county has and will continue to make structural changes to

become more efficient. Well so much
for all those good things that are or
have occurred in Adams County
Government.
Let me report on a program that
the commissioners have offered to
county residents since March of
2007. This is the “Prescription Discount Card Program”. The National
Association of Counties is in partnership with CVS Caremark to provide a prescription discount card for
NACo member counties, which Adams County is a member, to offer to
their residents who are uninsured or
underinsured. The NACo Prescription Discount Care Program Provides savings by passing along the
Caremark negotiated discount rates
to individuals with little or no prescription benefit coverage. There is
no cost to eligible Adams County residents to participate in the program.
The facts are that since 2007, Adams
County residents utilized between
130 to 165 prescriptions per month
with price saving between $4,200 to

$6,544 per month. As you can see, a
total of over $200,000 was saved by
Adams County residents from the
Prescription Discount Cards Program since 2007. The card is available
at most pharmacies and the commissioner’s office.
Well, so much for what has been
occurring in the county. Now let’s
look at the year ahead 2011! This
will be an election year for local and
county offices, including the commissioners. I would encourage every
one to get involved and serve your
local government. I have served in
township government for 18 years
as a Mt. Joy Township Supervisor;
8 years in Straban Township as a
Code Enforcement & Zoning Officer and at the end of my term in
2011 will have served as an Adams
County Commissioner for eight
(8) years. It has been an honor and
pleasure to serve the residents of
Adams County in the different positions but after 34 years of public
service I have decided to not seek reelection in 2011. I would encourage the residents of Adams County
to give the same support to future
local elected and county officials as
you have given to me.
I wish you all a very prosperous
New Year!

From the Desk of Mayor Ron Harris

H

appy New Year everyone. A
number of special seasonal activities occurred in December.
On December 3rd, the Carroll Valley Citizens Association (CVCA)
held their “Tree Lighting” event at
the Borough Office. About 35 people braved the cold, windy evening.
They were entertained by a unique
mixed quartet singing barbershop
group called the Quartessence. After the Christmas carols, Charles
Dalton, the CVCA president, gave
the signal and the tree outfitted with
85 strands of LED lights was lit up
as well as the lights decorating the
pavilion and walking bridge. Many
were involved to make the “Tree
Lighting” a memorable evening.
Thank you CVCA, the Garden
Club, the Carroll Valley Municipal
Services and the Liberty Mountain
Resort & Conference Center for allowing us to use two of their outdoor heaters.
Not as big but in spirit our decorated tree is in the league of Mayor’s Michael Bloomberg tree in
Rockefeller Center. On the morning of December 11th, I had the
pleasure of attending the “Breakfast with Santa” event held at the
Fairfield Fire and EMS hall. At
9:00 am, Santa Claus made an appearance, sat in his chair and was
visited by our young sharing their
wishes for Christmas day. Mike
Kulkusky, who was Santa, shared
with me how much he was filled
with the true Christmas spirit listening to what the children were
asking for. He told me that most
of the children asked for gifts for
their parents rather then for themselves. One little girl asked Santa to bring her mom a laptop so
that “Mommy could go to work”.

Thank you Mike for sharing.
Thank you Andrew Aldrich, president of the Fairfield Fire and EMS,
and the members of the fire company for preparing and serving breakfast. The cost of the breakfast was
$3.00 for adults. Children 10 and
under were free. All monies collected will go to a Fairfield area family
in need. Again, thanks to CVCA for
their participation. Special thanks
to Annie and John Springer and
their crew of volunteers who helped
the children to create crafts.
If you are interested in viewing
the pictures that were taken during this holiday season, go to www.
ronspictures.net. You can download
any picture to your hard drive and
print your memory to share with
family and friends.
At the December 14th Borough
Council meeting, the council approved the 2011 Budget without
any increase in taxes. At the same
meeting, Ordinance #2-2010 was
approved which fixed all real property tax within the Borough of Carroll Valley for the fiscal year 2011
at 1.7463 mills (the certified value
provided by Adams County). If you
are trying to estimate your tax bill,
the first step is to find the assessed
value of your property.
For example, let’s assume the assessed value of your property is
$200,000. In Adams County, you
are taxed on 100% of this assessed
value which is $200,000. As mentioned earlier, the millage rate is
1.7463 mils (per thousand) or
.0017463. Now multiply $200,000
(your taxable value) by .0017463
(millage rate) to get your municipal (borough) property tax. In this
case, $200,000 x .0017463 equals
$349.26.

Please note that your tax bill consists of several different millage rates,
namely: Adams County, Fairfield
Area School District, and the municipality (Carroll Valley Borough).
It is necessary to do the calculation
for each governmental body’s millage
rate, and then add the totals to determine your entire tax bill. Your county
and municipal taxes are combined to
equal the “Spring” tax bill mailed in
March of each year.
The School District taxes are sent
separately in July each year. While no
taxing district may collect any more
revenue as a result of the reassessment
than it did the previous year, there is
an exception. After the millages are
lowered and certified, the law permits
the county and borough to increase
overall revenue by not more than five
percent (5%) and school districts by
not more than ten percent (10%),
not considering new construction
growth. Again, Carroll Valley Borough has not increased taxes and as
reported in the newspaper, the county doesn’t plan to raise taxes. We will
see what happens.
The hunting season is coming to
an end. Antlered and antlerless deer
archery hunting ends January 15th
statewide. Hunters must adhere to
safety zones restrictions. It is unlawful
to hunt for, shoot at, trap, take, chase
or disturb wildlife within 150 yards
of any occupied residence, camp, industrial or commercial building, or
school or playground without the
permission of the occupants. It is unlawful to shoot into a safety zone,
even if you are outside of the zone.
Driving game, even without a firearm or bow, within a safety zone without permission is unlawful. The safety zone for archery hunters statewide,
including those using crossbows, is

50 yards. The Pennsylvania Game
Commission (PGC) has established
a “Turn-In-a-Poacher” program and
offers a reward to callers who provide
tips that lead to the prosecution of
those who kill endangered or threatened species or unlawfully take multiple big game animals (white-tailed
deer, black bear, wild turkey and elk).
Tipsters are asked to call the toll free
telephone number (888) 742-8001
or the PGC’s South-central Region
office at (814) 643-1831.
As a past CVCA president, I
would like for you to consider becoming a member of CVCA. An individual membership is $10.00 and
$20.00 for a family. If you are in-

terested in joining an organization
that sponsors such events as the Egg
Hunt, July 4th Golf Tournament,
the Carroll Valley Yard Sale, the Tree
Lighting, and Breakfast with Santa
then join CVCA. Call Charles Dalton at (717) 642-5844.
The Borough will be holding
the following meetings in January:
Planning Commission (Jan 4th),
Sewer/Water Authority (Jan 10th)
and the Parks/Recreation Committee (Jan 26th). Hopefully, one of
your resolutions for the new year is
to try to spend more quality time
with the family. Time really flies by
quickly and you cannot go back.
See you around the Valley.
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Words from Winterbilt
A New Year . . . and a new knee
Shannon Bohrer

T

he holiday season is behind us
but it would be nice if we could
keep that positive holiday feeling the
whole year. It seems that the holiday
season is so short; or maybe it just
seems that way as you get older. What
makes the season so special is that we
seem to focus on family and friends,
which are what the holidays are all
about. It has been said that the secret
to keeping a positive attitude is to appreciate what we have and not focus
on what we don’t have. Last year I had
a bad knee and this year I have a new
knee. I am very thankful for the knee
but it’s not that I did not like my old
knee. I did like it and I thought I treated it well, but sometimes things just
wear out with age.
My decision to have an operation to
get a new knee was not easy. Though
I was still getting around at 63 years
old, my mobility was diminishing and
the pain was increasing. Knowing that
having an operation would make me
temporarily immobile was also a consideration. And weighing very heavily
was the fact that I had never been in a
hospital overnight. I had some minor
procedures – in and out stuff – but I
had never spent a night in a hospital.
After I decided on a doctor, the
process was relatively easy. Pre-op re-

quirements included attending a class
on joint replacements at the hospital,
which my wife and I attended together. After the class I commented to her
that there were a lot of old people in
the class. My wife looked at me and
said, “Have you seen yourself talk lately?” Confused, I asked how could I
see myself talk, to which she replied,
“I said WALK, not talk.” She then
walked away shaking her head saying
something about old people and steering -- I think that’s what she said?
The morning of the operation
my wife and I arrived at the hospital very early and I was a little nervous. After I changed into a hospital
gown, I sat on the edge of a gurney
and a pre-op nurse stood in front of
me. The pre-op nurse looked over
my shoulder and told me the operating room nurse was there. She
then whispered in my ear, “If I was
going to have your operation, she
would be the nurse I would want.” I
think my blood pressure returned to
normal, at least what I would consider normal. As I found out later,
my anxiety of being in the hospital
was greatly reduced by the professional staff. The kindness, care and
concern that seemed to be exhibited by everyone I had contact with
put me at ease.
Several hours later I woke up with a

new knee. I was on a rehab floor and
my wife was there when I awoke. My
new knee was already in pain, as I was
told it would be. I had a pain pump
that I was advised to use before the
pain got too bad. While I was in bed a
hospital employee came into my room
and installed a mechanical apparatus to
the left side of my bed. The nurse later
came in and explained that the apparatus was a rehabilitation device. They
strap your leg in this device and then
turn it on. It seemed like a very simple
idea; the device moves your leg back
and forth and you just lay there. The
nurse even commented that some patients fall asleep while in this machine.
Maybe the nurse was new and was just
repeating what she was told to say, but
I did not expect the level of pain this
machine could cause. The new knee
was being extended and then contracted, and you could not escape the pain
at both ends. The only way I could
ever fall asleep in this RACK would be
if my good leg was strapped in and the
machine was turned off. The rehabilitation of my knee continued over the
next several days, I had both physical
and occupational rehabilitation and
made good progress.
After leaving the hospital I had inhome therapy and the therapist gave
me a list of exercises to perform. This
short window of time would later be

The Village Idiot
Jack Deatherage, Jr.

I

wanted to be a millionaire and
in 1983, a million dollars was
offered to me, no strings attached.
All I had to do was buy the winning Lotto ticket and sign the tax
form. I turned it down.
Perhaps I’d better explain the
“how and why” of the Lotto ticket. I awoke (more drunk than sober) one Lotto drawing day to see
four numbers floating between
me and the ceiling of my glorified
cardboard box (a dilapidated truck
bed camper) I was then sleeping
in behind the factory. I’ve forgotten the exact numbers, but I recall
telling them “four isn’t enough to
keep me drunk all year. Go away.”
There was never a doubt in my
poisoned brain that the numbers
were winners.
All day the four numbers would
appear before me as I tried to read,
or ride my motorcycle. Always
four, never the six needed to win a
million dollars. It wasn’t until that
evening, after I’d settled at my sister’s shack on the mountain, that
the last two numbers sprang from
my lips without warning. I’d already told my sister how the first
four had haunted me all day. She,
being one to believe the universe is
always offering us what we need,
urged me to buy a ticket and just
make up the last two numbers. She
insisted such a chance wasn’t likely to come along again in my life-

time. I hemmed and hawed. She
wrote down the numbers anyhow
and continued to argue with me.
She nearly had a fit when I blurted
out the last two numbers.
“Buy the ticket!” She hissed at me.
I didn’t.
We sat before her television and
watched my numbers come up in
the Lotto drawing. She hit me.
Hard! “How could you be so stupid?”
I argued the pay off wouldn’t
be a million, only about $35,000
a year for 20 years (assuming taxes ate 30 percent.) With $700,000
(the after tax sum accumulated over 20 years) I could dump
the alcohol I used to suppress my
dreams and begin building a reality based on those dreams. $35,000
would only tempt me to drink it
all up before the next check arrived. After a long, hard glare,
she agreed I’d probably do just
that. Then she asked why I hadn’t
bought the ticket and given it to
her? I asked why she hadn’t taken the numbers and bought a ticket herself. I learned years later the
money would have been a disaster
in her life at that time too.
Sober, a decade beyond the luck
of the draw, I still thought about
having a million dollars. Having
refused Chaos’ offer of cash, I decided I should just earn the money.
Others had and people still do. So
could I. At least I thought I could
as I ransacked the public library of

books on startup businesses, home
businesses, investing in: real estate,
stocks, bonds and what all. Investing was BIG, the “dot com” bubble hadn’t burst and 9/11 wasn’t
on the horizon. People were making money! Those writing and selling books on making money certainly were.
All those books, all that information and I couldn’t grasp any
of it. I recalled telling a friend that
she and I weren’t stupid (well she
wasn’t) we were simply not taught
how to make money. We were
taught to borrow and spend, not
accumulate and build.
About the time I’d given up on
figuring out how to become a millionaire I found a book written
about such illusive people, “The
Millionaire Next Door”. Riiiight.
The door cracked open, just a bit,
and to my delight there was no
blinding revelation, no blaring
trumpets, no “Rah rah! You can do
it! Just buy my book.” crap. Nope,
what I found on the other side of
the millionaires’ door was the same
as what was on my side. The difference was the mindset of the millionaires. The most important fact
I got from the book? Millionaires
were all around me! I knew several well enough to start talking to
them about their lives, how they
made their money, invested it and
spent it. I found them to be almost
exactly what the book referred to
as the “average” millionaire.

remembered as the nice days, followed
by outpatient therapy. Two weeks after the operation I had a doctor’s appointment to take the staples out. I
would estimate that there were at least
one hundred staples; the incision resembled a zipper. I was then released
to drive which allowed me to start outpatient therapy.
The outpatient therapy was effective
almost immediately and I can attribute much of the effectiveness to Fraulein DePain. Ms. Fraulein would have
my leg in her arms and she moved it in
ways it never moved before, at least before the surgery. She would then say,
“If it hurts let me know?” Of course,
I had tears in my eyes and if I were to
respond it would have been in a very
high pitched voice. So, I would just
grunt.
After several weeks my leg and knee
seemed to be making great improvements and the pain was also reduced.
Fraulein DePain apparently did not
like this and added a new rehab exercise. You lay flat on a table, face
down, with your leg hanging over the
edge from just above the knee. Then
she adds weights to your ankle. I was
told the weight was 3 pounds, but
I am sure it was close to 20 pounds.
The good thing about this pain was
that it made me forget all of the previous pain. She made me lay like this
for about thirty minutes, even though
she claimed it was only five minutes!
Chaos had presented me with a
trail! I started reading about selfmade millionaires and listening to
those I knew who were already, or
were well on their way to becoming, millionaires. I found college
lecture series that dug deep into
the millionaires’ mindset. I told
the millionaires about the books
and lectures, and listened as they
confirmed what I’d been learning.
I also heard some of them cautioning me that I didn’t have the temperament to become a millionaire
through my own efforts. That had
long since become obvious to me!
There are seven common facts
among self-made millionaires.
They live below their means, often well below! (I live paycheck to
pay check. Sometimes we’ll get a
month behind due to the unexpected, like a vehicle in the shop
getting a new motor!)
Their time, energy and money are used to build wealth. (Mine
are mostly aimed at getting a good
nap.)
Social status isn’t as important as
financial freedom. (I’m with them
100% on that! If I had millions to
play with, I’d look and live even
more like a bum than I do now!)
Their elders didn’t feed them
money to ease their way into
adulthood. (Neither did mine, but
they never had any.)
Their adult children are economically self-sufficient. (Mine
aren’t and if they follow my example, never will be.)
They are proficient at targeting
market opportunities. (I’m not sure
what a market opportunity is.)

On a separate, but somewhat related subject, in the context of our war
on terror I know there was considerable controversy about “enhanced interrogation techniques,” such as water boarding. Personally, I think the
more we stretch our values, the more
we compromise our values. However,
rehabilitation is not illegal. If we really had a high value target, offer them
a knee replacement and then send
them to Ms. Fraulein DePain for therapy. They would tell you anything…I
know I would.
While it may sound as if I am complaining about the pain I have endured
with my new knee, I am not. The pain
was expected and will enable a full recovery. From my perspective, the fact
that they could replace my knee is just
short of a miracle. I am happy with
my new knee and I was very pleased
with the doctor, the hospital staff and
the rehabilitation crew. All of these individuals care. They care about their
fellow human beings and it showed.
They are good people. To everyone involved with my surgery and rehabilitation – you did really well. Thank you.
This is not an experience that I would
personally recommend, unless, of
course you needed a new knee. However, going through this experience
and working with these professionals
has been a very positive experience. I
am grateful and looking forward to the
New Year with my new knee.
To read past editions of Words from Winterbilt visit the authors section of Emmitsburg.net.
They chose the right occupations. (I’m not sure about this one.
The millionaires I know didn’t become millionaires so much by way
of their jobs as they did by not
spending, and investing wisely.
Several admit they could have gotten to millionaire status quicker if
they’d had better paying jobs. Still,
they made it without the right occupation.)
I took chunks of advice, put
them into practice and began
making money with money.
“Hmmm,” I thought. “It works!”
So I looked deeper into becoming
wealthy, money wise, and decided
I wouldn’t. Not that I couldn’t do
it. I just didn’t see a reason for doing it. Too much in my life would
have to change, and those around
me didn’t sign up for such an upheaval.
If Chaos should again offer me
the winning ticket I’ll probably
take it. Not that such wealth is
likely to fall on me now that I’ve
stopped most of my self-destructive behaviors. It would be interesting to be worth a couple hundred million dollars and live in a
wooden crate behind the factory though. I wonder how long it
would take some of the relatives to
have me committed to an institution for “my own good” and take
control of the money?
One other thing I’ve learned
about self-made millionaires,
“80% of the millionaires in 1996
America were first generation
wealthy!” I’m not envious of them
and don’t see a reason to redistribute their wealth. They earned it!
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COMMENTARY

Pure Onsense
Leave feedback
Scott Zuke

F

orget “Republican” or “Democrat;” the better question today is whether you’re a Drudge or
a Huffington Post; A Media Matters or a News Busters; A Red State
or a Daily Kos. Do you read Andrew Sullivan and Thomas Friedman, or do you prefer Andrew Breitbart and Michelle Malkin? The
first time I heard of most of these
bloggers and opinion outlets was in
the lead up to the 2004 presidential election. Six years later, they’re
still active and heavily trafficked,
and the ability to leave anonymous
comments on these and most news
sites has become mainstream. To
some, this represents an age of
broader political engagement, free
exchange of information, and vigorous debate--in short, a time of
a robust democratic public sphere
made healthy by technological innovations in mass communication.
The truth of the matter, however,
is difficult to evaluate in terms of
promoting vital, deep democracy.
The promise of blogs and comment fields when they first emerged
was that they could break down the
levels of removal that naturally separate people scattered over vast distances. Historically, two of the

great limitations to the scope of direct democracy were physical separation and time constraints. Representation was the solution to the
problem of not having enough
time for everyone in a large community to speak, and for there being no central meeting place convenient enough to accommodate
everyone simultaneously. The Internet quickly eliminated the physical distance constraint, and because the material available on it
“sticks around” indefinitely, people
are able to access, sort, and interact
with it at their leisure.
With these limitations eroded
through omnipresent and (relatively) egalitarian Internet access, the
potential for broader democratic participation and deliberation
should have grown rapidly. Never before could someone write an
op-ed piece in New York and within minutes receive feedback from
readers in Chicago, IL, Kingsville,
TX, and Stockholm, Sweden. Nor
could all of those commenters see
each others posts and choose to reply either right away or some hours
later after taking time to think
through their arguments and craft
a rebuttal. If free and open discourse has never been so easy, we
might have expected discussion to

Down Under
The Aussies are coming
Lindsay Coker

A

“

nd Noah he often said to his
wife when he sat down to
dine. I don’t care where the water
goes if it doesn’t get into the wine.”
A happy new year to everyone in
America, especially all who live in
that wonderful state of Maryland.
It’s very difficult for someone this far away to get a feel for
Emmitsburg and its surroundings, and having never been to
your state (sigh) I have to rely on
what I read in the News-Journal
and some on-line national dailies and weeklies, the jokes on emmitsburg.net (a.k.a. My Little Sister’s Jokes), and correspondence.
But then most of you will not
have been to Australia, so you also
have to rely on second or third
hand reports to get a feel for this
great south land. I have, over the
months, tried to give some idea of
a few things that might be of interest, but it is just not possible
to send you the sounds, smells,
speech or much of the diversity
we have here. But that, dear reader, is about to change.
Australians, in my experience,
have always been more adventurous than Americans. We have had
to travel overseas to go anywhere
but here, and it is estimated that
some 50% of our population have,

at various times, travelled abroad,
many every second year or so - and
the rate is increasing. We have been
prepared to pay almost double the
amounts you folk have needed to
for overseas travel, but guess what?
Things have changed. You might
deplore the state of your economy, but we’re so happy! Our dollar is now worth more than yours.
Well, most of the time, and you
can guess what an impetus this is
to our travel-hungry feet. Our unemployment is so low at present
that they’re paying academics to
become plumbers, sociologists to
take up plastering, and kids that
are less than academically inclined
are off in the mines and offshore
rigs earning more in a week than I
do in a month, so poverty-stricken
most of us are not.
And where will we be going?
Why, to the great wine and beer
producing areas, of course. Not
that yours is a patch on ours, but

be more lively and fruitful than
ever before. However, something
seems to have gone awry.
Look at the comments on any
letter to the editor on the Frederick
News-Post’s website, for example.
Following the immortal words of
Obi-Wan Kenobi, “You will never find a more wretched hive of
snarkiness and irritability.” Except for all the others. The NewsPost is no exception; most political
blogs’ comments come from a core
group of dedicated responders who
engage frequently in ad hominem
and other fallacies against each other, and are completely dedicated to
a dogmatic political attitude. They
either visit and contribute to the
site because they unquestioningly
support its political stance and like
to see their views validated publicly, or because they wholly disagree
with and despise the site and monitor it just to confirm their worst expectations of it. If there is anyone
left who posts frequently in comment sections for the sake of engaging in honest inquiry or to provide constructive information or
feedback, they are surely in a small
minority. Such forums have overwhelmingly come to demonstrate
the worst pitfalls of direct democracy rather than show its great potential for building and fortifying a
sense of community.
Odd as it may sound, one of the
web’s more attractive innovations
from the standpoint of democracy promotion may be customer

reviews on sites such as Amazon.
com. Customers have the opportunity to share their honest evaluations of products and their positive
and negative qualities--in a sense,
making an argument for whether someone else should buy them.
Readers then have the chance to
aggregate a wide swath of information and opinions and consider
their purchases from various perspectives, and they may even vote
to promote particularly helpful reviews to the top of the page. The
reviewers are reasonably expected to be trustworthy because they
have direct experience with the
product, and differences of opinion
are typically handled as differences
of experience. A great product for
one person may only be mediocre
for another, but when they write
true to their expectations and experiences, differences in opinion
are helpful and constructive rather
than antagonistic. What if public
policy were discussed in the same
manner?
Somewhere in between customer reviews and blogs is the middle ground of discussing politics
through Facebook and social networking. As with political blogs,
Facebook users can post comments
and essentially conduct an asynchronous conversation in which
certain others can participate or
merely observe. Since there is no
anonymity in these discussions, individuals tend to talk more about
their personal experiences and

views, and show a greater regard
for the views of their fellow discussants, whose opinions or dispositions are more likely to be already
known to them.
The relative advantage of Facebook explains the failure of political blogs to stimulate vital democratic discourse. While they did
erode the levels of removal separating people scattered about the
globe and create a common, open
forum, they may very well have
gone too far. For a democratic community to function well,
there must actually be a sense of
community, and such a sense does
not exist in a setting of anonymity. Relationships between people
do matter, if for no other reason
than that having some relationship with a person generates the
kind of general respect for him or
her that is a precondition for civil
dialogue.
Recent studies in deliberative
democratic practices have found
that when people are put together to solve a shared political problem (e.g. the budget deficit) as a
group, working face-to-face, they
tend to temper their partisan views
and willingly make compromises
in the interest of constructive decision making. It should come as no
surprise that the same result fails
to emerge from Internet comment
sections, where people do not, nor
likely ever will know each other,
and therefore have no cause to treat
others’ views with respect.

it gets too heavy to carry more
than a bottle or two with us in
the airplane. And we like novelty. New booze is better than new
news, even though some of know
that the Napa is largely owned by
Australians. And we’ll go to the
theme parks, the big things like
death valley and Yosemite, while
one might even venture to Gettysburg. If I hear of this I’ll tell them
to be sure and visit Emmitsburg,
because we have a thing or two to
teach you.
So, here are some facts and figures you may find interesting:
6.15% of Australia is considered
to be arable, that is, something
can probably be grown on it, possibly with the help of irrigation.
(You have 16%) This is approximately 1.2% of the world total,
yet we export nearly 3.5% of the
total world food. This is achieved
by our population, about 22 million, which is 0.33% of the total – and only about 2% of our
population is engaged in growing
things. In other words, some half
million people living on 1.2% of
the world’s arable land manage to
produce more than three per cent
of the total world food production.
It seems astonishing, even to
me, that we could achieve something of this order, but it does go
to show that we are one of the best
‘can do’ nations on earth. Come to
the USA we certainly will, bringing with us our new sense of superiority, as well as our style, language, cockiness, curiosity and
even the smells of ordinary Austra-

lia. (A note of explanation: We do
actually wash at least once a week).
But, please ask your security services to go easy on us at the airports. We hate terrorists as much
as you do, and while there might
be the odd import to our country of the jihad mentality, we’re
not that stupid. (I hope). We’ll be
bringing our dollar, stronger than
yours, (can’t help boasting) we’ll
be spending it, and showing you
just how strong and resourceful
we all are. And what great folk we
are. You may find us shy and re-

tiring (not), prone to long silences
(not), and deferential (NOT).
Australia, Of Course, is a truly great country, and we are sure
going to tell you ALL about it as
we protect our booze from the rain
you sometimes get. You might even
decide to apply for a visa and work
permit. You’ll be made very welcome. We cater for all types.
Keep the wine unwatered,
To read past editions of Lindsay’s
Down Under, visit the authors section of Emmitsburg.net.
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FROM THE PASTOR’S DESK

The greatest book ever written
Richard Long
Catoctin Church of Christ

T

he greatest book ever written
has been examined and critiqued by people throughout history in an effort to disprove it, yet no
one can say this book was written by
man. Who wrote this book is important for our salvation. Did God
inspire the Bible or did some men
write it? We all need to look very
carefully and examine the facts when
humans try to disprove the Bible.
Modern science has proven that
the earth travels through space at
the speed of 12 miles a second. But
when you look at history, men have
come up with some crazy theories and some of them are extremely ridiculous. Many of these theories
have been suggested by men who do
not have a shred of evidence to back
them. God explained to man about
the world in which we live. Job 26:7
“He hangeth the earth upon nothing.” Isaiah 40:22, “and . . . the circle
of the earth.” These Scriptures were
inspired by God hundreds of years
before Christ was born and in no
way reflect the thinking of that time
period because man still believed the
earth to be flat until the 15th century when Columbus proved the earth
to be round.
Many years after both the Old
and New Testament were written
men believed evil spirits caused most
illnesses as a result of displeasing the
gods. But when you examine the Bible it identifies the exact animals that
carry disease in their flesh and if not
properly cooked, these could result
in Trichinosis, pork worms, or some
other sickness. Leviticus 11 explains
this in detail. The Bible also teaches
that people with symptoms of contagious diseases should be quarantined, Leviticus 13:4-46. When we
realize this was recorded by God for
man over 3,000 years before bacteriology became a science, it should
make man take God’s inspired Word
very seriously.
The idea of God sending His Son
to earth, which is the most important event in history, was clearly explained to man hundreds of years
before it happened. Even though
most people in the world reject
Christ and His teachings, God told
man it was going to happen hundreds of years earlier. Isaiah claimed,
Isaiah 9:6, For to us a child is born,
to us a son is given, and the government will be on his shoulders. And
he will be called Wonderful Counselor, Mighty God, Everlasting Father, Prince of Peace. The virgin
birth of Jesus was revealed in Isaiah 7:14. His death for our sins
was revealed in Isaiah 53. The fact
that they nailed his hands and feet
had been clearly told by David, the
Psalmist, one thousand years B. C.,
Psalm 22:16-18.
The Bible also states in Psalm
22:16-18, that they would cast lots
for His clothing and that is exactly
what they did in Matthew 27:35.
David also confirms the resurrection

of Christ in Psalm 16:9-10. This
resurrection of the Christ to an exalted place in heaven is written in the
second Psalm and confirmed in Acts
13:27-41.
These historical facts mentioned
here plus many, many others were
written for us so that we could understand that the greatest book ever
written was inspired by God. These
facts, inspired by God, were recorded so that all of us could understand
the Bible was written by inspiration, II Timothy 3:16-17 and not by
thoughts of men, II Peter 1:20-21.
When we walk into a store that
sells Bibles, we see in increasing
number of translations. This is possible because of technology and the
ease of obtaining different manuscripts. There are a number available around the world. The Dead
Sea Scrolls that were found in the
late forties in Israel provide Greek
and Hebrew scholars an opportunity to compare these writings with
our Bible. Scholars felt this would
be an excellent opportunity to correct and update the book of Isaiah,
since it was found complete. Yet
with careful examination by Hebrew
scholars, they concluded corrections
were not necessary. We still possess
the true Word of God after centuries
because God is caring for His Word
as He promised.
God made it clear that His Word
would not be lost, but would last as
long as the world, Psalm 119:160
and Isaiah 40:8. God also made
known, II Peter 1:3, that “His divine
power has given us everything we
need for life and godliness through
our knowledge of Him who called
us by his own glory and goodness.”
John 20:30-31 tells us that the scriptures were written so that all men
could have faith in Jesus and by
obeying Him we could have eternal life with Him, but we must step
away from the way the world lives
and follow His plan for daily living
and worship.
There is a day coming that everyone of us must stand before Jesus
and be judged, II Corinthians 5:10,
and this judgment will be based on
how we respond to His Word, John
12:48. We are all given a stern warning not to go beyond what is written. Jude 3 ends by saying, “I felt
I had to write and urge you to contend for the faith that was once for
all entrusted to the saints.”
This means that Christians shall
stand for, fight for, and defend the
truth at all cost to them personally.
The Greek word used here “contains
the root of our English word agony.
The defense of the faith may well be
a costly thing; but that defense is a
duty which falls on every generation
of Christ’s church.”
Even though God has warned us
not to add to or take from God’s
Word: Deuteronomy 4:2, Galatians 1:8-9 and Revelation 22:1819, man has not listened and has
changed it and continues to do so, II
Timothy 4:3-4. Paul said, “For the
time will come when men will not
put up with sound doctrine. Instead,

to suit their own desires, they will
gather around them a great number of teachers to say what their itching ears want to hear. They will turn
their ears away from the truth and
turn aside to myths.”
There are so many people in today’s world that reject the Bible.
Many religions, run by men, vote
to change the instructions God has
given us. Yet the Bible is our guide
to heaven and even though men imply the Bible cannot be understood
and they want to give their personal twist and modernize God’s Word.
Jesus personally said, John 8:3132, “To the Jews who had believed
him, Jesus said, ‘If you hold to my
teaching, you are really my disciples.
Then you will know the truth, and
the truth will set you free.’”
Only the truth will set us free
from sin. When we pick up the
greatest book ever written, God is
communicating to us in written
form, II Peter 1:21. “For prophecy never had its origin in the will of
man, but men spoke from God as
they were carried along by the Holy
Spirit.” Can there be any doubt that
God guided those who by inspiration from God wrote the Scriptures
we have in our Bible today, II Timothy 3:16-17. “All scripture is given
by inspiration of God, and is profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for
correction, for instruction in righteousness: That the man of God
may be perfect, throughly furnished
unto all good works.”
When God says something in the

Bible it is true because, Hebrews
6:18. “God did this so that, by two
unchangeable things in which it is
impossible for God to lie, we who
have fled to take hold of the hope
offered to us may be greatly encouraged.”
Many men believe they can improve on what God has already revealed and so they produce creed
books, catechisms, manuals, articles
of faith, constitutions, disciplines
and a multitude of other guidelines to produce new religious philosophies. Others have produced
books which they claim are inspired.
When the teachings of God are contrasted with the teaching of man the
Lord makes it clear that He will not
recognize man’s authority over His.
Mark 7:6-9, He replied, “Isaiah was
right when he prophesied about you
hypocrites; as it is written: “‘These
people honor me with their lips, but
their hearts are far from me. They
worship me in vain; their teachings
are but rules taught by men.’ You
have let go of the commands of God
and are holding on to the traditions
of men.” And he said to them: “You
have a fine way of setting aside the
commands of God in order to observe your own traditions!” Traditions will not save anyone, only the
truth!
Jesus said, “Sanctify them by the
truth; your word is truth.” John
17:17. Truth produces faith, Romans 10:17, “Consequently, faith
comes from hearing the message,
and the message is heard through

the word of Christ.” Now, if God’s
Word is truth, then anything in opposition to it would be wrong or sin!
The Bible would be several times
larger if for every command there
was a list of “don’ts”. When someone is sent to the grocery store to
buy something, the sender doesn’t
need to list all the other items on the
shelves and tell the buyer not to buy
them. And so it is with the Bible.
God has instructed us how to worship Him, when to worship Him,
what to do when we worship Him
and that excludes all the ideas man
has added to or taken away, that
man feels makes it better.
Those that have decided to make
Jesus their Lord will confess Him to
be the Son of God and then be immersed or buried beneath the water
as Romans 6:3-4 teaches. “Or don’t
you know that all of us who were
baptized into Christ Jesus were baptized into his death? We were therefore buried with him through baptism into death in order that, just
as Christ was raised from the dead
through the glory of the Father, we
too may live a new life.”
That new life comes by being
“in Christ,” added by Christ to His
church, Acts 2:47. “And the Lord
added to their number daily those
who were being saved..” God places
forgiveness after you have been baptized and since He is the Creator, He
decides when a person is saved.”
The greatest book ever written
needs to be followed as God intended
it to be!
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THE BOOK OF DAYS

New Year’s Eve traditions

Firstfooting in Edinburgh, 1864

A

s a general statement, it may be
asserted that neither the last evening of the old year nor the first day
of the new one is much, observed in
England as an occasion of festivity. In
some parts of the country, indeed, and
more especially in the northern counties, various social merry-makings take
place; but for the most part, the great
annual holiday-time is already past.
Christmas Eve, Christmas-day, and
St. Stephen’s or Boxing Day have absorbed almost entirely the tendencies
and opportunities of the community
at large in the direction of joviality and
relaxation. Business and the ordinary
routine of daily life have again been resumed; or, to apply to English habits
the words of an old Scottish rhyme still
current, but evidently belonging to the
old times, anterior to the Reformation,
when Christmas was the great popular
festival:
Yule’s come and Yule ‘s gane,
And we hae feasted weel;
Sae Jock maun to his flail again,
And Jenny to her wheel.’
Whilst thus the inhabitants of South
Britain are settling down again quietly to work after the festivities of the
Christmas season, their fellow-subjects
in the northern division of the island
are only commencing their annual saturnalia, which, till recently, bore, in
the license and boisterous merriment
which used to prevail, a most unmistakable resemblance to its ancient pagan namesake.
The epithet of the Daft [mad] Days,
applied to the season of the New Year
in Scotland, indicates very expressively the uproarious joviality which characterized the period in question. This
exuberance of joyousness—which, it
must be admitted, sometimes led to
great excesses—has now much declined, but New-year’s Eve and Newyear’s Day constitute still the great national holiday in Scotland.
Under the 1st of January, we have
already detailed the various revelries by
which the New Year used to be ushered in, in Scotland. It now becomes
our province to notice those ceremonies and customs which are appropriate to the last day of the year, or, as it is
styled in Scotland, Hogmanay.
This last term has puzzled antiquaries even more than the word what has
never yet received a perfectly satisfactory explanation. Some suppose it to
be derived from Hoggu-nott, Hogenat, or Hogg-night, the ancient Scandinavian name for the night preceding
the feast of Yule, and so called in reference to the animals slaughtered on the
occasion for sacrificial and festal pur-

pose word hogg signifying to kill. The
other derivation of Hogmanay is from
‘Au gui menez’ (‘To the mistletoe go’),
or ‘Au gui lan neuf’ (‘To the mistletoe
this New Year ‘), an allusion to the ancient Druidical ceremony of gathering
that plant
In country places in Scotland, and
also in the more retired and primitive towns, it is still customary on the
morning of the last day of the year,
or Hogmanay, for the children of the
poorer class of people to get themselves
swaddled in a great sheet, doubled up
in front, so as to form a vast pocket,
and then to go along the streets in little bands, calling at the doors of the
wealthier classes for an expected dole
of oaten-bread.
Each child gets one quadrant section of oat-cake (some-times, in the
case of particular favourites, improved
by an addition of cheese), and this is
called their hogmanay. In expectation
of the large demands thus made upon
them, the housewives busy themselves
for several days beforehand in preparing a suitable quantity of cakes. The
children on coming to the door cry,
‘Hogmanay!’ which is in itself a sufficient announcement of their demands; but there are other exclamations which either are or might be used
for the same purpose.
It is no unpleasing scene, during the
forenoon, to see the children going
laden home, each with his large apron
bellying out before him, stuffed full
of cakes, and perhaps scarcely able to
waddle under the load. Such a mass of
oaten alms is no inconsiderable addition to the comfort of the poor man’s
household, and enables him to enjoy
the New-year season as much as his
richer neighbours.
New Year’s Day Festivities
As New-Year’s Day, the first of January
bears a prominent place in the popular calendar. It has ever been a custom
among northern nations to see the old
year out and the new one in, with the
highest demonstrations of merriment
and conviviality. To but a few does it
seem to occur that the day is a memorandum of the subtraction of another year from the little sum of life;
with the multitude, the top feeling is
a desire to express good wishes for the
next twelvemonths’ experience of their
friends, and be the subject of similar
benevolence on the part of others, and
to see this interchange of cordial feeling take place, as far as possible, in festive circumstances.
It is seldom that an English family fails to sit up on the last night of

the year till twelve o’clock, along with
a few friends, to drink a happy New
Year to each other over a cheerful glass.
Very frequently, too, persons nearly related but living apart, dine with each
other on this day, to keep alive and cultivate mutual good feeling. It cannot
be doubted that a custom of this kind
must tend to obliterate any shades of
dissatisfaction or jealous anger, that
may have arisen during the previous
year, and send the kindred onward
through the next with renewed esteem
and regard. To the same good purpose
works the old custom of giving little
presents among friends on this day:
‘The King of Light, father of aged
Time,
Hath brought about that day
which is the prime,
To the slow-gliding months, when
every eye
Wears symptoms of a sober jollity.’
Charles Lamb had a strong appreciation of the social character of NewYear’s Day. He remarks that no one of
whatever rank can regard it with indifference. ‘Of all sounds of all bolts,’
says he, ‘most solemn and touching is
the peal which rings out the old year. I
never hear it without a gathering up of
my mind to a concentration of all the
images that have been diffused over
the past twelvemonth; all I have done
or suffered, performed or neglected, in
that regretted time. I begin to know its
worth as when a person dies. It takes
a personal colour; nor was it a poetical flight in a contemporary, when he
exclaimed: “I saw the skirts of the departing year.”’
One could wish that the genial Ella
had added something in recommendation of resolutions of improvement
of the year to come, for which NowYear’s Day is surely a most appropriate time. Every first of January that
we arrive at, is an imaginary milestone
on the turnpike track of human life: at
once a resting-place for thought and
meditation, and a starting point for
fresh exertion in the performance of
our journey. The man who does not
at least propose to himself to be better this year than he was last, must be
either very good or very bad indeed!
And only to propose to be better, is
something; if nothing else, it is an acknowledgment of our need to be so,
which is the first step towards amendment. But, in fact, to propose to oneself to do well, is in some sort to do
well, positively; for there is no such
thing as a stationary point in human
endeavours; he who is not worse today
than he was yesterday, is better; and he
who is not better, is worse.
The merrymakings of New-Year’s
Eve and New-Year’s Day are of very
ancient date in England. The head of
the house assembled his family around
a bowl of spiced ale, comically called
lamb’s wool, from which ho drank their
health; thou passed it to the rest, that
they might drink too. The word that
passed amongst them was the ancient
Saxon phrase, Wass hael; that is, To
your health. Hence this came to be recognised as the Wassail or Wassel Bowl.
The custom of wassail at the New
Year was kept up in the monasteries as
well as in private houses. In front of the
abbot, at the upper end of the refecto-

ry table, was placed the mighty bowl
styled in their language Poculum Caritatis, and from it the superior drank to
all, and all drank in succession to each
other.
[Receipt for Making the Wassailbowl - Simmer a small quantity of the
following spices in a teacupful of water,
viz.:—Cardamums, cloves, nutmeg,
mace, ginger, cinnamon, and coriander.
When done, put the spice to two, four,
or six bottles of port, sherry, or madeira,
with one pound and a half of fine loaf
sugar (pounded) to four bottles, and set
all on the fire in a clean bright saucepan; meanwhile, have yolks of 12 and
the whites of 6 eggs well whisked up
in it. Then, when the spiced and sugared wine is a little warm, take out one
teacupful; and so on for three or four
cups; after which, when it boils, add the
whole of the remainder, pouring it in
gradually, and stirring it briskly all the
time, so as to froth it. The moment a
fine froth is obtained, toss in 12 fine soft
roasted apples, and send it up hot. Spices for each bottle of wine:—10 grains of
mace, 46 grains of cloves, 37 grains of
cardamums, 28 grains of cinnamon, 12
grains of nutmeg, 48 grains of ginger,
49 grains of coriander seeds.—Mark
Lane Express.]
Till very few years ago in Scotland,
the custom of the wassail bowl at the
passing away of the old year might he
said to be still in comparative vigour.
On the approach of twelve o’clock, a
hot pint was prepared—that is, a kettle or flagon full of warm, spiced, and

sweetened ale, with an infusion of
spirits. When the clock had struck the
knell of the departed year, each member of the family drank of this mixture
‘A good health and a happy New Year
and many of them’ to all the rest, with
a general hand-shaking, and perhaps
a dance round the tableAnd the gude
companie!’ &c.
The elders of the family would then
most probably sally out, with the hot
kettle, and bearing also a competent
provision of buns and short-bread,
or bread and cheese, with the design
of visiting their neighbours, and interchanging with them the same cordial greetings. If they met by the way
another party similarly bent, whom
they knew, they would stop and give
and take sips from their respective kettles. Reaching the friend’s house, they
would enter with vociferous good
wishes, and soon send the kettle a-circulating. If they were the first to enter the house since twelve o’clock, they
were deemed as the first-foot; and, as
such, it was most important, for luck
to the family in the coming year, that
they should make their entry, not
empty-handed, but with their hands
full of cakes and bread and cheese; of
which, on the other hand, civility demanded that each individual in the
house should partake.
To such an extent did this custom
prevail in Edinburgh in the recollection of persons still living, that, according to their account, the principal
streets were more thronged between
twelve and one in the morning than
they usually were at midday. Much innocent mirth prevailed, and mutual
good feelings were largely promoted.
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Christmas comes
(earlier) once a year
Bill Meredith
“Time is fun when you’re
having flies.”
—Kermit the Frog
“I will go to my shop and
make me a bowl, and only I will
judge its beauty, and only those
I love will share it.”
—Vannevar Bush,
Pieces of the Action

O

ur first grandson arrived
in 1984, and it was a lifechanging event. When Christmas
came that year, my wife used
the occasion as an excuse for
unprecedented feats of shopping.
I understood her enthusiasm,
but did not share it; for me, the
thought of actually going into
a store and buying something
was too traumatic to consider.
So, after many sleepless nights
of worry and guilt, I arrived at a
solution to the problem: I would
go to the shop and make a gift for
him. The idea came as something
akin to divine inspiration, and it
seemed to work well. He was not
able to talk yet, so he accepted

my gift with the same expression
of mystified befuddlement that
he gave to my wife’s offerings.
Thus began a tradition.
It worked very well for the
next couple of years; weeks
of pre-Christmas stress were
replaced by a couple of pleasant
days puttering in the shop.
When the first grand-daughter
arrived I happily adjusted by
spending an extra day or two at
the workbench. But things were
changing; I wasn’t aware of it for
a while, but time was speeding
up. New grandchildren kept
appearing, and before I realized it
there were six of them to provide
for; and as they got older the
presents got more complicated
to make. To add to the problem,
while time was speeding up, I was
slowing down; everything took
longer than it used to. Now, each
year Christmas gets here earlier,
and for the past three years I
haven’t got everything done on
time.
It helped some that the oldest
grandson grew up and moved
to Minnesota; I could make his
gift after Christmas and blame

the U. S. Postal Service for the
fact that he didn’t get it until
mid-January. Last year the oldest
granddaughter was also away, but
I still didn’t get everything done
on time. So this year my wife
decided enough was enough, and
insisted that I scrap the whole
idea of making things and buy
presents like everyone else. This
was tempting until I realized I
would have to go shopping again.

time going faster and me going
slower, it should be easy to make
a present in a week. A few keypunches on my wife’s calculator
revealed that six grandchildren at
a week per present would take six

Then I started having nightmares
about being trampled to death
by crowds in malls or getting
locked in a store by evil clerks
who wouldn’t release me until I
bought the latest computer games
and cell phones for everyone.
I think the last time I was in a
store by myself was in1963;
when I saw how much more
expensive everything has become
since then, I blacked out and was
confined to bed, unable to sleep
or eat for nearly a week. I finally
persuaded my wife that keeping
up traditions was essential to the
maintenance of family harmony,
so she allowed me to continue
making presents, provided that I
promise to start earlier.
It was obvious that planning was
required. I estimated that even with

weeks to complete, and I could
finish them all comfortably if I
started early in November. It was
a good theory. It also was a good
example of the difference between
theory and reality; as Yogi Berra
once said, “Sometimes it doesn’t
always work.” In November I lost
two days cleaning leaves from the
yard, two more helping my wife
with Thanksgiving, one writing
my December article for the NewsJournal, and two on an unplanned
visit to family in West Virginia.
December was even worse; there
were two all-day field trips with the
Audubon Society, the Christmas
Bird Count, putting up decorations
at home and at church, several
parties and dinners, the usual
chores that keep the household

functioning, and… you get the
picture. As I write this (several days
past the deadline), I have finished
only three presents and there are
two days left before Christmas.
The kids are big now, big enough
to understand that presents are
among the least important things
about Christmas. We make a fuss
about them because it’s fun and
brings back memories of simpler
times in our lives; but if parents are
doing their job right, even small
children who still believe in Santa
Claus are starting to understand
that health, family, and concern
for those less fortunate than
ourselves are more important than
boxes of stuff under the tree. The
stories… the star appearing over
Bethlehem, wise men arriving from
the mysterious East, the baby in the
manger… are part of our Christian
heritage, but people of other faiths
and even those of no faith at all will
usually agree that Peace on Earth
and Good Will toward others
are ideals worth hoping for, and
celebrating them once a year is not
a bad idea.
For the past few years I have
kept the tradition of quoting Pogo’s
Christmas poem:
“The gentle journey jars to stop,
the drifting dream is done;
and now we’ll walk, as men have
walked
through years not yet begun.
For Christmas is a life-long
dream,
and dreams, the stuff of years;
the gentle journey wanders on
through laughter, love and tears.”
Christmas will be over by the
time you read this, but if you
are lucky there will still be some
bits of its spirit hanging around
the house and drifting through
the air. I hope you take Kermit’s
garbled advice and have fun as we
enter the New Year. I will spend
as much time in the shop as I
can, hoping, like Vannevar Bush,
that what I make is beautiful,
and being satisfied, like Garrison
Keillor, if it’s pretty good. May
your journey into the New Year
be a gentle one.
To read past editions of the Retired
Ecologist visit the authors section of
Emmitsburg.net
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Who turned off the heat?
Michael Hillman

F

or many years my old riding
coach and I had a tradition.
In the heat of the summer I would
ask her if she preferred to teach
in the summer or the winter. She
would always respond, “Winter
because you can always warm up,
but ask me again in the winter.”
In the winter, she would always
reply, “In the summer,” followed
by a long litany of things that
always went wrong on a farm in
the winter and why she hated it,
to which I always replied, “But
this summer you said …”
“Yeah,” she said, “But now it’s
winter…”
After the brutal heat of this past
summer, I don’t know a single
person who didn’t look forward
to cooler weather. And while few
were jumping up and down for a
repeat of last year’s blizzards, no
one was cringing at the coming of
winter.
I, for one, was hoping for a long
fall, one with an exceptionally
long Indian summer. Correct me
if I’m wrong, but I don’t recall us
getting one. If we did, I must
have been away for it.
Maybe it’s just my aging mind,
but it seems like we jumped from
the heat of the summer right into
the cold of the winter without so
much as a pause for fall. When
December rolled around, I got
going on the typical projects to
winterize the farm, thinking I had
plenty of time. Boy was I wrong.
I didn’t really mind the first few
days of December being cold, but
day after day? And as if the cold
isn’t bad enough, Mother Nature
decided to add insult to injury
with non-stop winds! Now, I’m
not telling you anything you don’t
already know. All I want to know
is who turned off the heat?
Despite the cold and wind,
by the middle of the month I
managed to complete my long list
of winterization projects and was
breathing a little bit easer. One of
the most critical of these projects
is winterizing the outdoor horse
waterer.
Anyone who has farm animals
knows all too well that getting
water to animals in the winter
is not only the most important
chore of the day, but often the
most frustrating. If you’re not
hauling water, you’re chopping
ice, unless of course you have a
heated outdoor automatic waterer,
like I do.
After buying the farm, however,
I soon discovered that the
advantage of a heated outdoor
automatic waterer is proportional
to the depth of the water line.
In my case, whoever installed
the waterer must have done it
on a Monday or Friday, as little
effort was made to bury the water
supply line below the frost line.
Instead, the installer relied upon
heat tape, which probably worked
well for the first few weeks, but

Commander Scott and Ensign Crusher (Wesley) supervise repair efforts on their outdoor waterier.

had long since failed. As a result,
in the winter my heated automatic
waterer was neither heated nor
automatic.
It took me a few years – okay,
close to 15 years – to figure out
how to prevent the waterer from
freezing up. A simple hand lamp
with a 60-watt bulb hanging in
the base of the waterer is all that is
necessary to keep it from freezing.
Since that brainstorm, the waterer
has been trouble free…until
today.
From the corner of my eye I saw
one of my horses walk up to the
waterer and then turn away. Now,
horses rarely go anywhere without
a purpose, so a horse walking up to
a waterer without drinking sets off
alarms. Sure enough, the waterer
was bone dry, which in the winter
means that the water supply line
that fills the bowl was frozen.
Needless to say, when I inspected
it I discovered the culprit – the
light bulb had burnt out.
As I knew the waterer was
working the day before, I also
knew from experience that the
base of the waterer was frozen, not
the pipe in the ground, which was
a good thing. In cases like this all
I need to do is open the base of the
waterer and stick in a hair dryer to
warm it up. Given enough time,
the pipe will thaw and the water

will start to flow.
I had no sooner begun the
process of warming up the waterer
when I felt a nudge on my back.
Wesley, my immensely curious
young horse apparently couldn’t
resist overseeing my work.
Without giving it much thought,
I pushed him away with one hand
and kept working. He pushed
back. I pushed him away with
two hands and added a treating
“Grrr,” which left him thoroughly
unimpressed. Before I knew it,
he had wrapped his lips around
the extension cord of the hair
dryer, pulled it out of the waterer
base and began swinging it around
his head.
It all went downhill from there.
It took me close to five minutes
to corner him and retrieve the
hair dryer. The excitement of the
chase caught the attention of my
other three horses, who couldn’t
resist galloping over to investigate.
I returned to my work on the
waterer, only to be nudged on my
left by the second oldest horse
then thrown back upright by a
nudge on my right by the third
oldest horse. I turned around
and as I expected, the oldest horse
was standing squarely behind me,
clearly orchestrating the mischief.
Having electrocuted him several
years back with a minor wiring

issue on the waterer, he had long
ago learned to both steer clear of
it when I was working on it and
never be the first one to drink
from it after I was done. But that
didn’t stop him from encouraging
his three younger pasture mates.
Pushing away a 1,200 pound
horse in the most ideal conditions
is difficult at best. Pushing away
three horses, each eager for a
drink of water, while trying to
fix the source of their water, is
impossible, as I can now testify.
Add in a blistering cold wind and
there you have the reason why

people who own farm animals
hate winter!
Try as I might, I was unable to
communicate to the horses that if
they left me alone I could get the
waterer working. I gave up and left
the hair dryer running unattended
in the base of the waterer while I
headed into the barn to fill a bucket
of water. The irony of hauling water
to the waterer didn’t escape me.
The bucket was quickly
emptied, so I headed back to the
barn to fill another. As I rounded
the corner of the house, I saw the
horses sprinting away from the
waterer. As I got closer, I could
hear the cause of their fright. The
waterer had unfrozen and, lacking
its top, was now spraying a geyser
into the frigid air.
As I raced to the waterer to secure
the top, I saw a flash in the case.
The water had hit the new light
bulb and caused it to blow out. I let
out a few choice words and reached
in to pull the bulb out, completely
forgetting to first unplug the nowsoaked hand lamp.
Let’s just say the shock I received
was not far from the shock of
touching a spark plug. If you’ve
been smart enough to have never
experienced such a sensation and
would like to, find your worst
enemy in the world and I’m sure
they would be willing to oblige you.
Without a light bulb I knew the
waterer would freeze again that
night, but by this time I didn’t
care. Drenched to the bone from
recapping the waterer, I headed
into the house to make myself
a cup of hot coffee with some
Baileys, but in the end, I simply
chugged the Baileys, muttering
all the while how much I hated
winter.
So goes Life in the Country.
To read other articles by Michael
Hillman visit the authors section of
Emmitsburg.net.
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Bird feeding – a winter activity
Mary Ann Ryan
Adams County Master Gardener

O

ver the Thanksgiving holiday, my family visited my
husband’s brother and his family
in Fort Drum, NY. The neighborhood was straight out of the
50’s – all the homes looked the
same on the same size lot, the
same distance apart. There were
little to no plants or trees as the
neighborhood was just completed. It snowed about 5 inches on
Saturday and an additional dusting on Sunday. When venturing
out on Saturday morning, kids
were out building snowmen and
shoveling snow. I saw a couple
of kids pulling sleds, although
I have no idea where they were
headed. June Cleaver was probably inside baking cookies waiting
for Beaver to come home after a
busy day in the snow.
But bird life? There was none
to be seen. No plants with seed
heads to attract the playful feathered friends, no feeders on posts
or attached to trees to bring the
birds to the neighborhood, no
evergreens to give shelter - a sad
outcome of any new neighborhood that’s been started from
scratch. The neighborhood was
alive with people, but dead of
wildlife – a scenario that can certainly be fixed.
Watching birds in the winter
is enjoyable and fun to do. During the dreary days, we can lift
our spirits by watching the little creatures flitting around the
feeders and seed heads of perennials, and in and out of evergreen
trees and shrubs. Our feeders are

The American Kestrel (Sparrow Hawk). This hawk is common in open areas and quite
often seen perched on poles and overhead wires.

outside our kitchen window, and
I can watch the activity for quite
a long time as the birds visit different feeders. It makes washing
dishes an enjoyable task!
Many types of birds visit in
any given period of time. Redbellied and downy woodpeckers,
chickadees, juncos, white-throated sparrows, house finches, cardinals and tufted titmice grace us
with their presence. An assortment of feeders and feed will attract a larger variety of our flying
friends.
Plant Life:
When planning for winter visitors, plant
things that have seed heads that
can remain through the winter months. Common perennials such as black-eyed susans,

coneflowers, and asters will provide seeds. Evergreen shrubs and
trees, like inkberry holly, American holly and white pines will
provide shelter for the birds.
Deciduous shrubs like viburnums, winterberry holly and sumac provide berries. Allow old,
dead trees to remain standing if
safety to any buildings is not an
issue. These will provide nesting
holes in the summer, but also the
woodpeckers and other birds like
blue jays love to use the trees to
break open seeds and nuts.
Take advantage of the winter
months to plan for a bird habitat.
Research the sizes of shrubs and
trees, study the best locations to
plant bird attracting shrubs, trees
and perennials. Understand and
see the beauty of a less than tidy
garden, as the dead stems and
thick brush are the reason bird
activity will happen in any given area. Keep in mind the visibility of the feeders from inside
your house so you can properly
locate the plants for your view of
the bird activity.
Supplemental Food: We can
supplement this natural food

source by providing additional seed through bird feeders.
Many styles of feeders are available, from tubes and platforms to
nets and hoppers. The more variety of feeders you provide, the
more variety of visitors you will
have. Tube feeders typically attract finches, while the platform
feeders will attract larger birds
like cardinals and blue jays and
the netting can be filled with suet
for the woodpeckers.
Probably the most versatile
feeder is the hopper. At our hopper, one located on our deck the
other outside the kitchen window for easy view, we have finches, juncos, titmice and chickadees visiting daily. We keep it
full of black oil sunflower seed.
Another feeder that we use is a
suet feeder. This feeder allows
the birds to feed on the underside as the holes are below the
suet cake. Mostly woodpeckers
hang out at this feeder, literally. It’s really enjoyable to watch
them!
We also have a net that we
fill with suet or a peanut butter
mixture that includes sunflow-

er seeds. This attracts the woodpeckers, but other birds will be
seen flitting around as well. A
piece of a wooden post with
holes that we spread the peanut
butter/sunflower mixture provides cardinals and blue jays as
well as finches and titmice a feast
to partake. Gold finches love the
tube feeders. The gold finches
will feed upside down, making
this an interesting watch.
Just as there is a variety of
feeders, so goes the types of feed.
Millet, sunflowers, corn and peanut butter as well as whole peanuts, can all be a food source for
birds. The most versatile seed
is the black oil sunflower seed.
This seed can be mixed with peanut butter and put into the suet
feeders, and it can be used in
hoppers as well as platform feeders for the cardinals, chickadees
and titmice.
The least useful type of feed
is millet. Typically when buying a bird feed mix, the millet is
what the birds will scratch to the
ground and discard. It’s mostly
just a filler to add weight for the
bag. Niger (thistle seed) is used
in the tube feeders for the finches. These are tiny seeds and are
typically on the pricier side, but
the finches just love it!
A winter tradition in our family is to smear peanut butter onto
pinecones and hang them on the
trees. We also use orange and apple slices, string them together and
have an outdoor tree for the birds!
Even at 17, my oldest daughter still
enjoys this winter tradition.
Feeder Location: When locating the feeders, whatever type you
choose, remember one important
element: shelter. The birds need to
feel protected and have a quick getaway from any potential hunters,
like hawks and cats. Be sure to locate the feeders near evergreen trees
or near brush or plants that they
can quickly fly to when danger is in
their midst. Our feeder on our deck
has evergreen trees to one side and a
dense, deciduous tree to the other.
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The Backyard Gardener
Mailbox manna

Marianne Willburn
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This allows them cover from potential predators.
Water: For best bird activity
and bird health, not only should
you provide a food source (whether with plants or store-bought bird
feed) and shelter, but you should
also provide water. A heated birdbath can provide that. There are
many types of bird baths and heaters on the market. Small fish
ponds, or just a clean dish of shallow water set out each morning can
provide this source of water as well.
I remember, not long ago, thinking that bird watching was for the
older generation. In the early days
of dating my husband, I can remember visiting him in San Francisco. At the time, he was working with the US Dept. of Interior,
researching waterfowl in the bay
area. As an avid bird watcher in his
mid 20s, the first place we went after he picked me up at the airport
was “some place” in this marshy
area looking for a black rail. All
these birders, with their scopes,
binoculars, and other gear that I
didn’t understand, were just waiting for this little bird to “flush” out
of the grasses. I thought they were

all crazy, including my boyfriend.
(I suppose that should have been
my first clue, but I married him
anyway…)
But now, in my mid forties, I,
too, find this a hobby worth the
time. Look into acquiring field
guides to help you identify the
birds visiting your feeders in the
winter. Some guides you may
want to look at are Peterson Field
Guide to Birds of North America and Sibley Guide to Birds. A
website to check out is the Cornell Lab of Ornithology All About
Birds (www.allaboutbirds.org) .
My guess is, when spring comes,
you’ll be more aware of the bird activity around you and checking
out that guide even more frequently than you have during the winter.
Enjoy the quiet of the winter and
the flurry of bird activity. When we
get “snowed-in” again this winter
season, remember to take the time
to relax and watch the birds. Enjoy
the relaxation now, because spring is
just around the corner!
To read more gardening articles
visit the gardening section of Emmitsburg.net.

m I right in assuming the catalogs have
come? They’ve stacked up on my nightstand, beckoning me to grab a cup of herbal
tea at the end of the day, snuggle up under a
warm comforter, and start planning next year’s
garden. Give me your tired, your hungry, your
poor, your yearning to be free of wind chill factors below 10 degrees - and I will give them a
gardening catalog, filled with tender sweet roses, blazing annuals and visions of summer splendor, guaranteed to melt even the hardest of January hearts.
Remember August? Remember the stifling
humidity and the heat that didn’t respect the
dead of night? Remember the plants begging
for a few teaspoons of water while you callously went inside and cranked the AC to sub-zero? Remember the urge to spray weed killer over
the entire garden and be done with it? Of course
you can’t, and neither can I. A few short weeks
of winter are all it takes to erase those memories
and fill a gardener’s head with dreams of a fresh
season and a fresh new start.
This year will be different. We’ll finally install that watering system with one automatic
timer. This year we’ll rip out the Monarda that
mildews every single year without fail; and the
rust spattered Hollyhock will meet the sharp
end of our spades. This year we’ll re-seed the
lawn, re-mulch the flower beds, and re-visit the
hammock constantly with all the time we’ll be
saving on weeding. Garden glory! Garden splendor! Garden denial.
Yet, do not chastise yourself too harshly my
friend. This flagrant display of horticultural
naïveté is not necessarily a failing of character. Those clever catalogs, stacked ten-high on
the nightstand, are not exactly striving to dispel these fantasies. Sun-dappled babies laugh
merrily next to the largest pumpkin on record.
Straw-hatted ladies in summer dresses tote
watering cans through acres of eye-popping
blooms. A supremely relaxed man dressed in
smart garden casual leans against the World’s
Best Pole Weeder. There are no signs of hungry
children begging their dirt spattered mothers
for sandwiches. If Japanese Beetles exist, they
do so only as macro art shots which magnify
their superb coloration as to appear almost attractive.
August simply does not exist in these catalogs.
I know this. You know this.
It is inconsequential. At the
end of a long day spent hauling firewood, scraping an inch
of ice off the front step, and
buttoning the kids into their
snowsuits for the third time,
we will look forward to those
crafty catalogs like a starving

man sitting in the middle of a Las Vegas buffet.
Try telling him that it’s all an illusion.
But what a heavenly illusion! Often rich in information, they are filled with garden plans, tips
on cultivation, no-fail varieties and of course,
plenty of sun-dappled babies for inspiration.
Here your gardening pennies will get you far
more than they would at the nurseries – with
a small catch. When the postman knocks in
March with the proverbial brown paper package tied up with string, the segments of lifeless
looking root that greet you will not remotely resemble page thirty-two of January’s catalog. Do
not despair. Planted as soon as you receive them,
these gnarled roots and bare stems should do
very well – although they won’t be quite as big
as their more expensive nursery cousins. If you
are patient now, next year and for years thereafter, the difference will be noticeable only in the
recesses of your wallet. That said, do beware the
cut-rate catalogs. You’ll know them when you
see them. Six roses for a dollar, fifty lavenders
for a penny – and a set of Ginsu knives thrown
in if you act right now. Most of the time you’re
going to get what you paid for – disaster in a
box.
For the seasoned gardener, the catalogs beckon with fabulous photos of new cultivars. Trusted old favorites share pages with new hybrids;
tempting us to find an extra square foot of space
by heartlessly notifying the Phlox subulata to
learn to grow vertically or get out and make
room for younger, hipper plants. Still, there
eventually comes a time when these Technicolor pages start to pale. Experienced plant-lovers
may find themselves carefully flipping through
endless photos looking for a specific cultivar to
no avail. If you are among this crowd, it may be
time to graduate to the serious catalogs with no
pictures – the Illiads of the horticultural world.
Straw-hatted ladies do not beckon from these
pages, but you will be given access to varieties you’ve only read about and can’t find in the
nurseries.
Whether our thumbs are green or merely chartreuse, for those of us who buy from
catalogs - spring comes early. We are planting bare roots and twigs long before the dogwoods bloom. And though August will come
too quickly once again, at least our season will
have started many months before - in the comfort of our living rooms, on a cold January day,
with a catalog in our hands.
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Birds of prey (Raptors) along the
Mason-Dixon
Rusty Ryan

O

ver the past twenty-five
years of “birding”, people
have told me of a “hawk” they
saw in their backyard or everyday travels. They are curious as
to what the species is and they attempt to describe the bird to me
in hopes I can identify by description. I generally can identify the
bird based on my knowledge of
the raptor species of the MasonDixon. I trust you will learn more
about these fascinating and beneficial predators.
Birds of prey all have in common a beak for ripping flesh and
talons for grasping prey.
The probable raptors of this
area include: Bald Eagle, Golden
Eagle, Osprey, Red-tailed Hawk,
Red-shouldered Hawk, Broadwinged Hawk, Northern Harrier, American Kestrel, Merlin,
Peregrine Falcon, Sharp-shinned
Hawk, Coopers Hawk, Goshawk,
Turkey Vulture, Black Vulture,
Great-horned Owl, Barred Owl,
Screech Owl, Barn Owl, Longeared Owl, Short-eared Owl and
Saw-whet Owl.
The most likely raptors to be
encountered along the MasonDixon are as follows:
The Vultures
There are two vulture species in
this area. Both vultures are excellent at soaring and taking advantage of the thermal air currents.
They both are scavengers that feed
primarily on carrion (dead animals). Both species lack feathers
on the head. This lack of feathers
decreases the possibility of catching disease due to the vulture’s
head buried in the rotten flesh of
the carrion. Both species regurgitate food to their young as well as
onto enemies when threatened.
The more common and best
known is the Turkey Vulture
(TV). The TV is the larger of the
two and in flight appears to have
longer tail. The adult TV can be

distinguished from the Black Vulture by the reddish head. The immature TV does not have a reddish head.
The Black Vulture is less common and tends to soar at higher
altitudes than the TV plus they are
more apt to flap wings more than
the TV. The Black Vulture appears to have a stubby tail and has
more white contrasting with the
overall black coloration. The local
Christmas Bird Count conducted
by the South Mountain Chapter
of Audubon routinely reports over
one hundred of the two each December.

The “Hawks”
Buteo – Buteo’s have a common
feature of rounded wings and a
rounded tail. These three species
breed here.
Red-tailed (RT) – The RT is a
very common raptor and is a year
round resident. This bird is commonly seen in perched on a tree as
you drive down the road. **Only
the adult can be identified by the
reddish tail.
Red-shouldered – This hawk
is near the size of a RT and tends
to favor bottomlands near agricultural land. This hawk can be
found year round.
Broad-winged – This crow
sized hawk does migrate to South
America. Hundreds and even
thousands of these birds will migrate together and form a “kettle”.
I was lucky years ago to witness t a
kettle at Hawk Mountain Sanctuary. This hawk prefers to feed on
cold-blooded animals and thus a
main reason for this hawk to migrate to warmer climates.
Falcons - These raptors can be
identified as a group by the narrow/pointed wings and narrow
tail. The Kestrel is the lone breeder in the area.
American Kestrel (Sparrow
Hawk) – A strikingly colored
hawk the size of a plump Mourning Dove. The Kestrel is frequent-

ly seen perched on overhead wires
and has a unique habit of hovering over an area in search of food.
This bird has also adapted to nest
in artificial nest boxes. Amazingly,
the Kestrel’s diet consists of insects
as well as mice.
Accipiters - Accipiters are
woodland raptors who specialize
in capturing prey (usually birds)
in flight. They have short rounded
wings with long narrow tail. The
females are larger than males.
Sharp-shinned (Sharpie) and
Coopers Hawk – The Sharpie
is the size of a Bluejay while the
Coopers is near crow size. It takes
some skill to positively identify
these two species. **The Sharpie
and Coopers are the likely raptor
that will be hunting and harassing
the birds at your feeder.
Northern Harrier (Marsh
Hawk) - This grassland species is
most often seen during the winter
months. Field marks include a distinct white rump patch (rear end)
and the habit of flying a few feet
above the ground when hunting.
The sexes can be separated quite
easily. The female is brownish and
the male is gray. This bird is commonly observed flying low over
the open grassy areas of the Gettysburg Military National Park.
Bald Eagle – Our national bird
has made a great recovery since
the years of decimation due to
pesticide issues. When seen flying towards you, this bird appears
to have wings straight across almost like a flying piece of 8 foot
long lumber. Only the breeding
adult Bald Eagle has the distinctive white head and tail. The Bald
Eagle is also a scavenger like the
Vultures. A great place to observe
the Bald Eagle is during the winter months along the Susquehanna River at the Conowingo Dam
along U.S.1.
Osprey - The Osprey or fish eagle is a migrant. The Osprey has
also rebounded nicely from the
impacts of pesticide use of years
ago. It may breed in the area but
it does migrate to South Ameri-

The American Kestrel (Sparrow Hawk). This hawk is common in open
areas and quite often seen perched on poles and overhead wires.

ca. This large raptor is about the
same size as a Turkey Vulture. The
Osprey feeds almost exclusively
on fish and has adapted to nesting on man-made platforms. Like
the Kestrel, the Osprey is known
to hover in search of food.
Owls
Great-horned Owl– This owl is
the largest of the 4 most likely encountered owls. This bird is also
the earliest nesting bird of the region since they will commence
nesting in January. When someone thinks of a hoot owl, this owl
sounds like an owl. This owl is
the only natural predator of the
skunk.
Barred Owl – This large and
dark eyed owl is the most diurnal and lacks the ear tufts of the
Great-horned and Screech Owl.
The Barred Owl frequents wooded bottomland habitat.
The Screech Owl is about the
size of a robin and comes in two
color phases - red and gray. The
Screech Owl is a cavity nester and
will utilize man-made nest boxes.
The call of this owl is very nonowl like.
Barn Owl (the monkey faced
owl) – This owl is long legged and
light colored. This owl is a tremendous predator of rodents especially those rodents that cause
farmers a problem. The Barn Owl
is considered in decline in many
places due to habitat loss but the
good news is that they will utilize
artificial nest structures.
Identification
Learning how to identify raptors takes time. I recently took
an identification quiz on the
Internet and scored 94%. The
quiz was based on photos. It is
one thing to be able to identify a photo but put that bird in
its natural environmental and
in real time and the challenge is
magnified. Imagine now that the
bird you’re trying to identify is
moving. Imagine the bird is vo-

calizing and not visible. Imagine
the bird is an immature versus an
adult. All of these skills can be
learned through practice. Visiting known raptor hot spots and
learning in the field is the best
method of learning identification skills. Birding with knowledgeable folks in local bird clubs
can be very helpful. One can only
learn so much from field guides.
Places to view migrating raptors
Probably the most well known site
would be Hawk Mountain Sanctuary near Kempton, PA. This
sanctuary is the first ever in the
world devoted to the conservation
of raptors. Between August 15
and December 15, this site generally records 20,000 plus birds of
prey. The general rule of thumb:
the greatest numbers of birds seen
per day occur early in the season
such as September and the most
diversity occurs mid to late in the
season. The sanctuary keeps a daily count, which can be obtained,
via web site or by phone. Even if
you don’t see any raptor, which is
very possible, the drive and visit
to the sanctuary is still worth the
trip.
Other well-known raptor sites
include Waggoner’s (Wag) Gap
and Rocky Ridge Park. Wag Gap
is located along Rte. 74 north of
Carlisle, PA. This site is considered the best site in eastern North
America to view Golden Eagles in
migration. Rocky Ridge Park is located in east York near the Galleria
Mall off of Rte. 30.
Useful Web sites:
www.hawkmountain.org
www.mdbirds.org
www.pa.audubon.org
www.ggro.org
www.waggap.com
www.virtualbirder.com
Rusty is the Conservation Chairperson of the South Mountain
Chapter of the National Audubon
Society.
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South Mountain Audubon
Society Winter Bird Count.
Species

Count

Canada Goose
1551
Mute Swan
8
American Wigeon
2
American Black Duck
7
Mallard
217
Northern Pintail
1
Ring-necked Duck
18
Hooded Merganser
3
Ruddy Duck
12
Wild Turkey
7
Ring-necked Pheasant
3
Great Blue Heron
5
Black Vulture
25
Turkey Vulture
53
Bald Eagle
1
Northern Harrier
4
Sharp-shinned Hawk
3
Cooper’s Hawk
4
Red-shouldered Hawk
20
Red-tailed Hawk
57
Rough-legged Hawk
1
American Kestrel
31
American Coot
2
Killdeer
3
Ring-billed Gull
11
Rock Pigeon
313
Mourning Dove
395
Great Horned Owl
1
Barred Owl
1
Belted Kingfisher
4
Red-headed Woodpecker
27
Red-bellied Woodpecker
46
Yellow-bellied Sapsucker
8
Downy Woodpecker
38
Hairy Woodpecker
10
Northern Flicker
32
Pileated Woodpecker
8
Blue Jay
189
American Crow
152
Fish Crow
1
Common Raven
9
Horned Lark
14
Carolina Chickadee
55
Black-capped Chickadee
11
Chickadee Species
70
Tufted Titmouse
107
Red-breasted Nuthatch
2
White-breasted Nuthatch
57
Brown Creeper
2
Carolina Wren
38
Winter Wren
4
Ruby-crowned Kinglet
3
Eastern Bluebird
88
American Robin
14
Hermit Thrush
1
Brown Thrasher
1
Northern Mockingbird
86
European Starling
2106
Cedar Waxwing
17
Yellow-rumped Warbler
10
American Tree Sparrow
14
Field Sparrow
5
Savannah Sparrow
1
Song Sparrow
29
Swamp Sparrow
4
White-throated Sparrow 158
White-crowned Sparrow
73
Dark-eyed Junco
421
Northern Cardinal
197
Red-winged Blackbird
3
Eastern Meadowlark
2
Brown-headed Cowbird
2
Purple finch
2
House Finch
34
Pine Siskin
28
American Goldfinch
53
House Sparrow
92

Total Species – 76
Total Birds counted – 7911

“I didn’t notice the skunk smell…”
Dr. Kim Brokaw DVM

M

y veterinary assistant ran
around the corner into my
office. She had just gotten off the
phone with a man who had two
dogs that had been exposed to
some sort of chemical. He wasn’t
sure what type as the dogs had
been outside and then came back
to the house squinting, frothing
at the mouth, covered in a greasy
substance, and smelling horrible.
She told him to hurry to the clinic
and he would be arriving within
the next ten minutes.
While waiting for him to arrive,
I began organizing my thoughts.
When a dog is exposed to an
unknown poison, it is important
to remove as much of the poison
as possible, as quickly as possible.
Various decontamination processes
involve basic washing of the
dog, and perhaps lavaging the
stomach and pumping in activated
charcoal, depending on the possible
poison. The dogs arrived almost
immediately. My assistant ran out
to assist the owner, and rushed the
dogs into an exam room. As she
was putting them in the room, I
noticed an odor of skunk. My
first thought was that a skunk was
back behind the clinic. I hoped the
skunk was not going to get too close
to the clinic.
I quickly asked the man various
questions as I went over to the
dogs, trying to get information
about the poisoning. He told
me his dogs were running around
outside on the farm, and then
came back like this; drooling,
upset, and smelly. As we talked, I
realized that the aroma of skunk
was getting stronger and stronger.
My thoughts returned to the
dogs. There are various pesticides
and auto repair supplies, that are
commonly on a farm, and can
poison a dog, so I needed to quickly
formulate my plan. However, as
the skunk odor became stronger,
then overpowering, I suddenly
realized that the skunk odor was
coming from the dogs. The dogs
had been sprayed by a skunk
and had not been exposed to an
industrial chemical. It was easy
to understand how the owner had
come to an incorrect conclusion.
The smell of fresh skunk has
an acidy, garlic like smell. Over
about an hour, it intensifies and
matures to the more traditional
smell associated with skunk.

I treasured the owner that the
dogs would be ok. There was
now no need for my elaborate
decontamination plan. Although
his dogs would be fine, I did not
look forward to the cleanup. We
took the dogs to the back of the
clinic, and my veterinary assistant
and I bathed them in soap and
baking soda. (My preferred recipe
for removing skunk odor involves
lemon juice, baking soda, and
vinegar). After the bath, while
the dogs smelled better, they
still reeked of skunk. I found
some “animal cologne” in the
shampoo closet and sprayed it
on the dogs. Now they smelled
like a skunk that has gotten loose
in a Bath and Body Works shop
and had various floral scents
spilled on it. The owner seemed
pleased that not only had the dogs
stopped foaming and acting sick
but they seemed to smell better
too. Of course he still stank, as
did his truck. I gave him the deskunking recipe as he asked me if
it would work to get the smell out
of his truck. I had to be honest
and tell him that the smell would
probably be there for the next
few weeks. I joked that hopefully
he wasn’t picking up a hot date
tonight. His response was that he
hadn’t had one of those in years so
not to worry, the odor wouldn’t
be affecting any dates. I always
enjoy owners who can maintain
their sense of humor, despite an
unpleasant experience.
As I sent him out the door with
his dogs, I noticed that the clinic
staff had opened all the windows
and doors of the clinic, despite
the chilly December weather. At
this point I didn’t even notice the
skunk smell. About an hour later
our bookkeeper as well as one of
the other vets came to the clinic
and immediately start complaining
about the terrible odor. They told
me that I should have just hosed
the dogs off out in the parking lot
and not even let them in the clinic.
I reminded them that I was told
this was a chemical exposure and
therefore I already had the dogs
inside the clinic before I even knew
that they had been sprayed by a
skunk. They then proceed to tell
my assistant and I that we both
smelled and we are sent home to
shower and change clothes.
One of the vets suggested that
we change clothes before we get

in our cars as otherwise the cars
would be left with a smell. As
neither one of us had an extra
change of clothes, and neither of
us wanted to drive home wearing
nothing but a towel, we decide
to risk having our cars smell like
skunk. Luckily I had just gotten
a new washer and dryer the
day before. My old washer was
sitting in a large basin as it leaked
water when it ran. The thought
of skunk tainted water leaking
allover the floor was enough to
make me grateful I had gotten
a new machine. Even better is
that I have the washing machine
in the mud room so I am able to
walk in through the back door,
strip off the clothes, throw them
in the wash, and then go upstairs
to shower. My assistant was not
as lucky and ended up stripping
outside in the cold by her back
door as her washer isn’t by the
door.

We both met back at the clinic
and were surprised that the clinic
staff got most of the smell under
control. The floors had been
washed multiple times with bleach
and scented candles were burning.
We were informed that most of
the smell had been on us so once
we were removed from the clinic
it didn’t take long to get the smell
under control.
At this point I have showered twice
and washed my hands numerous
times and yet I still can detect the
faint odor of skunk on my hands.
Hopefully tomorrow morning, when
I go into work, both my hands, car,
and clinic will be free of the smell of
skunk. Sometimes, thoughts of a
career as an academic vet, far from
the skunks of Maryland, has some
brief allure.
Dr. Brokaw practices her love
for caring for animals at the
Walkersville Veterinary Clinic.
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Spc. 4th Class Thomas Eugene Joy
James Houck

T

homas Eugene Joy was born
Dec. 5, 1948 to Austin L
and Catherine E. (Walter) Joy.
He was the youngest of his five
sisters and two brothers, all
who attended St. Euphemia’s
elementary school and graduated
from St. Joseph’s High School.
Tom’s favorite sport was
baseball and he loved playing the
game. He also played basketball
in high school, and enjoyed
fishing and hunting. Ask him
about chicken hunting! Tom still
hunts and fishes with the friends
he went to school with like Terry
Myers, Mike Orndorff, John
Sherwin and Eddie Pryor.
Like
many
other
Emmitsburgians, Tom worked
at Mount St. Mary’s College
washing pots and pans while
attending high school. One year
while still in high school, Tom,
Terry, Mike, Eddie and a few
other friends went to seminary
classes in Trenton, NJ to see
what it would be like to become
a priest. Their priesthood
ambitions were cut short when
they met some girls at a party.
They all decided to forget the
priesthood. Tom also enjoyed
doing donuts in a Volkswagen
at the old carnival grounds and

hitting phone poles, but his
faulty explanations could never
fool his dad.
Tom joined the U.S. Army in
June of 1967 just as the Vietnam
War was heating up. Tom and
his friend Eddie Pryor left at
the same time for basic training
at Fort Bragg. From there Tom
and Eddie went to Fort Ord for
military police training and then
to Fort Benning for jump school
and paratrooper training. He
made five jumps while there.
After completion of his
stateside training, Tom began
his tour in Vietnam. While
“In Country” Tom served as
a military policeman helping
guard prisoners of war. In a war
without traditional front lines,
Tom was always in harm’s way.
“If you heard the bang and then
a whoosh whoosh whoosh sound,
it meant outgoing mortar,” Tom
said. “But if all you heard was
a whoosh whoosh whoosh, you
learned quickly you had better
find cover in a bunker fast before
the bang because the mortar was
incoming.”
Tom’s initial assignment was
to guard a facility where visiting
dignitaries slept. When mortars
were incoming, Tom woke up
the dignitaries and got them into

a bunker so they would be out
of harm’s way. Sure enough, on
his first night’s watch, mortars
started to hit all around. Tom
headed to the dignitary “hooch,”
and upon discovering no one
was there, he hurried out to
find a bunker for himself. It was
pitch black outside so Tom had
no idea what type of bunker
he was in. He felt around and
to his horror discovered hand
grenades, shells and munitions
all around him. He had jumped
into an ammo bunker! The very
last place anyone would want to
be in a mortar attack. Needless
to say, he lost no time in finding
another bunker!
Tom fondly recalls a time
he got into hot water. “I didn’t
shave and that was allowed. My
CO told me I was a MP and he
wanted him to shave every day
and to report to him after duty.
When I did, the CO told me to
get a shovel and dig a 6x6x6 hole.
I no sooner finished the hole
when the CO came to inspect
it and said, ‘Nice job. Now fill
it back in.’ You can be sure I
shaved every day after that!”
Tom was honorably discharged
from the army in 1970. Upon
returning home he started dating
his wife Ruth. While on a date,
Tom stopped in front of Charlie

and Pete Angels Sweet Shop in
Thurmont and asked Ruth to
hold her hand out. She did.
Ruth thought Tom was going
to give her a ring, but instead he
handcuffed her to the steering
wheel while he went inside and
ate a sandwich. It was supposed
to be a joke but Ruth didn’t
see it that way. Ruth thought
the handcuffs were toys and
tried pulling out of them. The
handcuffs were actually Tom’s
MP cuffs, so the harder she
pulled, the tighter they got. By
the time Tom came out of the
Sweet Shop Ruth was in a lot of
pain from the cuffs. Needless to
say, it was an interesting drive
home!
Despite the tricks Tom pulled
on Ruth, the two still married.
When they first got married,
Tom and Ruth lived above
Greens Bakery on West Main
St. by the dough boy. A few
years later they moved to Emmit
Gardens where they still reside
today. Tom retired in 1997 and
is enjoying every minute of
his retirement. They have two
beautiful daughters, Lisa and
Tina.
Tom spends time volunteering
at St. Catharine’s and at the
Martinsburg
WV
Veterans
Administration. He is a life

member of VFW and the AM
VETS and Post Commander of
The Thurmont Am Vets Post 7.
He also belongs to Post 121 The
American Legion Emmitsburg.
I hope you have as much joy
reading this as I had writing
about Tom. I wish Tom and the
entire Joy family and all readers
of the Emmitsburg NewsJournal a Joyous New Year.
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Diary of Joseph Wible, 1861-1862
John Miller
Emmitsburg Historical Society
Civil War Historian

O

ctober 12 - Camp Thomas
- Another mis-spent day has
passed into eternity. I feel rattier
sad this evening. Human nature
seems very frail and demonstrates
from day to day, and this day to
me in particular, that we are all
subject to many changes. There
is no stability in our nature, often
as I caused to shed tears for the
disappointments caused by the
recklessness of the human race,
yet it teaches us to look to a higher
source for comfort, the source from
whence all blessings flow. The 12th
Indiana and 13th Mass. Regiments
left today for Williamsport along
with a battery of two guns manned
by thirty men. Last night was a
very cold, rainy night, the most
unpleasant night we have had yet.
The rain came through our tent in
places; the first time it happened
since we have been in it. We had
a review of the whole Regt today
marching through the principal
streets of town.
Sunday, Oct. 13, 1861 - Stayed
at home from church today to
cook dinner, but this evening went
to Church and slept while the
preacher delivered his sermon. We
do not drill on the Sabbath.
Monday, Oct. 14 - Today all the
infantry that was in our camp left
for another place, out of town a
short distance. Everything seems
quiet and altogether different since
their departure.
Tuesday, Oct. 15 - Today has
been a very pleasant day.
Wednesday, Oct. 16 - Today
we moved our tents and are now
in our new home. About twenty
yards from where we were before
encamped.
Thursday, Oct. 17 - There was
a fight at Harper’s Ferry yesterday
in which engagement: there was
4 killed and six wounded, all of
which belonged to the Wisconsin
Third. It is reported that about
one hundred and fifty of the rebels
were killed, amongst which was
one of their Colonels. There was
about five or six hundred engaged
on our side, while on their side
there was about two thousand. The
killed and wounded were brought
here to the hospital today. The
wounded seemed very cheerful and
are doing well.
Friday, Oct.18 - This afternoon
those killed in the action at
Harper’s Ferry were buried in the
cemetery at this place with the
honors of war. It was a very solemn
sight to see five persons put into
one grave. The fifth one was one
that died here at the hospital of
some disease contracted previously.
The corpses of those that were
shot in the action wore a smiling
countenance. This is a very rainy
night.
Saturday, Oct. 19 – Today is very
damp and warm. This afternoon
the company went to Monocacy
Creek a few miles below this place

to wash themselves. It was a very
muddy side. It is still damp and
rainy.
Sunday, Oct 20 - Was at Church
three times today. This has been a
very dull day.
Monday, October 21 - Today
has been very cool. Have been on
guard today. The Wisconsin “boys
changed their camp today but still
remain our neighbors. We had a
skirmish this evening, a man of our
own called “Legs”.
Tuesday, Oct. 22 - Today the
Wisconsin Regiment left for the
Potomac River where General
Banks’ Column is now engaged
with the enemy. It is very cool and
has rained very hard today. The
roles of the Camp have been made
very strict today. No one is now
permitted to come in without the
escort of a soldier.
Wednesday Oct. 25 - This has
been a very cold and windy day.
Went up town with, a friend this
evening to take tea and returned
in time for roll call. We had quite
a disturbance in our happy family
today arising from the ingentlemen
liness of Maxwell I. Coble, after

which we decided to hire a cook
and dispense with quarreling.
Thursday, Oct. 24 - We moved
our tents today about twenty rods
[16 ½ feet/5 ½ yards] from where
we were before. This evening First
lieutenant of Cole’s Company took
out a squad of about seventy-five
men among which were a number
of our Company. Lt. Colonel Dennis
directly after sent several squads after
us to bring back but it was some time
before they found us all.
Friday, Oct. 25 - Today has
been very cool. Nothing new has
happened today.
Saturday, Oct. 26 - Was at
Monocacy Creek this afternoon. We
found the water very cool. We saw
some very pretty black curls behind
a piece of fine furniture. One of
our Sergeants was court-martialed
today. The charges against him
were circulating false reports and
prejudicing the men against our First
lieutenant. After a tedious hearing he
was honorably acquitted.
Sunday, Oct 27 - Had preaching
on our camp grounds today by Rev.
McCord a Methodist minister.
His text VIII Chap. Jeremiah and

22 verse. Was on guard today so
that I was prevented from going
to preaching this evening. The
weather is getting very cool tonight.
Monday, 28th - Had an election
for Corporal today (28th). About
half the Company ran for the office.
George Sponcler was elected. The
vote showed Sponcler 34 - Trostle
24. We now drill six hours every day,
commencing at eight we drill until
eleven o’clock; dine at twelve, at half
past twelve we have drill on foot for
one hour. Commencing at two we
again drill on horseback until four,
and at five we have dress parade.
Tuesday, Oct 29 - Today I acted
as cook, rather an unpleasant duty
to cook for ten men. There is ten

of us in our mess and we have our
names arranged alphabetically and
commencing at the head we cook
alternately.
Wednesday, Oct 30 - Took
a trip to Frederick Junction in
Company, on horseback today.
Two companies of the Wisconsin
Third are there at present. It is
about three miles from this place.
Thursday, Oct 31 - Today we had
an inspection and a parade around
town of the whole forces encamped
here. The Regiment made quite a
creditable appearance. Our payroll was made out and sent to
Washington today. We expect to
get our pay in a day or two.
Friday, November 1 – Today we
are in another month. It is now over
two months since I commenced
soldiering, and I am not tired of it yet.
We went through the regular routine
of drilling today. It commenced
raining about eight o’clock this
morning while I was standing guard,
which made it very unpleasant.
Saturday, Nov. 2 – It has been
raining and very cold all day today.
The wind has been very high and
tonight it still blows with increased
violence.
Sunday Nov. 3 – Went to
Church today, both morning and
evening. We had a preaching in
camp this afternoon. The weather
has been clear and cool today.
To learn more about the Emmitsburg
area in the civil war, visit the authors
section of Emmitsburg.net.
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Some early remembrance
Margaret Hays Warner

Editor’s Note:
Margaret Hays
Warner is the sister of William Hays,
the author of ‘At the End of the
Emmitsburg Road,’ which we’ve been
featuring on these two pages for the
past few month. At the end of his
work we found his sister’s version of
what life was like growing up in pre
World War II Emmitsburg. We hope
you enjoy it.
(Written for my children and
grandchildren or for any others
who might be interested in
knowing about life in a small town
in the early 1900’s)
I’ll begin with one of the earliest
memories of my childhood. When
I was about four or five years
old, while playing in our back
yard, I wandered into my father’s
plumbing shop, close by the house,
a busy place with much heavy
machinery. Naturally, my mother
was always careful and watchful,
but somehow I managed to escape,
and had slipped away unnoticed.
My father and his helper, Mr.
Weant, (a good neighbor and
worker in the shop for many years)
were putting a large sheet of metal
through a set of rollers with cog
wheels at one end.
Both were intent on the job of
making a large watering trough,
and failed to see me standing at
the far end, with my hand on the
moving wheels. Fortunately the
machine was hand operated and
the wheel moved slowly, but fast
enough to catch my two fingers and
mash them badly. My cries alerted
the men and they immediately
reversed the rollers.
They carried me, screaming, to
the house, where mother imagined
the very worst had happened. The
doctor was called, but I’m not sure
in what way, because we had no
telephone at that time. His office
was at the far end of town, and
he had to walk the distance to
our house. Meanwhile, neighbors,
grandparents and others had
gathered round, doing their best to
quiet me until the doctor arrived.
He was an elderly gentleman,
who found it difficult to work
on a hand that was constantly
moving, so suggested that I be
given a small dose of chloroform,
My grandfather was not willing
for him to do this, so he had to
proceed without it. I was not aware
of this, but I do remember all the

Margaret Hays with her brother Samuel ~ 1912

excitement I caused, and most of
all, the pain and long ordeal of
healing. It could be that I cried
more than necessary, because of all
the attention and efforts to please
me.
One day, a lady hearing me cry
when the doctor was dressing my
finger, brought me a doll with
a hand-painted face, which I
cherished for a long time. The lady
was Miss Leila Taney, from near
Mt. St. Mary’s College. The doll’s
name, of course, had to be Leila.
This one incident makes me see
again so many faces of long ago,
associated with my childhoods
and a happy one it was, the best
of parents, five brothers and good
neighbors all around, who were
almost a part of our family. We
knew almost everyone. To me,
that was the good part and why it
is so pleasant now to recall those
early days. We are all married
now, with children of our own,
and some grandchildren, too. But
to this day we love to recall with
happy memory the fun and even
the trying experiences of our life
together.

Speaking of good neighbors, the
first ones who come to mind are
those who lived right next door, so
near that we could reach out the
window and almost touch their
house. This was the Shuff family,
Mr. & Mrs. Shuff, three boys and
three girls, all older than any of us.
I don’t remember anyone else ever
living in that house. It seemed to
me they were always there and just
belonged there.
They had a large porch in front
where we were free to sit and talk,
especially on hot summer evenings.
Many times during the day, strains
of music would reach us from the
cool parlor next door. It would be
Ruth Shuff playing the piano, and
again we were welcome to come in
for singing or just listening. Some
of their good chocolate cake or
cookies might come our way, until
we were called home to attend to
our chores. For the boys, it was
usually weeding or other small
jobs. I can’t imagine growing up
without knowing the closeness
of these folks, always there, and
interested in our doings and so
much a part of our lives.

Just across the street lived our
grandparents, Father’s parents and
sister. Later on, Aunt Weimer (the
sister) married a long time friend,
who lived there from that time on.
He was Basil C. Gilson. I suppose
we were bothersome to them,
running in and out, but they were
always there and put up with us as
best they could.
The old time living room,
or as otherwise called a parlor,
with slippery horsehair covered
chairs, provided a kind of sliding
board when we were small. Aunt
Weimer’s long apron strings were
make believe reins, as we sat on
her lap, rocking back and forth,
pretending to ride somewhere. She
was a very small person, and could
bring the apron strings around back
and then around front and still
have more left over. Occasionally,
we were asked to stay for supper,
consisting of tea and little rolls,
homemade of course. A simple
meal, but something different, and
special.
Across the yard from Aunt
Weimer’s were Mr. & Mrs. Weant
and their two children, Mary and
Frank, who grew up with us but
were a little older. Mrs. Weant
was like a mother to us, calling us
in for sugar cakes or other treats
whenever we were nearby. Once
when Mother was very ill, Mrs.
Weant took my brother Sam, who
was then very small, and cared for
him for a number of weeks. When
it was time to go home, he cried
and wanted to stay.
These families, I think, were as
close as home itself, but all around
were others who influenced our
lives and in one way or another,
and are remembered fondly to this
day.
Another friend and neighbor
lived on our side of the street,
across the alley alongside our
father’s shop. Mrs. Andrew Annan.
Her daughter, Luella, was quite
a bit older than we were, but she

didn’t seem to be so. I guess it was
because of her cheerful disposition,
but best of all was her musical
talent. A graduate of Peabody
Conservatory in Baltimore, she
played lovely classics, and often
would let us sit beside her while she
played our favorites. My brother
Jim especially enjoyed singing
the popular song at that time “A
Perfect Day,” by Carrie Jacobs
Bond, with Luella accompanying
him. Later, she became an organist
at the Presbyterian Church.
Our own children sometimes
ask: How is it that you can
entertain us with so many funny
stories about people and things
in your hometown, while we
don’t seem to have those close
relationships?’ I’m not sure, but
it could be that our parents had
always lived in the same town.
Few people moved away and we
saw these same folks every day in
school, at church and passing on
the street. At work and play, we
learned to know them thoroughly.
Good qualities as well as little
idiosyncrasies often caused us to
have fun at their expense.
Work was always uppermost,
from the time we were able to do
any kind of chores. Everyone was
expected to be up bright and early.
No ‘sleeping in’ as the saying goes.
Father and Mother were always up
very early, so that was the pattern for
us. Each of the boys had his name
called in turn, but I was excluded
from the roll call most of the time,
just but the tone of my father’s voice,
after calling several times, warned
me that I, too, had better be up.
My work was helping Mother
with the household chores,
sweeping, dusting, running errands
or doing any small jobs, depending
upon the time of year. The boys
had all kinds of work to do as they
grew up. There were fields back of
the barn, a “patch” for corn and
potatoes where weeds were always
present, and pulling them was one
of the jobs hated most. The boys
stuck to it as best they could, with
encouragement from Mother, and
often handouts of cool drinks to
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make the tasks seem easier.
I am sure my brothers would not
have learned to work and to stay
close to home, without Mother’s
special talent for making work seem
like play and by working along with
us whenever she could. Sometimes,
when we were quite small, she
would sit with us in the lawn swing
and mend socks, while we would
pretend we were going on a trip
to some far away place of our own
choosing.
Mother was the one who provided
fun, music and fullness to our lives,
while Father, with his seriousness
and discipline, helped us to know
what was expected of us. On rare
occasions he would tell a funny story
about something that had happened
in his life, and since this was so
unusual, we thoroughly enjoyed it.
Mother had grown up on a farm
and was used to having plenty
of good fresh milk, so she always
wanted to have a cow. Most of the
boys learned to milk, and of course
had to take care of the barn chores.
There also were chickens, which
meant gathering eggs (a job I liked)
and cleaning the chicken house
most unpleasant task, which the
boys tried to avoid. Mother would
“set’ eggs under her hens and raised
many little chicks in the summer
months. I well remember one
unusual operation she performed,
when a little chick looked kind of
droopy. She would hold it in her
hand and open its mouth and,
with a twisted horsehair, skillfully
remove a small worm that was
causing the trouble. Soon the
chick would revive and run about
like the others. Once a strange one
was hatched with feathers growing
the wrong way. Mother gave it
the name of “Strubble,” probably
a Pennsylvania Dutch expression,
meaning it was all messed up.
I’m writing now about our
younger days. It was not a case
of “All work and no play,” but
play was of our own making.
The boys played marbles in the
little alley between our house
and Shuff ’s. My brother Sam
had a string of stick horses tied
up in the woodshed, each one of
which had a name. For fun and
exercise, he rode them around
the yard, believing they were real.
Sam’s great love was horses, and
many times he would slip off to
go with a neighbor, who would
let him ride or help drive cattle
somewhere. In those days, cattle
were sometimes driven quite a

distance, and boys and men were
used to help keep the cattle in
line. There was a great thrill to
this for Sam and he would go,
even at the risk of punishment
when he came home.
My brother Jim, being the
oldest, soon took an interest in the
shop, an interest that continued
through most of his life. This may
have been partly because his father
no doubt looked forward to having
his oldest son succeed him in the
business, and hence gave Jim more
and more responsibility. It soon
became his regular job to take
the workmen to Mt. St. Mary’s
College, to do extensive work in
the various buildings.
We had our share of accidents,
though none too serious. We had a
barn where the horse was kept and
a loft full of hay, where we loved to
climb and play. One day, Bill was
sliding on a big pile of hay near an
open window and fell out into the
alley below, breaking his arm. That
was the end of barn playing for us all.
There was another accident
that might have proved tragic. My
brother John and a friend about his
age had the bright idea (or so they
thought) of cutting quinces, lying
plentifully on the ground. They
had seen the corn chopper being
used, so thought it would be just
the thing to do the job. John fed
the quinces into the chopper, while
the other boy operated the knife.
Down the knife came and almost
cut off his hand. By luck, someone
nearby was able to render first aid
until the doctor could be called
and stitches could be taken in his
wrist. This happened while Mother
was very ill, so John was taken to
our grandparents across the street,
who looked after him.
It was not always my brothers
who got into trouble or had
accidents. I must admit to causing
an almost tragic accident to my
youngest brother, Harry. I was
about nine years old, when Mother
allowed me to take him in his
stroller for a little outing.
Another girl met me and together
we walked almost to the Town
Square. In front of the Lutheran
Church there was a long sloping
cement walk, which seemed to invite
us to go up and then sort of coast
down to the street. Esther, my friend,
was supposed to stop the stroller as it
came down but we did not count on
the increase in speed and she was too
frightened to do anything.
Part 2 next month

Business Optimistic
for a good 1911
An interview with a number of Emmitsburg businessmen discloses the fact that the year 1910 was
an exceptional one for this vicinity. The crops
were all good, money was apparently easy, good
investments were eagerly sought and more buildings were erected in this neighborhood that had
been built for many years past. Get a better idea
of the optimistic feeling that prevails here from
the merchants themselves.
Mr. Joseph E. Hoke, dealer in general merchandise and country programs, reports a very successful year. The past 12 months of business were better than ever before.
Mr. C. J. Shuff, of the firm of C.J. Shuff &
Co., dealers in sporting goods, general merchandise and novelties said, in regard to the year’s
trade, “The business throughout the whole year
was very satisfactory. The Christmas tree was up
to the average, if not, a little better. As the trade
was steadier this year and with no particular rush,
it was easier to handle and consequently I could
give better satisfaction. There were no complaints
coming; the people had the money and seemed to
know what they wanted.”
Mr. H. C. Harner, who handles staples groceries and does the general merchandising business,
says the year as a whole was about the same as last,
perhaps a little better, more recent holiday trade
was an improvement over last year’s trade.
Mr. E. E. Zimmerman, furniture dealer, says it
was the best year he has had, and that the increase
in business over other years was very noticeable.
Messrs. Rosensteel and Himler, proprietors of
the Home Bakery, who took charge of the business a little more than a year ago, declare that
their trade could not have been better and that it
exceeds their expectations by far.
Mr. F. E. Kreits, dealer in groceries and provisions, states that his business during 1910 did not
come up to last year’s. This may be due to the fact
that during the current year Mr. Kreits decided
to do a strictly cash business and discontinue extending credit.
Mr. J. D. Caldwell says his business was very
good and that the people not only seem to have
plenty of money but that they spend it freely.
Mr. M. F. Rowe, dealer in boots, shoes and rubber footwear says that the business was fair. He
has enjoyed a steady and substantial call for his
dependable goods.
The business of the firm of Annan Brothers has
been very good with a steady trade all season.
Mr. W. S. Troxel, dealer in general merchandise, groceries and provisions, thinks that his
business was just about the same as last year. He
cannot say that there was any increase.
Messrs. Charles C. Rotering and Son, dealers in
general merchandise and clothiers, say their busi-

ness during 1910 exceeded any previous year. Not
only was their fall trade heavy and their Christmas
sales exceptionally good, but the whole year ran
ahead of last. They enjoyed a steady call for their
ready-made suits, rain overcoats and sold nearly 4
times as many hats and caps as last season.
Mr. James A. Helman, who now handles only
a line of staple goods, reports better business this
year than last, declaring that sales in felt and rubber goods double last season’s sales.
Mr. M. F. Shuff, furniture dealer, says that business is keeping up and the recent holiday trade
was up to the usual.
Mr. Thomas C. Hayes, of the firm of J. T.
Hayes and Son, stated they had as much work
during the past year as they could possibly tend
to and more.
The utility shop-Ms. Ruth Gillelan-has been
doing a fine business during the last year.
The Boyle Brothers-Emmitsburg Grain Elevator-says their business has been very good and
they have no cause whatsoever to complain.
Mr. John T. Gelwicks, dealer in pains, hardware, etc., reports a very good trade during the
past 12 months.
Mrs. J. Adelsberger, of the firm of J. M. & Son,
says business has been very satisfactory as far as
she can handle it.
Mr. T. E. Zimmerman, pharmacist and druggist, states that the business has been very good,
as usual, during the past year with a slight increase
over 1909.
Mr. Harry Hopp, wholesaler in wines and liquors says the trade has been more than satisfactory, and doubled that of last year.
Mrs. Helen Hoke, Milliner, said, “Business
with me was fine [in the year]. It was much better than during any past year, and that is saying a
good thing.”
Mr. George T. Eyster, jeweler, reports a very
steady business throughout the year with more
holiday sales this year than last.
Mr. H. W. Eyster, jeweler, says the past year’s
business was greater than last, while the recent
holiday trade was the best since he has been in
business.
Fraley Brothers, machinists, say, “There is always something going on here in the shops. We
have had plenty of work throughout the year and
we have nothing to complain of.”
Mr. Charles R. Hoke, of the partnership of Hope
and Rider, marble dealers and stonecutters, was
very much pleased with the amount of business
they did during 1910 and anticipates still greater
activity in their line during the ensuing year.
Mr. E. L. Frezell, dealer in coal, feed and seeds,
is very much gratified with the results during the
past year and looks for larger business in 1911.
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COLD WAR WARRIORS

Submarines–the secret war within
the Cold War
CDR. John Murphy, USN, RET

T

here was a dramatic growth of
the submarine forces of both
the U.S. and the USSR in the 1960s.
The U.S. Navy was getting rid of its
WWII diesel submarines and the Soviets were building both diesel and
nuclear subs to gain a quantitative
advantage in the Cold War under
the sea. Both navies were giving top
priority to the construction of modern, nuclear attack and ballistic missile submarines.
We were snooping on them and
they were snooping on us – up close
and personal. In and around Soviet
naval bases and test areas in the Atlantic and Pacific I was the Atlantic Fleet project officer from 196264 for special intelligence support
teams (e.g. Russian linguists, analysts and communicators) for what
some called the “Northern Run“.
We knew our diesel and nuclear attack submarines were driving the Soviets crazy. They would try to ram us
and depth charge us, but never got
one of our boats.
In the early 60s, we were sitting in on their sensitive nuclear
testing at the super secret Novaya
Zemlya test range. Hot stuff! Literally and figuratively. The work
was risky and strategically important. I developed a deep respect
for some of the “stars“ of our
Northern Run to include USS
Nautilus, Skate, Skipjack, Scorpion and even that large undersea
hotel – USS Triton.
This was very dangerous work –
because the Soviets threw caution
to the winds in their development
projects and when something went
bad – they simply covered it up. I
know of at least four or five Soviet
nuclear submarines that sank during the Cold War. Also, at least 15

nuclear power plant “accidents “ or
fires. Also, over 500 Soviet submariners died during Cold War incidents
from 1961 to 1991.
The U.S. on the other hand –
lost only two submarines during the
Cold War – USS Thresher during
sea trials off Cape Cod in 1963 and
the mysterious disappearance of USS
Scorpion near the Azores in 1968.
Cold War’s Silent Warriors - Submariners have one thing in common
– they don’t want to be seen or heard.
Especially if they were involved in an
incident of any kind. They are, by
nature, a Silent Service. That is why
– when you look at all the incidents
of the Cold War – you hardly see
anything about submarines. Aircraft
were being shot down; space craft exploding; ships ramming each other; U2s were being shot down; spies
caught and exchanged, and every day
citizens were being shot by communist border guards as they tried to flee
East Berlin. These made sensational
headlines in the western press.
1968 - Two nuclear submarines
disappear mysteriously - There were
two incidents in 1968 that were a
“wake up call “ for the US and Soviet navies – the mysterious disappearance of a Soviet missile submarine
– the K129 (an OSCAR II nuclear
submarine) near Hawaii on 7 March
1968 followed by the equally mysterious disappearance of the USS Scorpion in the Atlantic – a short 52 days
later. A coincidence? Hardly.
K129 sinking - The U.S. Navy
had tracked the K129 during its
transit from the USSR to Hawaii
and it’s subsequent sinking on 7
March,1968. Most bets were that the
sub and its crew of 98 perished when
they either collided with an uncharted sea mount or from an internal explosion (battery or torpedo) which
was detected by the Navy’s SOSUS

KA 25 helo? This was credible –
when you know all the other “linkages “ – the K129; USS Pueblo; KW-7
crypto machine and the John Walker treachery.

The USS Scorpion at her launch in 1958 at
Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, Kettery, Maine

(Sound Surveillance System). We
knew exactly where the K129 had
gone down, but the Soviets didn’t
have a clue. This would eventually
lead to a much ballyhooed CIA recovery operation involving the Glomar Explorer research ship.
Scorpion sinking? - All available evidence now points to a carefully planned trap and attack by the
Soviets – in retaliation for the perceived sinking of the K129 by the
USS Swordfish. KGB port watchers reported Swordfish entering the
port of Yokosuka, Japan 10 days after the K129 went missing. She was
badly damaged and the KGB concluded that the American nuke
had sunk their nuke. The truth was
that Swordfish departed Hawaii on
3 February under urgent orders to
check out the USS Pueblo which
had been seized by North Korea on
23 January and taken to the port of
Wonsan, North Korea. Swordfish
made a beeline across the Pacific in
early February and was attempting
to look at the Pueblo on the night of
24 February when it ran into a glacier ice pack. Swordfish had lost their
eyes and ears – an attack scope, an
ECM mast and a special operations
mast were all severely damaged. They
were forced to leave Wonsan and
make a slow transit to Yokosuka for
repairs. KGB port watchers saw the
Swordfish limping into Yokosuka on
17 March and reported to Moscow
that they had sunk the K129 off Hawaii ten days earlier.
The American Mole - Now it re-

ally got strange. Enter a U.S. “mole “
by the name of John Anthony Walker Jr. Walker had been selling his soul
to the KGB since 1967. A submarine
communications specialist who had
easy access to what the KGB wanted the most – high level codes and
ciphers. Especially the codes being
used by U.S. submarines – such as
the USS Scorpion. The KGB had
been receiving the codes from Walker since 1967 and then they got a
KW 7 crypto machine from the USS
Pueblo. In fact – this was a primary
reason for grabbing the USS Pueblo.
By April 1968 – the KGB’s Department 16 (the Soviet NSA) was reading high level, naval messages as fast
as the Scorpion or its headquarters in
Norfolk.
According to two recent books on
Scorpion – “Scorpion Down“ by Ed
Offley and “All Hands Down“ by
Kenneth Sewell – the Scorpion was
lured into a carefully contrived trap
resulting in its destruction by a Soviet torpedo while transiting westward
in the Atlantic near the Azores. Offley has the torpedo coming from an
Echo II submarine. Sewell, in “All
Hands Down“ has the torpedo coming from a KA 25 ASW helicopter which had been launched from
a nearby Soviet surface ship. I tend
to believe the Sewell version (KA 25
helo) because I have too much respect for Scorpion as a very cagy, reconnaissance sub. I do not believe
another submarine could sneak up
on Scorpion. But, a high speed, airborne attack at close range from a

St. Petersburg, Russia - Spring 1993
I sat in the Winter Palace (Hermitage Museum) looking across
Palace Square where the Bolshevik
Revolution had begun in 1917. The
Soviet Union had ceased to exist a
mere two years earlier. The Cold
War was supposedly over. I was
traveling with a senior Navy Department official. We had just come
from a meeting with senior Russian
Navy officers and scientists at a former Soviet, submarine Design Bureau. The meeting was held in a
small non-descript, dimly lit conference room and the atmosphere
was very Cold War–like. A large
Soviet era portrait hung over us as
if supervising. Eight Russians sat
on one side of a long table covered
with a green cloth. Two Admirals,
four scientists and two men who I
was told were KGB (now FSB –
Federal Security Service). After introductions, the senior Russian Admiral began to speak. He would
be brief. We were probably aware
of the Soviet nuclear submarine
“Komsomolets “ which sank in the
Norwegian Sea in 1989 with nuclear weapons on board. The Russian
Navy wanted to know if the U.S.
Navy would assist in the recovery
of this submarine. My companion
said that he had discussed this matter with senior representatives of
the U.S. Navy’s submarine service
prior to the visit and had to respond
“ Thanks, but no thanks. “ The atmosphere in the room turned very
Cold War-like and the meeting was
over as quickly as it had begun. We
were shown the nearest exit and as
we walked back towards the Winter
Palace I thought “ The Cold War
may be officially over for most, but
for submariners – it lives on. “
In Memoriam – John W. Skipper
To read past editions of John Murphy’s
Cold War Warriors, visit the authors
section of Emmitsburg.net.
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MOUNT SPORTS

Mount men’s basketball
Matthew Hallahan,
MSM Class of 2010

J

ust days before Milan Brown left
Emmitsburg for Holy Cross University in mid-April of this year, the
soft spoken mentor who spent seven
years forging men out of boys as the
Mount’s head basketball coach, spoke
of moving on to new opportunities –
“It was a hard thing to tell my players, we’ve been through so much together. But as time went on I talked
to the guys individually, they’re happy for me and my family. I trust the
school will find someone to lead this
team just like I was entrusted to take
care of a program that Coach Jim
Phelan had built for 43 years.”
That duty, which only two individuals have embraced in the last halfcentury, was passed down roughly a
month later to Robert Burke, a successful Division I assistant coach who
has had 22 years of fleeting experience
with the likes of American, Georgetown, Princeton, Siena, Loyola
Marymount and UMBC. Now in
his first campaign as the 20th Mount
head coach, Burke faces the challenge
of sustaining the championship-caliber program. While Coach Phelan’s
Hall of Fame tenure needs no further embellishment, Brown also advanced the legacy with three consecutive winning seasons between 2007
and 2010, one of which earned the
Mount its third NCAA Tournament
berth since ascending to Division I in
1989.
“There is a pride that’s associated with Mount St. Mary’s basketball as established by Coach Phelan
and Coach Brown, especially Coach
Brown who was put in a situation
where he was expected to fail – it’s
almost impossible to follow someone like Coach Phelan,” Burke stated in his introductory address in
May. “To the credit to the University, Coach Brown, and the players, the
group was able to maintain, reestablish, and push that pride forward. It
will be our responsibility to continue
that process and see that we can take
it a little further each year.”
Coach Burke’s vision, though genuine and noble, has proven to be no
easy task since his inception. With
the graduation of three premier scorers—Jeremy Goode, Kelly Beidler
and Will Holland (who accounted for a combined 33.5 points-pergame)—Burke faced the initial challenge of establishing core leadership
with a squad thin in experience. The
team entered the fall semester with
four seniors on the roster, only two
of which (shooting guard Jean Cajou
and forward Shawn Atupem) garnered substantial minutes in last season’s rotation.
Burke’s shallow pool of veteran talent has since gradually receded. At
the beginning of October, Cajou,
who started 64 consecutive games
in two years while earning CollegeInsider.com Mid-Major All-Defensive team honors last season, took an
unannounced leave of absence and
withdrew from fall classes. His motives for this were undisclosed. To
this point, Cajou’s absence is palpa-

Mount Basketball Coach Robert Burke

ble, but the team has confidence in
his return this spring.
“As Jean’s coaches, teammates, and
friends we miss him very much,”
Burke said. “We are extremely hopeful he will return to school and the
court for the second semester.”
In Cajou’s absence, the backcourt
has relied heavily on contributions
from true freshmen Julian Norfleet
(Virginia Beach, Va.) and Josh Castellanos (Orlando, Fla.), who have
logged 35.2 and 29.3 minutes-pergame respectively through six games
to supplement junior point guard Lamar Trice.
The team’s active roster took an
even greater setback with early season injuries. Senior forward Pierre
Brown, who looked to break out in
his first season with a starting role,
suffered a broken foot two days before the season opener against Dayton. The condition of the injury
requires season-ending surgery, necessitating him to use a medical red
shirt.
“Pierre’s injury is pretty significant. As a staff, we really tried to get
a group ready early on, and to have
him disappear from that group really changed things,” Burke said. “It
makes us much smaller on the perimeter. Now it moves some of the more
interior guys to the perimeter if we
want to get bigger and that’s a whole
new challenge since they haven’t had
a lot of reps.”
Similarly, sophomore Kristijan
Krajina is fresh off a foot injury that
occurred during the opening weeks
of fall practice. Krajina, who started
in 10 games last season, poses a dual
threat as a 6’9 forward with considerable outside range. Fortunately, his
recovery process is such that the team
hopes he will contribute to the stat
sheet soon.
As reasonably anticipated, the
team got off to a slow start. In the season-opening 67-52 loss to Dayton,
Burke was limited to an eight-man
rotation that included three freshmen. Though keeping pace through
most of the first half, the Mount fell
on the lesser side a 20-4 run that ultimately blew the game open. The

Mountaineers came no closer than
nine at any given time during the second half. Norfleet posted a teamhigh 15 points in his collegiate debut
while Atupem grabbed a career-high
nine rebounds.
After a respectable contest against
Big East contender Cincinatti, the
Mountaineers notched their first win
of the season in the home opener
against Savannah State. Despite the
common reference, “a win is a win,”
needing overtime against a team that
went 11-15 last season caused many
to doubt the team’s consistency and
ability to close games.
That failure to finish became a disheartening trend over the ensuing
weeks. In the following game at Niagara, the Mount held a lead for 33
minutes, for a large part of that time
by double digit margins. However,
Niagara’s Jordan Marvin hit a jumper with 3:40 remaining to put the
Purple Eagles ahead for good. The
Mount came up empty on its final
three possessions, including a gamewinning three point attempt by Norfleet that narrowly missed long. Norfleet was honored NEC Co-Rookie
of the Weak, averaging 11.5 points in
a two-game span.
Wavering at 2-4, the Mount
opened the month of December on
a positive note, winning convincingly 66-52 in a conference opener at Sacred Heart behind Lamar Trice’s career-high 21 points off the bench.
However, Trice’s offensive performance was not necessarily his most
vital attribute in Coach Burke’s assessment.
“The points are the things that
people would jump to quickly, but Lamar did a fantastic job
guarding when we had a number
of different guys in foul trouble,”
Burke said in the post game interview. “He had one or two [fouls]
himself and had to continue to
guard their perimeter guys. [Sacred Heart] had two guys on the
perimeter particularly that were
big time scorers, so he did a great
job there. I also think he had no
turnovers on offense, which is a
significant accomplishment.”

Following the Sacred Heart
win, the Mount dropped back-toback heartbreakers to NEC frontrunner Quinnipiac and Big Ten
challenger Penn State. The twopoint loss to Quinnipiac may
prove to be the antipathy of the
season if the team continues its
downward drift. Tied at 75, The
Mount held what was supposed
to be the final possession of the
game. Norwich drained the clock
and began the set play with less
than 10 seconds remaining. However, the freshman was stripped by
James Johnson who ran the length
of the court for an uncontested layup with 0.5 seconds remaining.
Johnson, who scored a game high
25 points, also nailed the threepointer that tied the game just before the Mount’s final possession.
The following trip three days
later to State College, Pa., was
similarly deflating in nearly identical fashion. Talor Battle, Penn
State senior point guard and twotime All Big Ten selection, drained
a 30-foot three pointer with 1.3
seconds remaining to break a
53-point tie. While the Nittany Lions’ victory propelled them
to 7-2 for the season, the Mount’s
loss was the second of four consecutive, a streak that stands as of
Dec. 19.
After a series of non-conference
road games, the Mountaineers resume NEC play with St. Francis (Pa.)

at home on Jan. 6. They then host
Robert Morris two days later in the
signature game of their season.
The rivalry between the Colonels and Mountaineers has grown
exponentially during the past
half-decade. The NEC powerhouses cemented their mutual revulsion in March of 2008, when
the Mountaineers knocked off
the top-seeded Colonels in the
NEC playoff semifinals at Moon
Township, Pa. The Mount went
on to defeat Sacred Heart convincingly 68-55 in the championship game en route to its first
NCAA Tournament appearance
since 1999.
RMU claimed the following two
post-season matchups against the
Mount, the first of which was won
in thrilling fashion by way of a Dallas Green last second game-winning
shot in the 2009 conference championship game. The Mount prevailed
for the first time in four tries the following year, defeating Robert Morris 63-61 in the final regular season
game. Fittingly, the adversaries met
two games later in a conference semifinals encore, dominated heavily by
the Colonels 80-62, enabling them
with back-to-back conference championships.
Only three players remain
from that 2008 championship
team, each of which is bent on
turning the tables come conference play this year.
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A Parent’s Point of View
Meetings are overrated
Bill/Brian Barth

T

he Emmitsburg Elementary School Parent/Student
Handbook that was provided at
the beginning of the year, the
P.T.A. letter that stated: “Parent involvement is the cornerstone of every P.T.A. Collectively we can advocate for our
children. Involved, caring, and
committed parents make successful, active members.”
Recently however, a letter
came home with your child
that read; “In order to better serve our school community the P.T.A. meetings set for
January, February, March, and
April will be Board of Executive
Meetings. Our Board of Executives are our P.T.A. elected officers, Committee chairs, teacher reps and Principal. We have
been encouraged by the Frederick County Council to follow our bylaws which state that
we must have (at least) 4 general memberships meetings and 6
board of executive meetings...”
2011 is an election year for
the PTA and unfortunately,
the time frame in which nom-

inations and voting occur, falls
during the May meeting.
Article I, Section B, of the
PTA Bylaws state: “the nominating committee shall be elected at
least two (2) months prior to the
elections of officers.’ Section B
states that the nominating committee shall nominate an eligible person for each office to be
filled in report its nominees to
the general membership at least
ten (10) days prior to the general membership meeting in May,
at which time additional nominations may be made from the
floor.”
Since the general members
will not be able to attend open
meetings during this election
time frame and are closed out
of the next January–April meetings this would exclude them
from participating in the election cycle or being part of the
nominating committees.
In years past the P.T.A. has
encouraged membership participation for every meeting. I find
it to be an odd coincidence that
when certain people attend and
ask tough questions, the P.T.A.
with “encouragement” from the
Frederick County Council de-

Mom’s
Time
Out
Happy New Year, pass the humility
Mary Angle

A

s a mother I was immediately humbled by the
whole experience of birth and
the brand-new, 100% breakable, little china doll placed in
my arms. As I have mentioned
before I was not going to have
children because I was afraid of
those wobbly little new-born
heads. That fear was instantly
gone when I held my own baby
for the first time. It is however
replaced by so many other fears
that range from how do I change
this diaper to how can I let them
date before the age of 20? But I
am getting off topic, big surprise
there. The initial dose of humility that comes from the most
amazing gift God could give lasts
a long time. Parents find themselves in awe of their children’s
tiny toes and fingers, then their
ability to roll over, followed by
sitting, standing and walking.
Sometimes parents are humbled by the simple feeling of baby’s breath on their cheek as the
child lay sleeping on their shoulder. Humility that is brought
on by an infant is almost a daily
affair. But it doesn’t end there.
As one’s children grow they still
have the ability to humble their
parents and often it comes with
a feeling of surprise, and sometimes embarrassment, as I have

often experienced.
I can remember when my oldest had become quite the accomplished speller and had figured
out the tact involved in spelling words that were not for everyone’s ears. He went to his
grandparents and informed
them that he understood why
they were having trouble hearing the television—they were
“O.L.D.” My father immediately burst out laughing, and I
am not sure if it was at the spelling, the observation of his age,
or my sight of mom’s jaw lying
on the floor. At this moment I
was humbled, despite some initial embarrassment, by my son’s
blatant honesty. That same son,
when he started kindergarten,
made a new friend the first day
of school. It wasn’t until later that the little boy’s mom told
me the story. My son had seen
this boy standing in a corner and
asked him what was wrong. The
little boy said he was sad because
he didn’t have any friends. But
my son said, “now you do” and
started playing with him. They
instantly became best friends. I
am always humbled by kindness,
especially when I see so many instances where kindness is not the
choice people decide to make.
My second son humbles me,
and many others, with his helpfulness. There has never been a

cides to close its doors for the
next 4 meetings to its members.
I have found that the meetings of this year to date are held
at a quick pace, so as not to give
attending members enough
time to digest the information
and ask thoughtful questions.
How exactly will this better
serve the community? I am not
sure, especially when I consider
that members didn’t even have
a chance to vote on the current
budget.
At the first meeting in September, the Board members
quickly addressed the already
approved budget but didn’t
open the floor for comments.
This in contrast to the PTA bylaws which require that: “…after the budget has been drafted, the budget committee chair
should present to the P.T.A
board/executive committee for
consideration and then to the
P.T.A. membership for approval. This presentation is made
during the organization’s general meeting where a quorum
is determined to be present. A
majority vote of the members
present and voting is required
for adoption. … The budget is
presented item by item to allow for discussion and amendtime I can remember when he
hasn’t offered to help on a daily basis. Please don’t misunderstand; he is still all boy and
doesn’t always listen or behave.
However, he is the first to come
running when someone needs
help. Whether it be me doing laundry, his Grandma moving boxes, a neighbor needing
a hand with a spider, or a kindergartener who was knocked
over as she entered school, it is
my son who helps in any way
he can. We often get so busy
with our own lives that we don’t
have time to help those around
us. Do you know anyone who is
always there to help other people, and are you amazed by their
selflessness? Well then, you too
have been humbled by a helpful
person. The funny thing about
humility, while it can make you
feel all warm and fuzzy and it
can also make you question who
you are.
My oldest daughter is a “Fancy Nancy”, as she likes to call
herself. If it glitters it must be
fancy in her book, she loves all
things that are fancy or appear
so to her. No matter where we
go, or who we are with she can
find something beautiful. In
a horrible thunderstorm she
will comment on how cool the
clouds look and that the sky has
beautiful swirls in it. No matter
which of her friends we are talking about she can tell me something beautiful about them,
whether it be inner or outer
beauty. She thinks the world is a
beautiful place and she reminds

ments of each section the funds
should not be spent until the
budget is approved.”
I attended the first meeting
in September and as I and others recall this process was not
followed. I attended a members meeting in October and
towards the end of the agenda
a budget question was asked.
The response was, “We have already passed that item on the
agenda and will not address
your concern till the next meeting.” We clarified: “so since our
questions were not asked at the
proper time they will not be
addressed until the next meeting?” The answer was, “that’s
right.”
Unfortunately there seems to
be a double standard when it
comes to this current P.T.A. administration. Within the same
October meeting a committee member asked a fundraising question after that item had
already been discussed on the
agenda. Her question was not
only recognized but answered
to her satisfaction.
The remaining P.T.A sponsored events for the 2010-2011
school year are:

5.
6.
7.
8.

April 15th–Reading night
May 5th–Mom and Muffins
May 20–Talent Show
June 3rd–Movie Night

1. January 7th– Movie night
2. February 11th–Sock hop
3. March 17th–Dads and
donuts
4. March 18th–Movie night

As of December the P.T.A’s
checking
account
topped
$8,000, all raised through the
hard work of students and parents. The remaining 8 events
listed above will cost roughly
$1750 per the October’s budget report. So what happens to
the remainder? Is it to be spent
on events that would benefit
the parents, teachers, and children as the school year comes
to a close?
At the September meeting
there was mention of the some
of the money going toward a
“legacy” gift for this out-going
administration. I don’t ever recall any previous administration using fund-raising money
to purchase legacy gifts. Isn’t
that money better spent supplying teachers with schoolroom supplies that would benefit children?
There is a reason P.T.A. starts
with P. Parental involvement is
the cornerstone of every P.T.A,
and key element of that involvement is the election of the
P.T.A. officers and allocation of
the budget Those in authority
at the Emmitsburg Elementary
School PTA should never forget
that.

me daily to look for that beauty. For me there are days when
I just don’t see it, but I look at
her and I know it is true. When
she speaks of her Granddad, who
passed away last June, she talks
about how happy he must be to
be able to ride a bike and talk
to Jesus and Abraham Lincoln in
Heaven. When I think of death
it makes me sad, but this little
girl thinks of tea parties between
her Granddad and Mr. Lincoln
(with strawberry tea of course).
How humbling it is to see the
world through a child’s eyes.
My youngest is a wild child
who is extremely shy. Her ability to humble me was given to her
as a gift from God. God in his
infinite wisdom knew she would
be my last and gave her the ability to give the best hugs. “Hugs?”
you say, “all children hug and its
very nice, but not humbling.”
But when I am mad, sad, grumpy,
down, blue, frazzled, stressed, or

anything else she runs up and
grabs me with her little arms. She
hugs me, and hugs me, and hugs
me and as she does, my negative
emotions melt away and I am
filled with love. For those of you
who don’t know this, there should
be nothing more humbling than
unconditional love. Here you
have someone that loves you
whether you are mad, mean, sad,
or happy, no matter what. Many
of us forget this and don’t appreciate the love that is put before us. I
have had those days where things
aren’t going well and they go from
bad to worse and take my mood
with them. Sometimes nothing
but a new day will snap me out
of it, but sometimes all it takes
is a hug from my three year-old
to put things in perspective and
show me what a complete dolt I
am being.
And so, for this new year I
wish you all, health, happiness,
and a little cup of humility.
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Lizzy Bizzy

Christmas traditions

Lizzy Ryan

C

hristmas is my favorite time
of year. This year our last day
of school was on December 21,
which I guess was a little early.
Well, it was a day earlier than my
sister’s, but it seems like to me that
went back early. We went back the
Monday after New Year’s.
School is really hectic this
time of year. We had our yearly
Christmas program, so teachers
were pulling people out to and fro
to try on costumes and practice
music. This year I had a solo for
a song called “Jonah, Jonah.” I
was also stage crew, which means
that I had to help with the set. I
was in our upstairs chorus as well
as choir this year. Needless to
say, I was awfully busy. Two days
before the Christmas program
I got the stomach virus. Oh and
was it nasty! The teachers were
worried that I may not make it
to the program. When my mom
called in to school, the teacher
that answered the phone was
concerned because I had so many
responsibilities. But I ended up
getting better and I going to the
program to do all of my parts.
We also had a band concert
for the Delone junior band again
this year. Last year it was canceled
because of the snow storm we
had, but this year, it went on as
scheduled. I play percussion, so I
can play all sorts of instruments.
For the first song, I got to play the
castanets, which are really fun.
Castanets are an instrument
that you hit with your hands and it
makes a sound that resembles the
sounds of hoofs. For the second
song, I played the bells which
are kind of fun. The third song

I played the base drum which is
the really big drum that makes the
really low noise. Lastly, I got to
play the high hat. I really love that
instrument. It is like two cymbals
that are on top of each other and
you press a peddle to make it go
up and down and make a cool
noise. You usually see them in the
drum sets. I asked for a drum set
for Christmas, but I didn’t get it. I
guess they are a bit loud for Mom.
For Christmas I wanted another
cat. I really wanted a rag-doll cat.
It is a breed of cat that is a perfect
lap cat. We can never find one
around here so I guess that’s one
reason I did not get that. I also
wanted some movies and books,
the normal stuff that every kid
wants.
Near Christmas every year
our family goes over to my
grandparent’s house to decorate
their tree. For some reason, my
Meme and Pop Pop always want
help to decorate. It is a lot of fun,
because some of my cousins also
come to help. Meme unpacks
the ornaments while my cousins,
sister and I place them on the
tree. I found out that they had
an ornament from over 65 years
ago, which I thought that was
really amazing. This particular
ornament is gold and oval shaped.
It is made of glass and looks very
delicate.
On Christmas Eve we always
go to my aunt’s house. It is really
fun. First, we go to church, which
is always packed. Luckily, I’m in
the choir, so I don’t have to worry
about getting a seat. But my
family goes early just so they have
a place to sit. After Mass, we travel
to Hanover and eat a fantastic
dinner.
After that we play games
like Rock Band. On Christmas
our whole family goes to my
grandparent’s house. We all spend
time together. My Meme is a
really good cook so we have her
good mashed potatoes and her
other really good Christmas food
like stuffing and ham.
I love Christmas and hope
everyone was able to enjoy the
time with family like I did.
To read other articles by Lizzy
Ryan visit the authors section of
Emmitsburg.net.

Simply Maya
New Year’s tradition

Maya Hand

H

appy New Year! It’s the
beginning of a new year, a
new slate, a fresh future. Last year is
in our past, and although we cannot
change our past, we can learn from
it. We can use our experiences to
help us make better choices the
next time. New Years is a time for
traditions, resolutions and a time to
be grateful for all that we have.
On New Year’s Eve our family
tradition starts with Nathaniel, Ana
and I having the choice to stay up
late or going to sleep until Mom and
Dad wake us up close to midnight.
When we come down the stairs,
we go into the living room and
watch together as the ball drops in
New York City. We count down,
“10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1! Happy
New Year!!” We drink sparkling
grape juice and we talk and laugh
together. I feel ready to achieve new
goals, gain new responsibilities as
well as opportunities. I am excited
about the New Year!
New Years Eve means a new
year of love, a new year of troubles,

a new year of joy, a new year of
learning. To me, the new year also
means trying new things. This year
our family is going to try out a
different New Year’s tradition from
a different culture! We are going
to honor Spain’s tradition! What
people in Spain do for New Year’s
Eve is eat one grape on each of the
clock’s twelve bells for midnight.
For each grape you eat, you make
a wish. I hope we don’t have trouble
stuffing grapes in our mouth!
Because it is a time for a fresh start,
and trying new things, New Years
is also a time for resolutions. This
year my New Year’s resolution is to
reduce my stress. Sometimes, I get
so worked up over things I need to
do that it just makes me feel even
worse. If I could reduce my stress
and worry, it would make life a lot
easier for me. My mom has been
working with me and talking to me
about my stress and ways we could
reduce it. She has been helping
me a lot, but the second half of
helping me is what I need to do. For
example, I know that when things
get hard, I need to tell myself there’s
no reason to stress and that I can do
it. I need to remember that I should
be proud of myself and that the
people who love me, will always love
me no matter what. My mom is also
teaching me about deep breathing.
Deep breathing is when you take
a really deep breath in, hold your
breath for four counts and then
breathe out, even slower than you
breathed in. My mom has taken
yoga classes on and off over the

years, and she learned the technique
there. I use it every once in a while,
and it really works well. Most of the
time when I try it, I go straight from
stress, to calm and a little sleepy. I
think it’s kind of funny when that
happens. I’m excited about my fresh
start.
At the beginning of the calendar year
everyone is so excited about the idea
of a new beginning, a new year. But
during the year, we get distracted
by many struggles and challenges.
But every single challenge we face
makes us stronger. There will always
be another mountain to climb, one
with rough edges and steep ridges.
And sometimes we will slip and fall,
but we lift ourselves up and keep
climbing. It will be hard, but as we
go, we get stronger. And then, once
we reach the top, we look down at
how far away from the ground we
are, how high we’ve climbed. We feel
confident with what we’ve achieved.
Best of all, we are stronger. Our
experiences have changed us. We
are stronger people, we have grown
in mind and heart.
The new year will include
challenges that can be hard to
overcome but will only make us
stronger. If the world posed no
challenges, if we never slipped and
made mistakes, there would be no
lessons in life. Every day of our life,
we grow stronger. There’s a saying,
“Yesterday is history. Tomorrow is a
mystery. Today is a gift.” We should
cherish each day and count our
blessings, not our worries. I know
I’ll be working on that one this year.
Happy New Year everyone!
To read other articles by Maya visit
the authors section of Emmitsburg.net
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Along comes Christmas
and then midterms

Danielle Ryan

E

very year I look forward
to Christmas with joy and
enthusiasm but also with some
trepidation as well. This year,
especially as a senior in high school,
I have found myself feeling a slight
sense of sadness as I enter the
Christmas season. This is my last
Christmas before I will be going to
college. Also, with Christmas break
comes the dreaded midterm exams.
As I said, one of thing that comes
along with winter break is going back
to school and having to take my
midterm exams. We are given two
weeks for our Christmas or winter
break, and then have to return to
school to take eight exams a week.
Many teachers expect their students
to focus on studying for their exams,
but when you have eight different
exams to study for during a two week
holiday break, well, I think you know
how many students actually study;
that’s right, none. Can you blame

us? With all the distractions that
come with the holidays, how are we
supposed to focus on studying for
several exams?
At Delone Catholic High School,
there are seven classes in a day, but
there are eight periods, or classes, that
each student takes in one year. The
way this works is that the different
classes are on a rotating schedule,
meaning that we only meet seven
classes a day. Whichever class is at
the end of the day will not meet the
next day, but will be the first class to
meet the day after it drops off the
schedule. This means that there is a
possibility of taking eight different
midterm exams. I know what you’re
thinking, yes, that is a lot of material
to remember.
Most classes at Delone are yearlong
classes as opposed to semester classes.
Therefore, a midterm is given to test
the student’s knowledge for the first
half of the year. Finals are then given
at the end of the year and they cover
material that is learned throughout the
whole year. As you can imagine, a lot
of studying has to occur in order to
pass the midterms. Luckily, the one up
side about midterms is that when we
take the test, we only have a half-day
of school. This is because only two,
one and a half-hour exams are given
during one day. This allows students
to go home and relax after taking two
long exams and allows them to study
for the next day’s exams.
One thing that I do have to look
forward to is that this is the last year

that I will have schoolwork that
needs to be done over my Christmas
break. Normally, I find myself doing
homework over the Christmas break.
Mainly, I am assigned research papers
or projects. When I enter college,
I will not be assigned work to do
over the winter break, since it will be
between semesters, and I can honestly
say that I have been looking forward
to this for several years.
The holiday break is supposed to
be a time of relaxation, and time spent
with your family. I hope to do just
that over my winter break this year.
Normally, my family gets together
over the break for Christmas dinner.
It is a big family event. My mom’s
brothers and sisters as well as my
cousins all come together for a huge
Christmas feast at my grandmother’s
house. It is a time when I get to catch
up with my cousins who have been
away at college all semester.
We have also had this tradition
over the past couple of years where
we all get our picture taken for the
“Smith family calendar.” Due to
the fact that my family is so large, a
calendar is made each year in which
each separate family has their own
month/page in the calendar.
Over the past couple of years, we
have come up with some clever ideas
for our page. Instead of a boring family
photo, we have done the “Smith
Bunch” which was a portrayal of the
“Brady bunch.” Our most recent
contribution to the calendar was the
“Smith Family Outlaws.” Each family
member posed as a fugitive who had
committed a “crime” personal to his
or her personality. My crime? “Horse
Whispering.” My sister’s crime was
“harboring too many animals”. With
22 people in my mom’s family, many
of our crimes were very clever. From
stealing Rogain, (my uncle is losing
lots of hair) to harboring a fugitive
(my little cousin who is not quite a
year), the calendar page is always a
hoot.
Although the holiday season may
bring along some stresses and even
complications, it is always a joyful
time that I get to spend with my
family and friends.

Moments of panic

Kat Dart

“Panic is a sudden sensation of fear
which is so strong as to dominate or
prevent reason and logical thinking,
replacing it with overwhelming feelings of anxiety and frantic agitation
consistent with an animalistic fight
or flight reaction.”
There are times in our life when
we panic. People show their panic in different ways. Some become
an unmovable statue, content with
just waiting for it to be over. Some
go into a nervous frenzy, worrying
until they make themselves sick. For
some people, they totally become
one-track minded.
For mostly everyone, we look for
someone to blame, someone to yell
at. Times when we can’t do anything. Perhaps, during a panic, that
is the worst part: the feeling of being utterly helpless, hearing no information, sitting there and wondering what went wrong, and where
do I go to fix this?
After that initial wave is over, we
want to know who we go to. Why
did this happen? Who can I blame
for it? Why couldn’t I stop it? And
yet, in the end, you are too thankful
to let any hint of negative emotions
run through your head.
Last month, my younger sister
was involved in the Emmitsburg Elementary bus accident. From what
I hear, a utility truck with a ladder
tied to the roof went through the
emergency door. We didn’t hear
anything until about 4 o’ clock.
Naturally, my mom was worried.
We learned about a half hour later that there were injuries, but most
were minor, but we still couldn’t go
see for ourselves until around five o’
clock.
When we did go get her, we
passed my Dad who was driving
home after a long day in Chambersburg. Mom told him what happened through the car window,
and as we drove to the school we
watched him turn around and follow.
When we got my younger sister, we learned she had been only
three seats from the back, yet absolutely nothing, no glass or anything, got to her. That was when we

calmed down. We didn’t care what
had happened; only that she was
okay. That moment of panic, where
we don’t know anything, where we
couldn’t get any information, where
we heard there were injuries but no
names were said had dissipated as
quickly as it collected.
Later that night, she reflected on
the irony of the accident. At the
time of the incident, she was reading a book called When Sirens Wail.
I was thinking about the aftermath of the bus accident, why everyone was willing to stop everything. Why, even though we were
told everything was okay, I chose
to stay at home, then go with Mom
to get Olivia instead of following
some prior plans. Miriam insisted
on coming along for the ride. Dad
turned around in the middle of
Brookfield. Elizabeth ran to the car
and demanded explanations.
I don’t think many people are familiar with Eudora Welty’s A Worn
Path. In it, an old woman named
Phoenix makes a long journey over
the river and through the woods to
go to town, to pick up some medication for her grandson, who injured his throat by swallowing lye
two to three years ago. She works
only with a one-track mind: help
her grandson, no matter what she
has to do to help.
The ending is rather ambiguous,
leaving many people confused as to
whether Phoenix’s grandson is alive
or not. Welty explained that she felt
the theme of the story was about
the path traveled, and not the ending destination. It doesn’t matter
whether the grandson was alive or
not, because Phoenix was still willing to travel the path to help him.
Welty had also explained her
concept of the worn path mentioned in her story. The path is
worn because it is a “habit of
love,” which I interpreted as love
being the thing that makes her
travel the path, and love has made
her travel it often enough for it to
wear down. It may be one of the
longest journeys she’ll take, but
she will do it over and over again.
I believe this relates to us in the
way that our love for another family
member made us all willing to forget about plans, and tiredness, in order to go get her. To see her ASAP
without hesitation. To travel our
path to ensure she got back to us.
As Jean Paul Richter puts it, “All
loving emotions, like plants, shoot
up most rapidly in the tempestuous
atmosphere of life.”
To read other articles by Kat Dart visit
the authors section of Emmitsburg.net
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Freshman Year
Carolyn Shields

E

very New Years Eve I take my
journal and sit on this window seat at my aunt’s house to
look back on the year. I’ve kept
a journal since third grade, and
I was both excited and nervous
to look back on 2010. My highlight in 2009 was my biggest low
the next year; however, 2010 was
filled with multiple blessings.
On January 1, 2010 at 00:22,
I wrote in my eighteenth journal, “Goals for this year: finish
darn revisions. And pray the rosary more.” It was one up from
my 2009 goal: “find one for next
year.” I suppose before I go on, I
should mention that I’ve written
an historical novel called “Lavender’s Blue.” It’s 84,000 words
on the life of Marie Antoinette’s
daughter Marie Thérèse during
the French Revolution. I would
love to give a short synopsis of
“Lavender’s Blue,” but I will save
that for my February article. My
highlight in 2009 was hooking an
agent after just two query letters. I
read several books on the process
of submitting query letters, creating ten page synopses, perfecting
proposal packages and other really tedious work needed to hook

an agent. In 2009, I was highly
blessed when an agency in New
York wanted me.
So for the next year, until March
2010 I constantly worked with
my agent on revising “Lavender’s
Blue.” I would reread pages up
to ten times, reorganizing scenes,
and in one revision I changed the
verb tense from past to present. I
was pumped as you can imagine.
It’s a writer’s dream, working with
an established agency. Then I realized during this process that if I’m
willing to spend years working on
a book, I don’t want to do it just
for myself. So I began incorporating Catholic values into “Lavender’s Blue” (much more on this
in my February article)...It was no
longer a hobby. It became a mission to reach out to young teenage
girls about the Catholic faith. So
last year in my journal, I wrote all
about how amazing it was to have
this agent who was going to get
me somewhere in life.
This year I’m going to write how
I’ve been able to overcome the
hardship of losing her. She let me
go after a year...a long story (and
more of that next month), but I
had to tell myself it wasn’t the end.
I would just have to work hard on
that tedious process of researching

Sophomore Year
Looking back
Samantha Strub

T

he end of the year, a time to look
back. People remember the past
year based on the times that left the
biggest mark; usually these are the
important good and bad moments,
but we also remember the simple
pleasures of life. The good memories
are the ones that you will remember
with joy for years and years to come,

knowing that these moments happened and that they changed your life
forever. Then there are the bad memories that you can never seem to get
rid of, but you have to come to terms
with them, knowing that everything
happens for a reason. Then there are
the simple pleasures that make life
beautiful--the funny, silly moments
that take you back to times when you
really felt alive.

agencies and querying them until
I got another. Well, it’s the end of
2010 and I’m still working on it.
I have finished all of my revisions
on “Lavender’s Blue,” mostly because I’m out of ideas and need a
set of fresh eyes to help me out.
I have gotten a couple of agencies
from California to New York to
review my full manuscript but no
luck yet.
For a couple of weeks in the
spring, I just sat there and asked
God why he cut that rope to my
future. Why, if I’m devoting so
much time to this novel whose
underlying theme is love enduring forever, flashing subliminal
messages to this secular world of
God’s love, WHY would He do
this to me? But holding a grudge
against God wasn’t helping...it was
making matters worse. I hated
how I distanced myself from God
because I was angry at him.
And then one night this fall,
during the Mount’s daily 10 p.m
Mass, I listened to Father Brian explain how we all fall sometimes. Jesus fell three times on
his way to Calvary. If the Son of
God falls three times, we fragile
and weak human beings are going to fall hundreds if not thousands of times until we no longer have to carry our cross, until
our Guardian Angels lift it off our
backs and then carry us on our final stretch to heaven. In the end,

it’s not about how many times we
fall. It’s about how many times we
get back up.
I realized later that year how
that situation forced me into the
right frame of mind. I had it easy
that first time, hooking that agent
so quickly. I’m not taking God’s
gifts for granted anymore. This
trial only made me more determined.
And besides, so many good
things have happened in 2010
that that little, stupid trial was
overshadowed by those golden
shadows I have flitting around in
my head. The list of God’s gifts in
2010 goes on and on. The snow
storms of February. Listening to
my best friend’s speech at graduation while sitting in the rows of
Catoctin students, clad in shades
of blue. There were camping trips
and digging footers in torrential
downpours for our new house
and watching my father build his
dream board by board. I have to
add the Mount and its beautiful
community here somewhere...I
have this list going of Memories I
Love that I only have to glance at
and my mood brightens, and let’s
just say I’ve added quite a lot of
things on that list this fall.
In his song, “Thankful,” Josh
Groban sings “Some days we forget to look around us. Some days
we can’t see the joy that surrounds
us. So caught up inside ourselves

and we take when we should give.
But there’s so much to be thankful
for.”So finished revisions this year?
Check. But lost the agent. Said
the rosary more often? Check. But
I’ve realized as I’ve grown closer to
Mary how far away I was and am.
Whatever I want to happen
somehow never turns out how I
thought it would. I don’t always
know what’s best for me. It always
surprises me when I sit at that window seat each year because I find
it’s not the goals that I’ve accomplished that have made my year. It’s
what God gave me and the challenges he had in store that I overcame, be it change or goodbyes. So
maybe this year I won’t do goals because I’ll never be able to top the
highlights God has in store.
Maybe the highlights that I’ll
be writing on that very same window seat at the end of 2011 will
be falling in love, studying in Ireland, earning another agent, and
growing in faith. Of course there
will be more trials to face. More
rejection letters (which pile up
fast). But with God’s grace, I’m
going to stand (or at least rise to
my knees) each time I fall.
I can’t wait to see what God
brings for me this year. All I can
say to 2011 is BRING IT!

A lot of simple moments kept me
going the past year. If I didn’t have
these happy times I think I would
have gone insane because my life this
past year has been one heck of a ride.
The things I valued last year are now
either gone or changed forever. That
is why I have held onto the simple
pleasures.
Some of these simple moments
have been times with my family
while we were still all together before
my dad was deployed an ocean away
to Iraq. His absence hit Mom and
my two youngest siblings the hardest
because they are used to seeing him
every day after work, unlike my other brother and I, who are both away
at college. It has been a struggle for
Mom to be single parenting for six
months at a time knowing that her
husband is fighting important battles
overseas, but we handle his deployment one day at a time. A great blessing has been knowing that he has a
two-week leave which surprisingly got to be over Christmas! Amidst
the struggles of having a loved one
overseas, it’s wonderful knowing we
will celebrate Christmas as a family!
In order to handle Dad’s time away,
it is important to remember that his
deployment isn’t going to last forever: we’ll have Christmas together and
then he will be home for good in a
year. You have to constantly remind
yourself that, though bad things happen in life, these times will come to
an end.
We also treasure those simple yet
important memories of time spent
together as a family. Some of my favorites are ski trips when all of us are
racing down the slopes, those lovely car trips when we pretty much all
want to kill each other by the end of

the trip, times spent at our cabin up
north, and the summer vacation we
took in Texas right before Dad was
deployed. This vacation was a nice
time away from the hectic life that we
live in. Dad got some time to spend
time with his family before leaving
for six months. It was lovely just laying on the beach relaxing before our
lives changed dramatically.
It is important to remember, “It’s
not about the number of breaths we
take; it’s about the moments that
take your breath away!” This is how
I have decided to remember my year
because it was the story of my life.
About five months ago I had to sell
my horse and best friend. I didn’t
want to sell Sona, but I had to because she had severe arthritis. Selling
her this summer brought my whole
year downhill it seemed. It was like
my whole world fell apart. I was a
mess for months, and I still have days
when I feel like I all I need to do is go
wrap my arms around my Sona girl
and everything will be okay. Sadly, I
cannot do this anymore and have to
satisfy myself with the glorious memories from the years that I owned her,
knowing that she will always be in
my heart because she changed my life
in so many ways.
It’s sad that I had to go through this
hard time. However, I have always
believed that everything happens for
a reason. I still can’t figure out why I
had to sell the most important thing
in the world to me. I would love to
figure that out, but I’m not sure when
that will happen. I do know though
that the struggles make you stronger,
the changes make you wise, and happiness has its way of taking its sweet
time. I may not understand the reasons behind why things happen, but

I do know that in time I will understand. I just have to try to have the
patience until then.
“Sometimes good things fall apart
so better things can fall into place.”
This is one of the hardest things for
me to accept because I want to fix
everything and not just leave it to
fate. When friendships change, like
how my relationship was changing
with one of my closest friends, I try
to make everything okay again, and
sometimes you just have to let things
fall into place. This statement proved
true because, as I was losing a friendship that took years to build, I grew
closer with my college friends and
some of my other friends back home.
They were there for me, helping and
supporting me during this difficult
time in my life. We have become fast
friends, and I thank God every day
for blessing me with them. We have
so many crazy memories that will last
for years, from studying at Starbucks,
having insane dinner conversations,
sleeping over at friends’ houses, decorating and singing in our room, and
making extraverted plans.
These are the moments in college, or life, that you will always remember. You remember the good
and bad things that affect your life
in numerous ways, but the things
that make you turn around are the
simple moments that take your
breath away. These are the important things that you will remember
more than grades or struggles that
you went through during that year.
You will look back on these goofy
memories in years to come and realize that they are really the things that
matter most in life—family, friends,
and good times. Let’s make this next
year just as memorable!

To read other articles by Carolyn
Shields visit the authors section of
Emmitsburg.net.
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Junior Year

The wonder and awe of 2010
Julia Mulqueen

T

his morning I jumped out of
bed, rushed down the stairs,
and began my one and only task for
the day—setting up the Christmas
village. It is a delicate matter and
requires the utmost attention to detail. It often seems that the fate of
the world depends upon the placement of the little porcelain post office. As I unwrapped the rest of the
houses and the tiny painted figurines, I found myself wishing that I
could have the same control over my
own life that I have over the miniature village. Wouldn’t it be dandy if
I could choose the perfect spot for
everything in my life? Wouldn’t it
be swell if all my fears about growing up and entering the real world
could be molded into something as
beautiful as a hand painted ceramic
chapel? I had to shake myself of this
desire, however, and realize that life
will always be rather unpredictable.
Perhaps the best way to be prepared

for my future then is to evaluate my
past.
This past year was certainly a
whirlwind of learning and new challenges. It brought so many wonderful blessings to me. The year began with a bang when it ushered in
a huge snowstorm, shutting down
Mount Saint Mary’s for days. I was
pleased to discover that the hills on
Echo field are perfect for sledding.
Also, the school’s hot chocolate
does indeed warm both body and
soul. The next major event of my
year was the return of my brother
Alex from the Middle East. He is a
Blackhawk pilot, and was deployed
for roughly a year. When his unit
came back, my family gathered with
the families of the other soldiers in
his unit to welcome all of them back
to the United States. There was a
small kick; it was 2 am. Love broke
through the inconvenience of the
time, however. No soldier was without a mother, father, spouse, or child
to welcome him back. I have never

Senior Year

The end of one year and the
beginning of the next
Katelyn Phelan

I

t’s strange what a difference a
year can make. One year ago I
was focused on my upcoming study
abroad trip to Florence, Italy. I was
excited, sure, but I was also nervous.
I like traveling and learning and seeing new things, but I was worried
because generally at the end of my
two- week vacation I’m ready to
come home. This Italy trip was 90
days of “vacation,” not 14. I was
nervous I would be homesick.
Nevertheless I left for my adventure on January 24, 2010. I
certainly missed home and my
friends and family, but I also had
amazing opportunities to see and
do a whole host of things. I explored Florence thoroughly and
traveled to so many cities: Rome,
Pisa, Venice, Assisi, and others.
I also went to Greece for spring
break, and traveled there alone—
negotiating Italian trains, hostels, airplanes, and Greek airports,
metros, and cities. In my travels
for this trip I also had to deal with
the Italian police. A drunk man
wandered onto the train without a ticket and was eventually
forced to leave. The police asked
me about the man and asked
for my passport for documentation. Our conversation was held
in rapid Italian, and though I understood most of what they said,
they caught on pretty quickly that
I was not fluent in the language.
Encounters like these, though
nerve-wracking at times, did teach

me a lot about dealing with people
and also about myself. The trip as
a whole was a once-in-a-lifetime
experience. I learned about history, art, and culture firsthand. The
trip also gave me a huge lesson in
patience.
You may remember the volcano in Iceland that paralyzed European air travel for many days?
Well that volcano erupted April
15, 2010—the night before I was
scheduled to leave for the US.
Needless to say, the plane did not
leave, and I remained in Italy for
the next 11 days. Though many
people asked what I had to be upset over, it was an obvious emotion
for me and for many Mount students. I had been in Italy for three
amazing months, but I was ready
for the trip to be over. I wanted to
see my family, friends, and dogs.
I wanted to eat a big hamburger.
Eventually the dust and ash settled
and I, along with the other Mount
students, returned home.
When I got home I was facing a
seriously depleted bank account and
needed a job desperately. Though I
applied to as many places as I could
think of, I had the most difficult
time finding anything. I eventually gathered several jobs: working at
the Writing Center tutoring Mount
students, working as a hostess at Olive Garden, and contributing articles to the Emmitsburg NewsJournal. I finally added the perfect
job—designing and painting a children’s clothing store in Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania. I designed a

seen so many people cry. It was an
absolutely beautiful experience, and
I was privileged to witness it.
The next big event of 2010 was
spring semester finals week at the
Mount. The library filled with diligent students and the cafeteria was
armed with container upon container of piping hot coffee. Finals
week is perhaps the most important week of a college student’s life.
It can mean the difference between
life and death. Well, actually that
is an overstatement. Finals week
can mean the difference between
an A and an A-, which is an important distinction for a young student looking for every opportunity
to stand out to an employer. Hence
finals week brings more coffee and
stress than all of the other weeks of
the semester combined.
Luckily, I had a present waiting
for me at the end of it. The present was studying abroad in Austria,
which was another incredible experience. My eyes were opened to a
piece of the world that I had never
before seen so clearly. I lived in Europe for four years as a young teenager, but I had never explored a European city on my own. Talking to
the various people I met throughout

the trip was amazingly enlightening,
and I will never forget the things I
learned there. It was also a special
time because my parents and my
brother Alex came to Austria to visit
me, and my oldest brother Andrew
then drove down from Germany to
visit all of us. Andrew had just returned from Afghanistan, and it was
the first time the five of us had been
together as a family in over two
years. It was quite a happy reunion,
and returning to the States without
Andrew was certainly bittersweet.
Then, as quickly as it had started,
summer was finished and my junior
year was upon me. It started immediately with cadet camp for the incoming freshmen and a physical fitness test for the juniors. We juniors
were also reminded that the summer
of 2011 will play a huge part in determining our future career as officers. Classes started off similarly
with my professors emphasizing the
fact that much is expected of juniors.
The fall semester absolutely flew
by; I cannot believe all of my exams
are over. Christmas is almost upon
us, as is the new year. With the ushering in of the new year, I will only
have three semesters left at Mount
Saint Mary’s. I find that fact so dif-

ficult to believe. How can it be that
graduation is just around the corner? I still feel like a tiny, nervous
freshman, and yet, I have grown
so much as a person over the years.
This past year especially has helped
me to develop more into an adult
than any previous year. The distinct
experiences and challenges that
came with 2010 have taught me so
much about life and my role in the
world.
Musing about the past year has
infused my soul with great excitement for what the future will bring.
Who will I be one year from now?
What will have changed in my life?
How will the world have morphed
when 2012 is upon us? The anticipation that I have for 2011 makes
me realize that although I cannot
control every aspect of my life like
I can control the setup of our tiny
Christmas village, I can know that
the joy of life lies in the unexpected.
It is the unpredictable things that fill
us with wonder and awe, and it is
for those things we can be heartily
thankful.

wall mural, chose the colors, and
painted the entire store myself. I
chose an outdoor theme—with rolling hills, blue skies, a tree house, a
dog, cats, and birds. I’ve continued
to help with running the store when
I’m home on break. I love hearing
kids who come into the store exclaim, “look, a doggie!” This job
was a fantastic experience, because
I was able to design and paint on
a scale I’ve never attempted before.
Also, I was painting in a different
way with a different purpose than I
normally do. I was creating a cheerful place for kids to play. I believe I
was successful in my venture, and I
loved doing it. This project was also
the launch of a little business for
me. I’ve already had some people
request I paint nurseries and sports
murals for them.
The end of this job brought the
end of the summer and so the start
of school. Since I had been in Italy during the spring, I was ready to
be with my friends and to be back
at the Mount. I was also ready to
start classes again. Even though
I was excited, it was also bittersweet. The start of this year was
the beginning of my senior year,
and that meant moving closer to
making real decisions about my
life. For the most part I put those
decisions on hold as I focused on
my classes, reading, and papers.
Generally if I don’t want to think
about something, it is very easy for
me to allow myself to be swept up
in other thoughts or actions. This
was the case this semester. Since I
didn’t have all the answers for the
future, it was much easier to focus
on what I had to do—my schoolwork. I began work on my yearlong honors project which focuses
on the divided self of Raskolnikov, a
character from Dostoevsky’s Crime
and Punishment. The semester was
very rewarding; I had the chance

to delve more deeply into subjects
I was already familiar with and also
to be exposed to totally new areas of study. For example, one of
my courses, “Stories of Islam” focused on literature of Islamic areas,
including the Middle East, India,
and Africa. But now the semester
is over, and, like most semesters, I’m
glad to have a little break before the
next one starts.
And, just like last year, I’m nervous about the things to come.
The start of the spring 2011 semester means I have only one
more semester at the Mount.
I’ll no longer live at my school
or have the opportunity to learn
in the ways I do right now. My
choices are no longer “what course
should I take,” but “what exactly am I going to do when I graduate?” I’m planning on teaching

English at the secondary level, but
as of this moment I am not certified to do so. I’m looking at a few
Masters programs which would
certify me, but there are still many
details to be worked out. For example, which program suits my
needs best? Which is the most affordable? At one time, I was able
to consider these questions, acknowledge that I needed to decide
eventually, and then move on to
thinking of something else. Now
I am forced to decide what exactly I am going to do. Though it
seems like a daunting task now,
I’m sure I’ll look back on this
nervousness in another year, like
I’ve done with my Italy semester
abroad trip, and be happy with
the choices I’ve made, the things
I’ve learned, and the blessings I’ve
received.

To read other articles by Julia Mulqueen visit the authors section of Emmitsburg.net.
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THE GRADUATE

A fluke
Jacqueline Quillen
MSM Class of 2010

I

pay very close attention to routines; not in a sense of following
a routine, but rather falling out of
the routine – disturbances to the
routine. A fluke!
When I use the word routine I
am not restricting its meaning to
simply transportation, but rather
including all types of schedules, rituals, habits, etc. It’s a matter of consistency that we unknowingly adapt
to as we go through life. If we find a
way of doing something that works,
we keep doing it that way. People
adopt a sense of consistency to produce quality results.
Flukes happen often and things
don’t always go according to plan.
Sometimes this is the best way to
learn a lesson. Other times a fluke
in the system is just a giant kick in
the rear.
*

*

*

The not-so-flawless spell check
It’s time to distribute a press release noting an attorney’s very distinguished achievement, probably
the most important achievement in
the entire world. I double-check the
e-mail for all the required parts –
subject, text, picture, correct e-mail
addresses – and it’s ready for distribution. All I have to do is click send
with my right index finger.
When I click send, the final spell
check automatically pops up, like
usual, and highlights last names,
unfamiliar words and acronyms
that it thinks are spelled wrong,
but that are, in fact, spelled correctly. I go to select ‘Ignore All’ to bypass spell check, only my hand jerks
suddenly the moment I click, causing me to accidentally select the option right below – the ‘Change All’
button.
The e-mail disappears from the
screen – meaning it was sent – so
now all of the managing editors of
prominent publications are seeing
a new e-mail notification on their
screen from yours truly. They open
the e-mail to find a press release noting “Malaria voted Best of 2010,”
and find it odd that a disease would
receive such an award.
My unsteady hand made spell
check change an unrecognizable
last name to a disease. I curse spell
check and quickly resend the e-mail
with a big ‘REVISED’ noted in the
subject line. Once I click send, spell
check comes up again and highlights the unrecognizable last name.
In the event of another unsteady
hand fit, I decided it best to add the
name to the dictionary so that spell
check skips the word entirely. Then
I prayed that the attorney would
never find out my mistake of calling
him a disease.
*

*

*

The quiet-ride car
“Ladies and gentleman, this is the
quiet-ride car,” says the conductor

as he walks through the aisle collecting tickets. “There will be no
cell phone usage in this car,” – his
intermittent pauses are filled with
the sounds of ticket-punching
– “and please keep all conversations to the lowest possible whisper.” Snip, snip-snip, snip. “Once
again, this is a the quiet-ride car,”
– snip, snip – “next stop, Darby.”
The conductor makes his way out
of the quiet car and into the next
car before the next stop. When the
train reaches the next station the
conductor repeats this announcement of the quiet-ride car to the
passengers on the boarding platform, then to the passengers in the
quiet-ride car and finally to all passengers via intercom. By the time
I travel the 50 minutes from the
city to home I hear this announcement a total of 15 times. He varies
the language each time he makes
the announcement, but the message stays the same – be quiet in
the first car. We get the point!
One day on my commute home
I sat in the quiet car intending to
get some work done. My phone
rang and I answered it without
thinking twice about it. My train
buddy called to see if I was done
work yet. The connection was a
little fuzzy so I spoke louder and
clearer her to better understand
me. I told her I was already on the
train and proceeded to discuss my
transportation schedule for the
rest of the week.
I hung up the phone and suddenly realized how quiet it was.
I gasped when I just remembered I was in the quiet car. My
first thought was to apologize to
the people around me because I
felt completely innocent. I hesitated for a few quick seconds and
then looked around to find dirty
looks from the people surrounding me. I decided against the apology as I had already talked enough
for one quiet-ride car and I’m sure
no one wanted to hear another
peep out of me. I decided to keep
my mouth shut, and turned back
around and sunk lower into my

seat, trying to become invisible.
My phone rang again. This is
my chance for redemption! I answered in a whisper that was quiet enough to respect the silence of
the car but also loud enough for
the people closest to me to hear.
I whispered to the person on the
phone, “I’m on the quiet-ride car
so I can’t talk,” and hung up. That
was my way of telling everyone,
“I’m sorry! I didn’t mean it.”
Luckily that was not the usual
train I take home so I won’t have
to show my face to the people who
probably refer to me as “The loud
one with the phone.”
I was the fluke in the system on
the quiet-ride car that day.
About a week later I took an earlier train to work in the morning
and again sat in the quiet car to
get some work done. On this particular day the train happened to
be short one car so every seat was
filled. In addition to the car shortage, a group of high school students boarded the train for a field
trip into the city.
The conductor announced that
the quiet-ride car is no longer in
effect due to the additional passengers and shortage of cars – the
flukes in the system. Some of the

regular “quiet-ride riders” did not
appreciate this fluke and they were
not afraid to speak their mind
about it. Those angry riders probably made the high school students feel somewhat unwelcome.
I’m glad I wasn’t the fluke in the
system that day.
*

*

*

A job well done
Not all flukes have to be bad ones.
My primary job is to track news
clippings that mention attorneys
or the firm and to promote such
clippings on our web site. I tell the

attorneys about their press coverage and then post the clippings
to their bios. Most attorneys respond with the typical one-word
“thanks” e-mail or don’t respond
at all. One attorney, however, took
the time to call me and thank me
for simply doing my job. He was
so impressed by my initiative to
beef up his bio. A simple thankyou phone call went a long way.
It just proves that people make
all the difference in the world.
To read other articles by Jacqueline
Quillen visit the authors section of
Emmitsburg.net.
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MOUNT CREATIVE WRITERS

New Year, New Beginning
Chelsea Baranoski
MSM Class of 2010

B

uzzzz! Buzzzz! Buzzzz! Rose
whacked her navy blue alarm
clock with her palm and buried her face in her down pillow. Was it time to wake up already? She wanted to spend all
day in her plaid pajamas eating
Chunky Monkey ice cream and
watching soap operas. That was
what her life had been like over
the past year: one big soap opera. The only thing she was missing was the incredibly handsome,
muscular actors. She rubbed her
puffy eyes and forced herself out
of bed. She opened the blinds to
reveal a gray, hazy day. The fog
was so thick that she could barely see the shed in her backyard.
Rose trudged over to her Hollywood stars calendar and crossed
off December 31st in bright red
washable marker. It was New
Years Eve and Rose was not the
least bit excited. She didn’t even
have plans to party hardcore. She
planned on staying inside, sitting
on the couch, and having a date
with Dick Clark and the New
Years Rockin’ Eve T.V. special.
She didn’t even know if she could
keep her eyes open to watch the
ball drop in Times Square.
			
* * * *
The last couple of months had
been anything but easy for Rose.
She had felt like a cat stuck in
the top of an old oak tree. Helpless. Scared. Lonely. She had
just graduated from college and
she was suffering from separation
anxiety. She felt like a kindergartner going off to school and leaving her parents for the first time.
She didn’t know how she would
live without her college roommates and the overall laidback social atmosphere of college. Who
would go to Sheetz with her at
3:00 a.m.? Who would be her
dance partner on Saturday nights?
Who would braid her hair and tell
her all of the latest campus gossip? Rose’s roommates were scattered all across the United States:
Rhode Island, Florida, Missouri,
and Texas. She missed the mixture of accents that filled the common room in their tiny on-campus suite. When Rose graduated,
she had to come to terms with the
fact that she would only be able to
hang out with her roommates on
special occasions, such as homecoming and the occasional wedding.
She thanked Alexander
Graham Bell everyday for the invention of the telephone. Even
though talking on the telephone
could not compare to hanging out
with her roommates in person, it
did help to heal some of her separation anxiety. From now on,
the telephone would be the thread
that would knit her and her roommates together.
Besides dealing with the miss-

ing-in-action status of her college roommates, Rose also had
to clean up the remains of a shattered heart. Josh, the boy she had
been dating for all four years of
college, dumped her. Without
warning. On the Ferris wheel at
the county fair. She did not think
she would ever get that image out
of her head: she was sitting on the
Ferris wheel, her perfectly manicured hand squeezing his when
she heard those dangerous words:
“I need to talk to you.”
“You always talk to me,” Rose
said, giggling.
“No, Rose. I mean, I gotta talk
to you. It’s important,” Josh said.
Rose knew that he must be serious because his left eyebrow was
twitching. His left eyebrow always twitched when he was nervous.
“Hon, you know you can talk to
me about anything,” Rose said.
“I-I don’t think this is going to
work,” Josh stuttered.
“What? I’m doing fine on the
Ferris wheel. I may be afraid of
heights, but I’m not even screaming and my palms aren’t even
sweaty. Look,” Rose said, holding
up her dry hands as if she were in
a stick up.
“No, Rose. I’m talking about
us. We aren’t going to work.
We’re through. I can’t do this anymore.” Josh ran his hand through
his sandy hair and sighed.
Rose was quiet. Was she hearing this correctly? Was Josh really breaking up with her on a Ferris wheel at the fair? Weren’t fairs
supposed to be happy places filled
with games, stuffed animals, funnel-cake, and enough fried food to
clog your arteries for a century?
“Rose?” Josh interrupted her
thoughts.
“What happened?” Rose whispered as tears trickled down her
flushed cheeks.
It was Josh’s turn to play the
quiet card. He never did tell Rose
what caused the breakup. Instead,
he ran away and left his relationship in a cloud of funnel-cake
scented dust. When the ride ended, he jumped out of his seat and
bolted through the crowds. All
Rose could do was assume that he
had met someone else, someone
smarter, someone prettier, someone cooler. She felt like she had
done something wrong. She had
thought that she and Josh were the
perfect couple, destined for a fairytale wedding with seven bridesmaids, seven groomsmen, and
350 attendees. Every night Rose
prayed that he would show up on
her doorstep, with a dozen longstemmed red roses in hand and a
sympathetic smile on his ruggedly handsome face. The days grew
into weeks and the weeks grew
into months, and the only thing
Rose ever saw on her doorstep was
the neighborhood stray kitten.
Rose’s string of bad luck did not
end with the breakup. To top it
off, Rose was struggling to find a

job. She knew she had to send out
resumes, but there was one problem: where would she send them?
There weren’t any jobs near her
hometown that piqued her interest. The jobs that she desired were
far away in the cramped, polluted city and required at least five
years of work experience. Would
any employer ever want to take a
chance and hire her? She needed money to pay off her college
loans. She needed money to buy
a car, not necessarily a super fancy fire-engine red corvette, but
anything with four wheels and an
engine. They say money doesn’t
buy happiness, but it could surely give her peace of mind. She
went on at least one interview a
week and they all ended the same:
firm handshake. Thanks for your
time. We’ll be in touch. Days of
sitting by the phone and jumping
whenever it rang. And finally that
phone call: thanks but no thanks.
We found someone else.
*

*

*

*

Rose trudged to the kitchen and
was about to pour milk into her
Rice Krispies when her dark eye
darted to a piece of newsprint hanging off the corner of the kitchen table. She picked it up and saw that
it was an excerpt from the Book of
Days. Her eyes scanned the page
and almost bulged out of her head
when she read, “Every first of January is an imaginary milestone on
the turnpike track of human life: at
once a resting-place for thought and
meditation, and a starting point for
fresh exertion in the performance
of our journey.” She felt like she
was reading a fortune from Chang’s
China Buffet. Rose was a firm believer in signs and superstitions.
Once, she found a penny that was
heads up in a Wal-Mart parking lot.
She placed it in her pocket and the
next day her parents bought her the
best gift she had ever received: her
Jack Russell Terrier, appropriately named Jack. On another occasion, Rose opened a fortune cookie to reveal that her luck would turn
around. Two days later, she discovered she had received a B in the algebra class she was sure she was going
to fail. The Book of Days excerpt
is definitely a sign, Rose thought to
herself. This year was going to be a
good year. This year was going to
be a fresh start. This year she would
be successful. She could feel it in
her bones.
She poured the Rice Krispies back
into the box and whipped out a
shiny frying pan from the cupboard. She was going to make
scrambled eggs and bacon today.
And she never cooked. She placed
a sunshine yellow plate, a glass,
and silverware on the kitchen table.
Before taking the eggs out of
the refrigerator, Rose decided to
take one more peak at the New
Years edition of the Book of Days.
Reading it made her realize that

she could move beyond her tough
year. She had high hopes. Even
though she did not know how the
new year would play out, a tingle
of excitement ran down her spine.
The new year was full of potential. Every day would bring new
possibilities. She could re-connect with her college friends, meet
a new man, and even score her
dream job. This year, Rose would
not resolve to spend hours at the
gym. She would work on discovering herself. She would work on
appreciating her inner and outer
beauty. She would work on confidence, grace, and elegance. She
would be the definition of Audrey
Hepburn classy. She would strut
into job interviews as if she were
the owner of the company. She
would toss her wavy dark hair over
her shoulder and look that cute
boy in the eye. She would call
up her college friends and schedule a reunion. The past year may
have been filled with stains and
dirt and grime, but she knew that
these stains were not permanent.
Indeed, these stains were not really stains at all; they were like the
colorful marks left by washable
markers. They would come out
eventually. All it takes is a little

time, a tiny bit of scrubbing and a
good washing machine.
Ring, ring, ringggggg! Rose ran
to answer the telephone in the living room.
“Hey, Rose! It’s Megan from
down the street. Wanna come to
a New Years Eve party tonight at
my apartment? I’m trying to get
the entire block together to ring in
the new year. There will surely be
lots of fun shenanigans!”
“Of course!” Rose said, chuckling. “Would I ever miss the chance
to party with my neighbors?”
“Awesome! Well, see ya tonight
at 8:00 p.m., ok?”
“Sounds good!” Rose hung up
the phone and a smile spread across
her face. She cracked an egg over
the frying pan and began to sing
the lyrics to “I Gotta Feeling” by
the Black Eyed Peas. “I gotta feeling that tonight’s gonna be a good
night / That tonight’s gonna be a
good night / That tonight’s gonna
be a good good night!” Rose belted at the top of her lungs. It looked
like she wouldn’t have that date with
Dick Clark after all.
Chelsea was the 2010 recipient of
the Mount’s William Heath Creative Writing Award.
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Tax on-liners
Submitted by Former Emmitsburg Mayor Ed Houck!

There is no child so bad that he/
she can’t be used as an income tax
deduction.
The Internal Revenue Code is
about 10 times the size of the Bible - and unlike the Bible, contains no good news.
A taxpayer received a strongly

worded “second notice” that his
taxes were overdue. Hastening to
the collector’s office, he paid his
bill, saying apologetically that he
had overlooked the first notice.
“Oh,” confided the collector with
a smile, “we don’t send out first
notices. We have found that the
second notices are more effective.”
It’s tax time. I know this because
I’m staring at documents that
make no sense to me, no matter

how many beers I drink.
A man about to have a heart transplant was offered the choice of either a 26 year-old marathon runner’s heart or the heart of a 62
year-old IRS agent. He picked the
agent’s heart because he said it had
never been used.
Taxation with representation ain’t
so hot either.
It’s income tax time again, Americans: time to gather up those receipts, get out those tax forms,

sharpen up that pencil, and stab
yourself in the aorta.

bank account after paying taxes.
That’s a red flag.

The wages of sin are death, but by
the time taxes are taken out, it’s
just sort of a tired feeling.

If you are truly serious about preparing your child for the future,
don’t teach him to subtract - teach
him to deduct.

A fool and his money are soon
parted. It takes creative tax laws
for the rest.
Worried about an IRS audit?
Avoid what’s called a red flag.
That’s something the IRS always
looks for. For example, say you
have some money left in your

And now I lay me down to sleep. I
pray the Lord my soul to take, If the
tax collector hasn’t got it before I wake
This guy walks into the tax auditor’s
office, the auditor looks at him and
says, “Please Mr. Johnson, take a seat.
We already own a piece of yours.”
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SIMPLE SERVINGS

“Do you want some egg-ies?”
Sharon Racine

I

can’t remember how we discovered that Sandy loved eggs, but
there were few things that made
her happier than a skilletful of the
scrambled stuff. “Do you want
some egg-ies?” We always enjoyed
cajoling her, watching her circle
excitedly in anticipation of her favorite people food.
		 Every time she heard us take
the egg carton out of the refrigerator and crack a few in the pan she
would come running, her nails
dragging on the hardwood floor
and her soft padded feet careening around the corner in an effort to get to the kitchen as quickly as possible. I can still hear the
thump, thump, thump of her
fluffy golden tail against the side
of the oven as she would sit eagerly upright, patiently awaiting her
“gourmet” meal.
		 Sandy didn’t really care what
kind of eggs we made her –
scrambled, over-easy, even the
occasional soft-boiled; as long
as they involved cheese, she was
happy. Once the eggs were cool
enough, we would carry the pan
over to her food dish as she happily trotted behind, practically tripping over her own feet from excitement.
		The eggs always took precedence over whatever dull sustenance remained in her bowl from
earlier in the day. I always found
her habit of eating around her
Iams® – carefully licking remnants of egg yolk from the edges of her dish, ignoring the small
brown bits – endlessly amusing.
		 As soon as she’d gobbled up her
favorite treat, she would look expectantly at the chef with her

tail wagging, as if to say “Okay,
where’s the rest?” Of course, we
didn’t want to spoil her too much,
so the most she could expect after
her specially-made feast was an affectionate ear ruffling, a few kisses on the nose, and a softly stern,
“No more!”
		 With a full belly and affirmation of her family’s love, she would
trot off – nails dragging on the
hardwood floor, as always – to one
of her favorite spots in the house.
She knew it wouldn’t be long until
another one of us conceded to her
puppy charms.
* * *
Some might find it odd that we
went out of our way to cook food
for a dog, but who doesn’t love
making their best friend desperately happy? In Sandy’s case, a little extra effort went a long way.
Assuming that most of you already know how to fry and scramble, here are some different eggbased recipes that you can try to
make your best friend - human or
canine – desperately happy. Who’s
judging, anyway?
Tyler Florence’s Ultimate Omelette
This recipe is a gourmet spin on
the traditional quickie omelette,
and it’s well worth the extra effort. If you want to feed it to your
dog…well, that’s up to you!
ingredients
1 stick butter
18 eggs (3 per person)
1/2 cup heavy cream
1 tablespoon crushed white
peppercorns
1 bunch chives, finely chopped
1 bunch chervil, finely chopped
1 tablespoon sea salt
Roasted mushrooms and watercress, if desired

instructions
1. Preheat the oven to 450ºF.
2. Clarify the butter by placing
it in a small pot over low heat.
Slowly bring to a simmer and
cook over low heat until the
butter separates. When the
milk solids fall to the bottom
and the golden butter-fat rises to the surface, remove from
heat. Set aside
Cook’s note: Clarifying the butter
eliminates the milk solids found
in whole butter. These milk solids
tend to burn, giving your omelette
dark spots.
3. Crack the eggs into a medium mixing bowl and
pour in cream. Add pepper
and whisk until well incorporated and foamy.
4. Preheat a skillet over medium
heat. When the skillet is heated,
add 2 or 3 tablespoons of clarified butter. Turn the heat down
slightly. Using a 4-ounce ladle,
add 1 ladleful of eggs into the
pan. Begin stirring eggs quickly
with a heat-proof spatula.
Cook’s note: This stirring motion
heats the eggs through so that they
set like a custard. Continue swirling the eggs so that they aren’t in
one spot long enough to burn.
5. Once the eggs begin to set,
stop stirring. Place the skillet
in the oven and cook for 1½
minutes. When you remove
the omelette from the oven,
it should still have a soft custard-like touch.
6. Sprinkle with chopped herbs,
a pinch of sea salt and
cracked white pepper. Using an oven glove to hold the
handle, tip the pan sideways
and roll the omelette onto a
plate with a spatula.
7. Serve with roasted mushrooms and watercress, if desired. Enjoy!
Chorizo and Pepper Frittata
This frittata recipe offers a more

cultural spin on the traditional
omelette. With chorizo sausage,
fresh cilantro, and queso fresco,
its unique Mexican flair is sure to
please any type of tummy!
ingredients
6 oz. fresh chorizo sausage, casing
removed
1 red bell pepper, thinly sliced
12 eggs, beaten
¼ cup chopped fresh cilantro OR
parsley
4 oz. queso fresco, crumbled
instructions
Coat large nonstick skillet with
ovenproof handle with cooking
spray. Cook chorizo over medium
heat, breaking into crumbles, until browned and cooked through,
about 5 minutes. Pour off drippings. Add bell pepper to skillet;
sauté until softened, 3 to 4 minutes.
		 Pour eggs; mix lightly and sprinkle with cilantro. Gently scramble eggs over medium heat 1 minute. Cover and cook until eggs are
almost set, 6 to 8 minutes.
		 Uncover skillet; sprinkle with
cheese. Broil 6 inches from heat
until eggs are completely set in
center, 2 to 3 minutes. Cut into
wedges.
Substitue 3 oz. finely chopped,
cured chorizo sausage link for
fresh chorizo. Sauté just until
heated through, about 1 minute.
		 A fresh goat cheese or a mild
feta can be substituted for queso

fresco, if desired.
Creamy Pasta & Egg Skillet
I love making this dish whenever I’m
in the mood for something quick
and delicious. It’s similar to the classic Italian pasta carbonara, but the
veggies provide a healthy twist!
ingredients
1 pkg. (7 oz.) small shell pasta,
cooked, drained
2 cups cottage cheese
1 tsp. dried marjoram leaves
2 cups frozen broccoli, cauliflower and carrot vegetable blend
(9 oz.), defrosted
4 eggs
instructions
Coat large nonstick skillet with
cooking spray. Combine pasta, cottage cheese and marjoram in skillet; toss to coat evenly. Add vegetables; toss to mix.
		 Cook over medium heat, stirring
occasionally, until mixture is heated through and begins to sizzle, 5
to 10 minutes. Press 4 indentations
(about 2-inch diameter) into mixture with back of spoon.
		 Break and slip an egg into each
indentation. Cook, covered, over
medium heat until whites are
completely set and yolks begin to
thicken but are not hard, 5 to 7
minutes.
		
*Substitute one tablespoon
chopped fresh parsley for the marjoram leaves.
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Nurturing the arts
Fiona Murphy Durkin
History and Fine Arts Major
MSM Class of 2010

O

n September 17, 2010 the
Delaplaine Fine Arts Center,
formerly known as Flynn Hall, was
presented to the public and to the
Mount St. Mary’s community as
the new and improved home of the
university’s Visual and Performing
Arts Department. It has always been
the Mount’s goal to create a home
for its students and faculty which
nurtures educational progress. It is
important to not forget the arts,
for it is the creative side of the mind
that aids in pushing the boundaries
that lead to progress and success.
In creating the new arts center,
the Mount has emphasized this
important aspect of its community
and its future.
Flynn Hall was built in 1903 and
served the Mount community as
its first gymnasium. As the Mount
grew and new fitness centers were
built, Flynn Hall became the home
of the Visual and Performing Arts
Department. As time went on it
become clear that Flynn Hall needed
to be updated to coincide not only
with the growth in fine arts majors
but also with the new technology that
could allow students to reach their full
potential as performers and artists. It
is because of these changes and needs
that the concept of Delaplaine Fine
Arts Center came to life. After five
years of planning and two years of
actual building and renovating, the
new fine arts center is here to bring
about a new hope and spirit to the
arts at the Mount.
The Delaplaine Fine Arts Center
is fully equipped with the tools and
the technology to aid and support
the creative minds that depend on
it so greatly. The Horning Theater,
faculty offices, music classrooms
and Williams Art Gallery are just
some of the wonderful things that
this new center has to offer students

Majestic Theater to
host celebration of
Gilbert & Sullivan
T

and professors. Since they are so
important to artists the sound and
lighting are state of the art. The
lobbies are warm and welcoming.
Also, the professors and students
truly add to the friendly atmosphere
of the Center. This feature is just as
important as the equipment within
since it helps draw the audience
inside. Both the building and the
staff promote art appreciation. Dr.
Andrew Rosenfeld, the Visual and
Performing Arts Department Chair
at Mount St. Mary’s stated, “We
now not only have a better home for
arts education, but we have a more
attractive and more inviting place to
bring the public to experience the arts
here. We want the public to turn to
us as a place to experience the arts.”
The Fine Arts Center has become
truly a place of hope and creativity
for all.
While enjoying the new Fine
Arts Center, it is also important
to understand the hard work and
generosity that went into making
this idea a reality. This new art center
could never have come into existence
without its benefactors. George and
Bettie Delaplaine, Lynne & Joseph
Horning and Thomas H. & Mary
K. Williams are just some of the
many benefactors that aided in the
creation of this amazing center. The
architects and builders truly brought
life to concepts. The building is very

different from Flynn Hall which
could no longer support the growth
and progress of the arts at the Mount.
Dr. Rosenfeld sees that this new
art center is “a greatly significant
improvement over what we had.
It is now a welcoming, attractive
home for the arts that makes a real
statement about their importance at
the Mount.” The benefactors, great
supporters not only of the Mount
but also of the Arts, have helped in
creating a home for the arts that
greatly amplifies creativity.
I was always taught that the
foundation of a “home” should be
strong enough not only to house a
family but also its hearts and minds.
The Delaplaine Fine Arts Center is
here to do just that. It is the new
home for the arts and it is more
than well equipped to house the
hearts and minds that give it life.
The unchanging exterior reflects the
history and foundation of the Mount,
while the completely renovated
interior reflects its beautiful future.
An artist is nothing without tools,
and the new arts center, combined
with its tremendous staff, supplies
the students with the right tools to
achieve excellence in their work.
All are welcome at the new house
of the Arts, the Delaplaine Fine
Arts Center, so come and enjoy
the beauty of Mount St. Mary’s
University.

he 2011 International Gilbert & Sullivan Festival in Gettysburg,
Pennsylvania will be the most comprehensive event yet on the
North American continent celebrating the comic operas of the British
creative duo of W. S. Gilbert and Arthur Sullivan.
The Festival runs from Friday, June 24 to Sunday, July 3, 2011 with
all events at the historic, beautifully restored and accessible Majestic
Theater at the Jennifer and David LeVan Performing Arts Center in
downtown Gettysburg.
Of the 13 comic operas written by Gilbert & Sullivan, nine full-scale
productions will be presented by leading Gilbert & Sullivan performing
groups from America and England. “We’re very proud to have come so
far so fast by announcing this exciting display of Gilbert & Sullivan in
Gettysburg. Our performing groups responded very well with a great
variety of offerings,” says Rich Wiley, festival director.
The Festival will include perennial favorites like The Pirates of
Penzance, HMS Pinafore and The Mikado. Audiences will also be
treated to some of Gilbert & Sullivan’s lesser known works like Iolanthe,
Patience, Ruddigore and The Yeomen of the Guard..
The Festival will be opened Friday, June 24 with a Grand Opening
Victorian Concert Spectacular not only highlighting Gilbert & Sullivan, but also music from other Victorian-era operettas. The concert
will feature the National Festival Orchestra from northern England, the
Charles Court Opera and The Victorian Dance Ensemble.
“In addition to the main stage productions, the Festival Fringe offers
more than a dozen other smaller performances, plays, presentations and
recitals usually adaptations of other works by W. S. Gilbert or Arthur
Sullivan or other topics,” Wiley says. Festival Fringe events will be held
in the Black Box Theater in Cinema One in the Majestic Theater.
The Festival Youth Production in 2011 will be The Mikado. It will
also be presented for the first time in the Majestic Theater on Sunday,
July 3. Last year’s show featured a cast and orchestra of over 30 children
and youth age 9 to 19 from five Pennsyvania counties, Tennessee and
England.
Also new to the 2011 Festival will be the addition of a Festival Production of The Pirates of Penzance on Saturday, July 2. Talented performers from all over America will converge in Gettysburg and rehearse
the show for five days before presenting it once.
Finally, an educational symposium will be offered on Monday, June
27 and Tuesday, June 28 for Gilbert & Sullivan enthusiasts who want to
learn more about the British lyricist and composer. “2011 is the centenary of the death of Gilbert,” Smith says. “We will be highlighting presentations and research about him this year.”
For more information about the Festival visit www.gsfestivals.org. Tickets for the International Gilbert & Sullivan Festival go on sale January 15,
2011 at the Majestic Theater Box Office. Guests can order tickets by calling
the Box Office at 717-337-8200 or online at www.gettysburgmajestic.org.
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Nourishing your five elements
Renee Lehman

F

or most of the year 2010,
I wrote about the Five Elements in Chinese Medicine.
These Elements or energies are
felt to be the prime energetic
building blocks from which everything in the material world
is composed. So, every living thing and every person is a
unique embodiment and combination of these Five Elements.
Therefore, when it comes to our
health, if all Five Elements are in
balance within us, then we are
at a state of optimal health/well-

ness. The Five Elements are Water, Wood, Fire, Earth, and Metal. The associations (the organs,
a body tissue, an external manifestation, a sound in the voice,
an emotion, a color, a direction,
a taste, and a climate) of each Element were described, you were
asked to reflect on the “state” of
each of your Elements, and suggestions were given on possible
approaches to nourish each Element.
Last month’s article covered
the Chinese medicine perspective on nourishment, sources of
nourishment, and a review of the

Element

Gifts of warmth,
joy, fullness and
maturity

ways to “NOURISH” our Water
and Wood Elements (www.emmitsburg.com). This article will
cover the ways to “NOURISH”
our Fire, Earth, and Metal Elements to keep us balanced and
well. Some information used in
this article comes from the book
Recipes for Self-Healing (by
Daverick Leggett, 1999).
Ways to Nourish Your Elements
How can we use non-food and
food ways to nourish ourselves
as we move through the constant
cycling of the Five Elements?

You may notice that there

are similarities and repeating
themes within the ways to
“nourish” yourself to have a
healthy body/mind/spirit.
Does this surprise you? It
should not! This is all based
on simple and natural laws!
Cut out these tables to use
for future reference (and
place them with the tables
of information from the
December 2010 article).
What do you need to do to
become a more “Nourished”
individual? Seek out resources
that will assist you in taking
responsibility for the choices

Non-food Nourishment

Fire

Earth

Wood

Water

Metal

that you make in life, so that
you and the world around you
can be healthy.
Renee Lehman is a licensed acu
puncturist and physical therapist
with over 20 years of health care ex
perience. Her office is located at 249B
York Street in Gettysburg, PA. She
can be reached at 717-752-5728.

Nourishing with food

1. On a physical level, try aerobic exercise that keeps your cardiovascular
system healthy (once you have had a physical by your doctor).

1. Eat foods that are bitter tasting (dark chocolate, bitter salads, bitter
drinks, & germ & bran of grains)

2. Connect with people who are important to you.

2. Eat warming foods (paprika, cinnamon, red pepper, and black
pepper).

3. Cultivate relationships with yourself and others.
4. Cultivate your relationship with the Divine or Supreme Being (ex.
with prayer).

3. Eat foods that strengthen your blood (see above in Wood), and that
are red in color (tomatoes, cherries, red peppers).
4. Avoid too much salt, fat, and stimulants.

5. SING!
5. Be joyful when eating! Delight in food!
6. Take time to meditate to calm the distracting chatter of your mind.
6. Enjoy sharing food with friends.
7. Enjoy your daily rituals.
8. Celebrate life!

Element

Gifts of
nourishment

Non-food Nourishment

Nourishing with food

1. On a physical level, stretch your muscles. Also, physically reconnect
with the earth.

1. Eat foods that are sweet tasting like carrots, squash, red beets, sweet
potatoes, pumpkin, fruit, and grains like rice.

2. Accept yourself!

2. Eat well cooked foods.

3. Appropriately cuddle or touch a friend, loved one, or pet.

3. Eat thick soups/stews.

4. Honor your needs within your different relationships.

4. Eat yellow/orange foods (squash, carrots). They are energetically
resonant with the Earth.

5. SING! This strengthens the Earth element!
6. Create proper amounts of routine and structure within your life.
This will help to ground you.
7. Make your home a comfortable safe haven.

Element

Non-food Nourishment

5. Separate fruit from meal time, and limit fluid intake with meals
(helps with digestion). Rather, eat fruit and drink fluids in between
meals.
6. Avoid sugars and use artificial sweeteners sparingly.
suppress your immune system.

Sugar will

Nourishing with food

1. On a physical level, BREATHE! Consciously bring your awareness
to your breath. Practice diaphragmatic breathing.

1. Eat foods that are pungent flavored foods/spices like onions, ginger,
horseradish, and cayenne pepper.

2. Perform exercises the open the chest, for example, stretching and
singing.

2. Eat fresh organic vegetables with some sprouted seeds & grains.
3. Eat protein rich foods like low fat tofu, beans, & white meat.

Gifts of “letting go”
and inner quality,
value

3. Brush or scrub your skin. This can help to remove the dead skin
cells, clean your pores, and leave your skin smooth.

4. Eat light, white foods like radishes, white meat, & white mushrooms.

4. Clean out the “stale corners” of your life and house. This will give
room for new growth.

5. Decrease rich, fatty foods and processed foods because they create
phlegm in your respiratory system.

5. Learn to value yourself and respect yourself.
6. Create rituals with eating, like creating a family dinner night at home,
or have a prestigious position at the table for an elder in your family.
7. Make your home aesthetically pleasing. Even better, create an
aesthetic life for yourself.
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FITNESS AND HEALTH

Fitness Matters
Inga Olsen

Question: Do you have any
thoughts on some of the new
functional training equipment
on the market—things like TRX
bands for example?
Answer: Generally speaking,
I’m a fan of TRX bands and other pieces of functional training
equipment. Things like TRX,
the ViPR, and the Rip-Core FX
are taking the fitness industry
by storm, and for good reason.
They’re new, innovative, and fun
to use. But best of all, they’re
functional, which means that using them allows you to mimic
traditional daily activities, thereby improving movement, balance, coordination, and strength
all at the same time. That’s pretty
cool! The only real concern here
is that people may not know how
to use these pieces of equipment
properly, which could potentially result in injury. There’s definitely a learning curve with these
products, so it’s best to watch the
experts first. I also strongly recommend working with a trainer
until you’re completely comfortable with the training methodology. As always, the goal is to educate yourself so you can get the

most out of whatever training
you decide to do!
Question: How do I manage
my food intake during the holidays, especially with all the cakes,
cookies, and other goodies seemingly everywhere? Help!
Answer: I thought we were going to skirt by without addressing this, but I’m glad you asked.
Interestingly enough, the answer
depends almost entirely on you.
Assuming you’re susceptible to
sweets and other treats, you really only have three options—go
all-out and worry about the ramifications later, avoid them at all
costs, or take a reasoned approach
and indulge to a modest degree.
I think most people would argue
that the third idea is the best one.
After all, why not treat yourself to
a few holiday goodies, especially
if you can limit yourself to one or
two here and there. And don’t forget to continue with your workouts during this time as well. Restricting foods that you truly enjoy
will only increase your cravings
for them, and make for an unhappy holiday season. Bottom line—
it comes down to choice, and you
can choose to make healthy decisions or not, but you have to be

realistic. Keep variety, moderation, and balance in mind, and reward yourself for being active all
year long!
Question: Several friends are using websites to track their nutrition and fitness, and they’re trying to get me to do the same. Do
you think these health and wellness websites are worth the time,
money, and effort?
Answer: Ultimately, it depends
on the individual. However, research has proven that consistent
monitoring and added accountability can pay off in the long run
when you’re looking to make lifestyle changes. This can come in
many forms, but one of the most
popular these days is certainly
through the use of websites. They
can be a great tool as you try to
change your behaviors, and may
be just what you need to maintain your motivation. There are a
number of options out there, from
basic nutrition or fitness tracking
sites to others that offer a wide variety of capabilities in all areas of
health and wellness. I have to admit that I’m biased when it comes
to this discussion. Anytime Fitness
has created one of the most progressive, comprehensive, and fun
websites to use if you’re looking to
facilitate your own health and wellness. It’s called Anytime Health
(anytimehealth.com)! The site has
a diet tracker, an activity tracker, a

Stultz Fitness Training celebrates
12 years with the annual open house

M

ark your calendars for Saturday, January 15,
2011 from 10 am till 1 pm. The location is
285 Boyle Rd. Fairfield, Pa. 717-334-6009.
I recently celebrated 12 years of helping people improve their health and energy level. Certifying as a Fitness Trainer gave me the opportunity to guide people
to a healthier life, that is why I recently certified as a
Fitness Therapist also. This gave me even more training in the growing field of health and fitness. So many
of my clients tell me how their lives have changed and
I would like to share some of their stories with you. It
may be just what you need to get motivated and started on your way to a healthier future.
The most repeated benefit of exercise and weight
training is energy, energy, energy. Almost every one of
my clients expressed an increase in their energy level.
Even though most started the exercise and nutrition
program to loose weight, they soon realized the other benefits that come with it. One of my ladies, who,
by the way, says she hates to exercise, has been with me
for almost twelve years. The change she sees the most
is that she does not jiggle anymore. She is so pleased
she can wear a pair of slacks and does not feel self-conscience about how she looks. Several of my clients tell
me they feel firmer and their clothes fit better now.
Others are very pleased they can now get up from a
chair without leaning on the table for help. They can
also walk up the stairs much easier along with walking
easier in general. Sometimes they do things and realize
a minute later what they did and how easy it is now.
That is a wonderful feeling when you realize that you
improved your quality of life. These are things people
take for granted until they can’t do them any longer.
One man came to improve his overall condition.
He had been lifting on his own, but felt he needed
some trained guidance. After a few sessions, he realized the repetitions and form were much more important and beneficial than the amount of weight lifted.
HDL(good cholesterol) is another positive benefit
of exercise. Doctors of two of my clients knew they

were doing something different because exercise was
the only way to improve HDL. High Blood Pressure,
High Cholesterol, Arthritis and Diabetes have also improved for some of my clients with exercise. Many
doctors tell people to get more exercise, but don’t tell
them how, that’s where a trainer can guide you to better health.
I have clients that come to improve everything from
horseback riding, volleyball and hunting to just being
able to keep up with their kids. Many people who have
had a stroke or heart attack are told by their doctor or
rehab facility to continue to exercise. Sometimes they
don’t feel comfortable exercising on their own, that’s
why I also certified in Fitness Therapy. I have some
clients who have been through complete cardio rehab
and realized the benefit of it. They want to continue
to exercise because they know how much better their
checkups are now and how much better their quality
of life is. A regular exercise program, guided by a trainer or on your own, is a health benefit that is priceless.
Clients come to me all the time with stories of success, pride, improved self-esteem and overall health. I
could write pages of stories, but I would like you to
hear your story. If you don’t have one, call me and let’s
get started on an exercise and health success story for
you. I have been helping people for twelve years now.
I have an established program and will be there to help
you every step of the way. I offer personal, one on one
training and guidance. So many people just need a little help to get started. If I can be that first step, please
call me. My most important goal is to help you improve your health. When you have good health, the
rest of your life follows. The cosmetic perks are great
too. Take that first step. You will be so glad you did.
I am located just minutes from Emmitsburg, Gettysburg, Thurmont and Fairfield.
Please call 717-334-6009 if you have any questions,
need directions or need to schedule another time to
see the facility. I really want to help you get started on
a healthier life. Keep Moving, You’ll be glad you did!

workout planner that uses over 300
high-definition videos, as well as a
robust community with a Q&A
section, support groups, a contest
page, and a site blog. And these
features are just the tip of the iceberg. If you get a chance, check it
out. You can sign-up for a free account that gives you somewhat
limited access, and if you like what

you see, you can join for a nominal
yearly fee.
About the author: Inga Olsen is the
club manager/Certified Personal
Trainer at Anytime Fitness in Thurmont, MD. To submit a question
for future articles, please contact the
author at thurmontmd@anytimefitness.com.
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ASTRONOMY

The night sky of January
Professor Wayne Wooten

F

or January 2010, the Moon
will be new on January 4th.
The first two weeks find the moon
waxing in the evening sky. The
waxing crescent moon passes just
north of Jupiter on January 9th,
and is first quarter moon sits high
in the sky on the evening of January 12th. The full moon is on
January 19th, for northern Indian
tribes, this was the Wolf or Snow
Moon….before global warning,
obviously….. The last quarter
moon passes south of Saturn on
January 25th. The waning crescent moon passes just below Venus in the dawn sky on January
30th.
Venus dominates the dawn sky
in January, rising about two hours
before the sun. Mars and Mercury
lurk too close to the Sun for naked
eye viewing this month. But Jupiter is still well placed in theSW
sky through February. Saturn rises about midnight, and the famed
rings are still very thin, but starting to open up week by week!
They were edge on as seen from
the Earth in 2009, and will be tilted 27 degrees toward us at solstice in 2017, when they will double the planet’s present brightness.
Saturn is in the morning sky in
Virgo near Spica now, but comes
to opposition and moves into evening sky by late March.
The square of Pegasus dominates the western sky. The constellation Cassiopeia makes a
striking W in the NW. She contains many nice star clusters for
binocular users in her outer arm
of our Milky Way, extending to
the NE now. Her daughter, An-

Almanac
Mid-Atlantic Regional Weather Watch: Light snow (1,2)
with more snow in the southern region, windy and colder (3,4,5). Fair, windy and
very cold (6,7,8,9) with heavy
snow (10,11). Fair again and
rather
cold
temperatures
(12,13,14,15,16,17) with light
snow in the north and not as
cold (18,19).
Fair
weather
and
cold
(20,21,22,23,24,25,26)
with
yet more snow and very stormy
(27,28).
The month ends fair, windy and
much colder (29,30,31).
Full Moon: January’s Full
Moon will occur on the 30th
at 1:18AM. It was originally
named the Hunger Moon because many Native Americans
everywhere found food so scarce
at this time. It has also been referred to as the Wolf Moon because many wolf packs boldly
wandered closer to villages and

The constellation Orion’s famed dark nebula ‘The Horsehead’ and the brighter ‘Flame Nebula.’

dromeda, starts with the NE corner star of Pegasus’’ Square, and
goes NE with two more bright
stars in a row. It is from the middle star, beta Andromeda, that we
proceed about a quarter the way
to the top star in the W of Cassiopeia, and look for a faint blur with
the naked eye. M-31, the Andromeda Galaxy, is the most distant object visible with the naked
eye, lying about 2.5 million light
years distant. Overhead is Andromeda’s hero, Perseus, rises. Between him and Cassiopeia is the
fine Double Cluster, faintly visible with the naked eye and two
fine binocular objects in the same
field. Perseus contains the famed
eclipsing binary star Algol, where
the Arabs imagined the eye of the
gorgon Medusa would lie. It fades
to a third its normal brightness for
six out of every 70 hours, as a larger but cooler orange giant covers

about 80% of the smaller but hotter and thus brighter companion
as seen from Earth.
Look at Perseus’ feet for the
famed Pleiades cluster; they lie
about 400 light years distant, and
over 250 stars are members of
this fine group. East of the seven sisters is the V of stars marking the face of Taurus the Bull,
with bright orange Aldebaran as
his eye. The V of stars is the Hyades cluster, older than the blue
Pleaides, but about half their distance. Mars now lies in the horns
of Taurus as January begins, and
was at greatest brilliance at opposition around last Christmas.
Yellow Capella, a giant star
the same temperature and color
as our much smaller Sun, dominates the overhead sky. It is part
of the pentagon on stars making
up Auriga, the Charioteer (think
Ben Hur). Several nice binocular

camps hoping to find something
to eat.

Buy an extra wall calendar when
their prices are marked down after the holidays. Keep one for
the garden and yard only and
start your planning now. Look
ahead and note last projected frost dates and mark down
when to plant seedlings indoor.
Schedule mulching and fertilizing when you plan to prep
the ground outdoors for transplanting. Collect nursery and
seed catalogs now and remember to place your orders early.
Try to time all your gardening
and lawn activities with anticipated sales at local merchants.
And now is the time to spoil
those indoor plants! They not
only brighten up the house but
they also rid indoor air of nasty
pollutants.

Holidays: Civil rights leader Martin Luther King, Jr. was
born on January 15, 1929. In
2011, the official day set aside
for his remembrance (the third
Monday of January) falls on
Monday, January 17th. Remember to honor him on his day and
reflect on the great movement
he began and how tragically he
was taken from us.
The Garden: Begin planning
your spring gardening activities
now. Pick up a few gardening
books and magazines, noting
the pictures that appeal to you
and then list the changes you
want to make in your garden.

Messier open clusters are found in
the winter milky way here. East of
Auriga, the twins, Castor and Pollux highlight the Gemini. UWF
alumni can associate the pair with
Jason and the Golden Fleece legend, for they were the first two Argonauts to sign up on his crew of
adventurers.
South of Gemini, Orion is the
most familiar winter constellation, dominating the eastern sky
at dusk. The reddish supergiant Betelguese marks his eastern

shoulder, while blue-white supergiant Rigel stands opposite on his
west knee. Just south of the belt,
hanging like a sword downward, is
M-42, the Great Nebula of Orion,
an outstanding binocular and telescopic stellar nursery. It is part of
a huge spiral arm gas cloud, with
active starbirth all over the place.
Our image this month is of the
nearby belt of Orion includes the
famed dark nebula, The Horsehead, and the brighter Flame Nebula, around the eastern end of the
Belt. It was taken under the dark
skies in Texas last month.
Last but certainly not least, in
the east rise the hunter’s two faithful companions, Canis major and
minor. Procyon is the bright star in
the little dog, and rises minutes before Sirius, the brightest star in the
sky. Sirius dominates the SE sky by
7 PM, and as it rises, the turbulent
winter air causes it to sparkle with
shafts of spectral fire. Beautiful as
the twinkling appears to the naked
eye, for astronomers this means the
image is blurry; only in space can we
truly see “clearly now”. At 8 light
years distance, Sirius is the closest star
we can easily see with the naked eye
from West Florida. You must be in
south Florida to spot Alpha Centauri on June evenings. Below Sirius in
binoculars is another fine open cluster, M-41, a fitting dessert for New
Year’s sky feast from West Florida.
You must be in south Florida to spot
Alpha Centauri on June evening.
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COMPUTER Q&A

Electronic gift care guide
device is expensive you may even
want to consider accidental insurance so that if the device gets broken and is not covered by the warranty you may get it replaced.

Ayse Jester
Jesters Computer, Fairfield

W

ith so many new and exciting gifts this holiday season
it can be difficult to understand
exactly what are the best practices
to care for your new toys!
Charging Batteries
Do not leave rechargeable batteries on the charger. Once the battery is charged it should be removed from the charging device.
Prolonged charging can destroy
the charging cells and cause the
battery to fail prematurely.
Make your best attempt to
charge batteries when they are almost drained. Charging batteries
that do not need charging is not
a good idea because batteries tend
to last based on the number of
times it is charged. Also charging
a dead battery is not as effective as
charging an almost dead battery.
Charge your battery before you
need to use the device, not a week
before hand. It is great to have
your device charged and ready to
go but some batteries lose their
charges when not in use.
General Care
Keep your new devices away from
extreme hold or cold temperatures. Usually your owner’s manual will cover the temperatures the
device can tolerate. Remembering
to not leave your electronics in the
car can be difficult, but can be the
death of your device if you are not
careful.
If the device has an LCD display, consider investing in a screen
protector. You can purchase universal protectors just about anywhere and they can prevent
scratching of your displays.
For computers or devices that
build up dust, use canned air to
spray the dust out. Do not use a
vacuum as it creates static electricity which can harm your device.
Long-term Care
Most devices come with a one year
manufacturer’s warranty. Register
your device as soon as possible, by
doing so it can be much easier to
handle warranties when the time
comes.
Some warranties require that
you have your proof of purchase.
Scan your receipts into the com-

puter or make a second copy. Receipt paper does not hold up forever and you will need a legible
copy to receive repair services.
Consider purchasing additional
warranties for your devices. If the

Learning how to use
your new product
You may be surprised that many
of your questions may be answered in the owner’s manual.
Ask a well-informed friend for
help or call the support phone
number before returning the device to the store. More than likely, the store will not know enough
about the product to answer the
questions for you.
Following these tips will help you
to have a great holiday experience.
For friendly professional help with
computers contact Jesters Computer Services at (717) 642-6611
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LIBRARY NOTES

A chasm among the stacks
Caroline Rock

O

ver the holidays, my husband and I went to the local
mega-chain bookstore to spend
our gift cards. People who know
us understand that a gift card to
a bookstore is more welcome and
exciting to us than any electronic gadget or article of clothing.
Bookstore gift cards are the perfect
present when you know someone
who loves books, but you are not
sure what kinds of books, or what
books they may already own-reading being the solitary activity
that it is. And unlike baked goods
or lingerie, bookstore gift cards
are presents that are safe to accept
from strangers (or fans who read
your column every month, hint
hint!).
I rarely read adult fiction. There
are a few authors I follow in anticipation of a new book, but, aside
from classics and a few Nobel winners, I do not buy adult fiction-I borrow it. Children’s books,
now there’s another story! I have
always preferred to read books

for children instead of adult fiction. Kids’ stories have a purity
and simplicity, even in the most
complex circumstances. The emotions are new to the characters,
and their reactions to them are
usually life-changing. I have read
few children’s books that have not
changed my life in some way.
I am far more likely to purchase
a kids’ book than an adult book.
I am far more likely to spend my
gift card on a kids’ book than an
adult book. My fantasy is to have
my grown children say to their
kids, “Hey, let’s go to the library!”
and to have the kids reply, “No,
let’s just go to Grandma’s! Her
house is like a library. Only with
cookies!”
So into the bookstore we went,
gift cards in hand. My husband
wandered into the art and history section, and I aimed for the
back of the store—the children’s
section. On the way, however,
I was stopped by what I can describe only as a room, a large area
in the center of the store, walled
off by book cases and displays, one

opening for a doorway. The hanging sign above it read, in black letters, “Teen Scene”.
I like teen books. Some of
them. I read the Hunger Games
trilogy before there was a buzz
about it. I read two of the Chaos Walking trilogy. I even choked
down the first Twilight. I have
read just about everything written by Wendy Mass and Shannon Hale, and Laurie Halse Anderson is my friend on Facebook.
I enjoyed The Absolutely True Diary of a Pert-Time Indian, Graceling, and several weird stories by
M.T. Anderson. In fact, anytime
Miss Stephanie, our teen librarian, hands me a book, I read it
with pleasure. So, never mind that
the Teen Scene was obviously enclosed for the privacy and isolation of those in their anti-social
years. Never mind that it seemed
a little ill-lit for reading purposes.
I stepped into the room to peruse
the books inside.
This is where my husband
found me an hour later, curled in
the fetal position, my thumb in
my mouth.
“What’s wrong?” he asked.
“I feel so alone. No one understands me. Why go on?”
My husband immediately ran
for the literary smelling salts, returning moments later with a
copy of Ginger Pie by Eleanor Estes. I felt better instantly. And I
had learned my lesson about entering the Teen Scene unprepared.
What I recall seeing in that enclosed room, after weeks of hypnotherapy, was darkness. Shelves
stacked with black-covered books,
sometimes accented with bloodred letters, or blood-red claw
marks, or just blood. Books about
vampires, demons, supernatural
death and undeath, werewolves,
zombies, and now, evil angels.
Dealing with the everyday evil of
being a teen is not enough? Or is

it that dealing with the everyday
evils of being a teen is too much,
and that it is easier to treat the
matters in a fantastical forum?
Whatever the case, the darkness
of the teen area struck me as overkill. And apparently it is striking
parents that way as well.
It was only recently that libraries and book publishers began to
divide their youth collections into
Juvenile (J) and Young Adult (YA
or Teen). Before that, once you
outgrew Little House on the Prairie, The Magic Tree House, and
Nancy Drew and the Hardy Boys
Mysteries, you went straight to
Charles Dickens, Emily Bronte
and H.G. Wells. Or you stopped
reading altogether.
Many teachers and librarians
point to the 1967 novel The Outsiders by S.E. Hinton as the beginning of the YA trend. In the
beginning, most books written
for teens were about peer pressure, alcohol use, and the general awkwardness of the teen years.
Some titles ventured into teen
pregnancy and the pains of puberty, and thus earned the nickname, “Problem Stories.” However it has only been the last decade
or so that has brought YA literature more respect and recognition
as a form of literature. YA books
have branched out from realistic
fiction to fantasy, sci-fi, historical fiction, even humor. This field
now has its own annual award, the
Michael Printz award, and many
popular writers of adult fiction are
testing the waters of writing for a
younger audience.

Still, parents worry that a child
moving from Junie B. Jones or Beverly Clearly might not be ready for
the explicit content of The Gossip
Girls or the titillation of Boy Meets
Boy. There is a chasm, make no
mistake, between the J collection
and the YA collection, and I am not
talking merely about the opposite
corners of the library.
Children’s novels are generally
marketed to ages 8-12. Teen books
are meant for ages 12-18. But not
every twelve-year-old should be
reading the same subject matter
that a seventeen-year-old can handle. Just the same, not every twelveyear-old wants to read the kinds of
books written for second graders.
Enter the newest sub-category to
emerge in kids lit: Tween books for
readers ages 10-13. These stories
will rely on subjects a bit more serious than eating cheese slices into
the shapes of all fifty states, but not
as heavy as one’s first experience in
the back seat of a car. There will
be less objectionable language, less
sensuality, less darkness, while still
addressing the issues relevant to
kids that age.
At this point, the idea is relatively new to our library system.
It may require the re-arranging of
our children or teen sections to
make a special place for this group
of readers. (Perhaps we should just
eliminate adult fiction altogether?) It will also take a little time for
us at the reference desk to become
familiar with those particular titles
and authors who are filling this
very real need among young readers. But once done, it will certainly be a relief for Moms and Dads
who, like me, find themselves in
the fetal position whenever they
enter a Teen Scene.

Library Events
WINTER BRACELETS AND
ORNAMENTS
Thursday, January 13, 2011
5-6:00 p.m. FREE Program at
the Emmitsburg Branch Library

There’s no better way to beat the
boredom that often accompanies
a frosty winter day than coming
to the library and joining us as
we make a beaded snowman
charm bracelet and beaded
snowflake decoration. This is a
Teen program. Please register at
www.fcpl.org .
FROSTY FUN
Saturday, January 15, 2011
All Day FREE Program at the
Emmitsburg Branch Library
Come in from the cold and
enjoy winter inspired crafts and
games. This activity for all ages
will be available all day during
library hours, 10:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. Children must be
accompanied by an adult.
The Storytime Show: SNOW,
SNOW, SNOW
Tuesday, January 18, 2011 1011:30 a.m. FREE Program at
the Emmitsburg Branch Library
Preschoolers, 2-year olds, with
an adult are invited to join
Miss Jenni as she creates a
Winter Wonderland of music
and stories, including a special
snowy puppet show.
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UPCOMING EVENTS
Friday Nights
Family Folkloric Fridays – Adults
and children of all ages are invited to participate in Family Folkloric Fridays, held at the YWCA, 909
Fairfield Road, Gettysburg. To register for the program or to volunteer, call the YWCA Service Desk at
717-334-9171.
Every Saturday Night
Bingo at the Rocky Ridge Volunteer Fire Company’s Activity
building. Doors open at 4:30pm
and games start at 7pm.
January 6
Liberty Mountain Resort ‘s National ‘Learn a Snow Sport’ Day. Liberty has a great offer to get you out
on the slopes! For more information call 717-642-8282. Visit us on
January 6 when all of our Learn to
Ski or Snowboard Packages are only
$39! www.skiliberty.com
January 7
Mother Seton School invites you to
joins for our school liturgy honoring the feast day of Saint Elizabeth
Ann Seton at 10:15 a.m. The Class
of 1960 & 1961 will be honored for
their 50th Anniversary. All invited.
Info: 301-447-3161 or www.mothersetonschool.org
January 8
Strawberry Hill Winter Trails Day
at Liberty Mountain. Join Strawberry Hill at Liberty Mountain

Resort for a day of fun on the
snow! Winter Trails Day offers
children and adults new to snow
sports the chance to try snowshoeing for free, and to discover
the great fitness and social benefits with this easy-to-learn winter
sport. Location: Liberty Mountain Base Area, Cost: Free; no reservations are required

presents The Wonder Bread Years A salute to the Baby Boomer Generation. For more information call
717-337-8200 or visit gettysburgmajestic.org

January 9
St. Joseph’s Catholic Church
Taneytown’s Knights of Columbus Country Style Breakfast.
Build Your Own Birdhouse at
Strawberry Hill. Join us on the
Preserve to build your own birdhouse. Think of how happy the
birds will be, to return from a long
flight to find a brand new home!
Members $5, Non-members $8

January 17
Emmitsburg community Sherriff
Deputies monthly open forums.
The purpose of the forums is to
address citizen questions, concerns, comments and suggestions.
The location is the second floor
conference room of the Vigilant
Hose Company. For more information call the town office at 301600-6300

January 12
Mother Seton School ‘s “The Storytime Show with Miss Jenni”.
This exciting and FREE program
for preschoolers brings learning
alive with music, singing, and
puppets. “Snow, Snow, Snow” is
the featured show. Please pre-register by calling 301-447-3165.

January 20
Catoctin High School’s Safe &
sane Community Night at Hoss’s
in Gettysburg. Contact Kay at
301-447-6793 for more info.

January 14
Elias Lutheran Church’s The Basement Coffee House Ministry Featuring: 7 Mile Road from Gettysburg Presbyterian Church, and
Elias’s own Silver Lining Band.
Gettysburg’s Majestic Theater

January 16 , 17 & 18
Auditions for the Thurmont
Thespians Spring musical production of “Snoopy!!!”

January 22
The American Heritage Preservation Foundation 2nd Annual
Lee/Jackson Forum and Dinner.
Come celebrate the birthdays of
two of America’s greatest heroes,
as well as enjoy an evening learning about the character and legacy of General Robert E. Lee and
General Stonewall Jackson. Gettysburg Hotel, Gettysburg. For

information & reservations call
410-259-5906.
2nd Annual EBPA Fundraiser Dance at the Emmitsburg Ambulance Company Building on
Creamery Road. Please contact
Bob Rosensteel at 301.447.6272
to purchase tickets.
January 29
Strawbeery Hills’ Fly Tying Clinic

with George Hammond. George
of Custom-Tied Flies and Guide
Service will be here teaching you
how to tie three bugs.
January 30
Mother Seton School’s Spaghetti Dinner. All You Can Eat. For
more info: 301-447-3161 or www.
mothersetonschool.org Open to
Everyone!

